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Nepa/: Two States, Two Futures Collide
Nepal is perched on the brink of dramatic change.The old monarchy
is tottering - what state system wiI1 replace it? The new Nepalled by
the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) centred in the countryside
confronts the old regime of landlords and bureaucrat capitalists
centred in Kathmandu and beholden to imperialism and India. A
photo essayshows ane way the country's people arebeginning to
build a self-reliant society - a "road to the future" - as captured by a
team of internationalist volunteers. An extract from a report from the
Central Committee of the CPN (Maoist) presentshow the party itself
views recent developments.

Empire - Revo/utionary Communism or
"Communism" without Revolution?
ln recent years Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt offered an
unusually' sweeping critique of the contemporary world addressing
philosophy, economics, culture and other arenas.At the heart of their
analysis is what the authors call "Empire" - a "post-imperialist"
order. A Maoist responsearguesthat though the work contains
provocative insights, its core thesestoss out key truths about the way
the capitalism system actually functions today and dispensewith the
needfor proletarian revolution.

The Revo/utionary Internationalist Movement
Two Maoist leadersof parties of RIM speak out. The Secretary
General of the Communist Party (Maoist) of Afghanistan is
interviewed by AWTW about the:crucial need to uphold Marxism-
Leninism-Maoisrn in that country's difficult political terrain. Bob
Avakian, Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA,
looks at someof the ways the international communist movement
hasdealt with epistemology - how people come to know reality -
and arguesfor the need to settle accounts with views that block or
distort the searchfor truth, even uncomfortable truths that make
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As we go to press in May 2006, it
is impossible to predict what new
twists and tums the revolution in
Nepal will face in the coming
months. In April, a massive three-
week upsurge in the Kathmandu val-
ley and other cities of Nepal has
deeply shaken the ruling structures
of the country and.it is not at all sure
that the monarchical regime will sur-
vrve,

While it was the urban upsurge
led by the parliamentary parties
which carne close to administering
the coup de grace to King
Gyanendra's regime, it was the
decade-Iong people's war led by the
Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist)
that set the stagefor the recent devel-
opments. Since February 2005 the
king had ruled with absolute power
after dissolving the parliament. The
parliament had been composed of
numerous political parties, some
even calling themselves "Marxist-
Leninist", which took tums occupy-
ing government ministries and
squabbled bitterly amongst them-
selves. One guiding star united the .
parliament: opposition to the revolu-
tionary war being waged in Nepal's
countryside.

When Gyanendra dissolved the
parliament in February 2005and
issued a nationwide clampdown (for
example, even temporarily cutting
off cellphone and internet servicein
the wholecountry), his agenda was
openly announced. Ten years of
Maoist revolution, the king said, had
put the country "on the verge of a
precipice", In effect he was seeking
to unite the whole Nepaleseruling

Nepal:

Torrents of Revolt
Engulf the Throne
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Defying shoot-on-sight orders in the capital city.

class by force and concentrate the
whole power of the kingdom on the
overarching task of defeating the

~ people's war.
CC!í So how did the international
~ champions of democracy, in particu-

lar the US, British and lndian gov-
! ernments, reáct when this feudal
s: monarch backed by his generals dis-
12 missed parliament, put the leaders of
Q the parliamentary parties under
~ house arrest and suspendedwhat few
~ civilliberties the country still had, in
oq: a naked royal coup? Did they invade

the country "to restore democracy
and the rule of law"? Did they boy-
cott the regime or subject it to inter-
national sanctions? Did they even
take Gyanendra to the UN Security
Council for a simple resolution of
condemnation? Of course not. They
issued a few mild diplomatic regrets,
for public consumption, but for all
practical purposes gave the regime

I virtual impunity to go about trying to
drown the revolution in blood. And
not without reason - hadn't the US
imperialists used this same approach
in Peru, when they turned a blind eye
to Fujimori's 1991 "auto-coup",
which enabled his regime to deal

sharp blows to the people's war
there, including through the arrest of
its leader, Communist Party of Peru
Chairman Gonzalo?

In truth, the plan of all the reac-
tionaries and imperialists was sim-
ple: help the king crush the revolu-
tion, then find some means to
"restore democracy" -- that is, put a
less "absolute" face on the reac-
tionary regime in place. The problem
is that Gyanendra failed miserably.
Even though the army unleashed a
countrywide wave of terror, it was
still unable to make any significant
breakthroughs against the revolution-
ary forces. In the months after the
royal coup the People's Liberation
Army launched major attacks on
heavily fortified enemy outposts,
each containing scores of hand-
picked, hardcore-reactionary soldiers
of the Royal Nepal Army (RNA),
fanatically loyal to the king and
ready to die to preserve his rule. The
PLA attacked with forces in battalion
and division strength (a division is
about 2,700 soldiers) in what was
called the First Plan of the Strategic
Offensive. After some initial battles
with heavy casualties on both sides,

the military tide began to decisívely
turno A major army base in Pili, in
Western Nepal, was overrun in
August 2005, with 159 RNA soldiers
killed and 60 captured, and large
amounts of ammunition seized.

The PLA grewto sevendivisions,
in addition to the many thousands
more villagers enrolled in the mili-
tias. The rule of the reactionary state
was limited to the major cities, dis-
trict administrative centres and army
bases.The hillyregion of Nepal was
almost completely liberated and
under the control of the new revolu-
tionary authorities led by the party
and responsible to the people. While
the fIat fertile regions such as the
Terai or Dang Valley which produce
most of Nepal's grain were not com-
pletely liberated, in these areas the
PLA could function open1y in both
large and small units and the masses
could be widely moblised in revolu-
tionary activity. For example, the
thousandsof peasantsfrom the Dang
Valley who participated hiked up into
the hills to take part in the building.
the "Martyrs' Road" in the revolu-
tionary base area of Rolpa. The
RNA, on the other hand, could on1y



venture out of their basesto terrorise
the rural massesin heavy convoys.

The successesof the PLA and the
inability of the reactionary regime to
carry through its threat to decisively
defeat the revolution intensified the
crisis within the camp of the old
state. A major development carne
when a 12-point memorandum was
signed between the CPN(M) and the
parliamentary parties, Seven Party
Alliance (SPA), in November 2005.
The agreement called for a united
effort against the "autocratic monar-
chy" and the convening of a con-
stituent assembly. The agreement
causedsomething of apolitical earth-
quak:e in Nepal since, for the first
time, the parliamentary parties were
allied with the Maoists against the
king. The US, in particular, vigorous-
ly denounced the 12-point memoran-
dum and said that instead the king
and the SPA must come to an agree-
ment. Other reactionary forces, espe-
cially India, took a different attitude,
hoping that the Seven Party Alliance

could pressure the CPN(M) to
"rejoin the mainstream" and give up
on the people's war.

Tension mounted throughout the
country asthe 6 April date for the
nationwide general strike drew elos-
er. In March 2006, the PLA paraded
through a district capital, Gularia, in
broad daylight, and also shot down a
helicopter - the first time in South
Asia Maoist forces had succeededin
knocking out this powerful counter-
revolutionary weapon. Also, on the
eve of the general strike the PLA sue-
cessfully wiped out two key RNA
outposts controlling the entry to the
Kathmandu valley from both the east
and the west. Mao Tsetung's descrip-
tion of "encircling the cities from the
countryside" was palpable.

The CPN(M) agreed not to carry
out rnilitary operations in the urban
areas during the April general strike
to avoid giving excusesto the regime
to attack the masses.The Maoist sup-
port for the strike assured that there
was 100 percent compliance with the

Young Maoist fighters in Saranbari, southwest of the capital .

ban on transporting people and goods
on the highways, which the PLA can
control at will.

Within the cities the strike irnrne-
diately took on proportions far
beyond what the parties that had
called for it expected or probably
wished. Repeated clashes took place
between demonstrators arrned only
with stonesand vicious club-wielding
police and soldiers. On some occa-
sions bullets were used against the
crowds. About two dozen demonstra-
tors were killed and as many as 5,000
injured in the three-week period.

The slogans quickly outstripped
the demands of the Seven Party
Alliance. While the SPA had been
careful not to call for an end to the
monarchy, on the streets masses in
their hundreds of thousands were
chanting for the king's execution.
Any sign with the word "royal" or
"his majesty" was very likely to be
destroyed. Under this avalanche of
anti-rnonarchy sentiment the parlia-
mentary parties themselves made

•
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half-hearted republican comments.
When it became clear that force

alone would not break the move-
ment, the Nepal ruling classes and
their foreign backers scrambled to
find a solution to the crisis. The US,
UK, Indian and Chinese ambassadors
made ajoint cali upon the king to lay
down new rules: he was to immedi-
ately come to an agreement with the
parliamentary parties. If not, US
ambassadorJamesMoriarity told the
press,Gyanendra might have to leave
the country "by helicopter". The
"international community" put great
pressure on the SPA to accept the
king's offer to have the SPA name a
new prime minister. However, the
pressure in the street was too great
for the SPAto dare to accept this pro-
posal. Only when the King agreed to
unconditionally reinstate the previ-
ous parliament did the SPA agree to
call off the strike.

In the streets the people celebrat-
ed the retreat of the king. But in addi-
tion to jubilation, another incessant
demand was heard: "Don't betray the
people!" And the people have every

I reason to fear such a betrayaI. The
•.....new Prime Minister Girija Koirala, a
~ti:3 leader of the reactionary Nepalª Congress Party who heads the inter-
." im government, only three years ago
~ was working hand-in-glove with the
:s: tyrant Gyanendra to bring out the
E Royal Nepal Army (RNA) to wage a
Q counter-insurgency campaign. The
~ very first declaration of the new gov-
~ ernment made no mention at all of
:::o; the country's central political issue --
'o::( the ongoing revolutionary war.

Furthermore, one of the fisst acts of
the nervous new govemment was to
ban any demonstration in the centre
of Kathmandu. And while the parlia-
mentary parties agreed to convene
some kind of constituent assembly,
they started quickly running away
from the demand to get rid of the
monarchy completely and establish a
republic.

US-Ambassador Moriarty boast-
ed that the "Bush administration's
policy of promoting democracy
worldwide" (!!) had been "brilliantly
successful" in Nepal - while the US
and UK had backed the monarchy to
the hilt for years and armed the Royal

Nepal Army even as it conducted a
bloodbath in the countryside.
According to Arnnesty International,
the Gyanendra regime piled up the
worst record of disappearancesin the
world. Moriarty imperiously
declared that there is "a useful role
for the institution of the monarchy as
a unifying factor". As for the
CPN(M), Moriarity said they should
be allowed to participate in the con-
stitutuent assembly if they dissolve
the PLA and renounce violence.
Assistant US Secretary of State
Richard Boucher voiced the goal of

.American policy: "I think we should
work together asmuch aswe can... to
expunge the Maoists from Nepali
society. I think it's very much the
attitude of the governrnents in the
region, including India."

. The problem of the monarchy is a
big one for the reactionary ruling
class and its foreign backers. Up to
now the monarchy, along with the
RNA loyal to it, hasbeen the pillar of
the reactionary order. In the concrete
conditions of Nepal it is not easy to
"unplug" the king (who is considered
a reincamation of the Hindu god
Vishnu) without the whole reac-
tionary state apparatus coming
apart--especially when the regime is
being battered by revolutionary war-
fare. However, "Plan A", for
Gyenendra to crush the revolution,
has failed. If "Plan B", relying on the
parliamentary parties with some kind
of residual role for the king to defeat
the revolution, also fails, perhaps
"Plan C" of the imperialists and reac-
tionaries may include a republic. One
thing is certain: the enemies of the
Nepal revolution will be working
night and day using all kinds of car-
rots and ali kinds of sticks in hopesof
derailing the revolution and consoli-
dating a new reactionary governrnent.

At-·this writing, the new Koirala
governrnent has accepted an indefi-
nite ceasefire with the CPN(M) and
talks are scheduled at the highest
leveI. The CPN(M), in its statement
we1coming the first declaration of the
new government, pointed out:
"Having not spoken against mount-
ing foreign intervention in the'
Nepalese politics, not mentioned
anything about comprehensive

restructuring of the state, which
mainly means, in the context of
Nepal, the right of self determination
for the [oppressed] nationalities, not
even touched the question of nation-
al and regional autonomy and a fed-
eral state structure, not mentioned
anything about necessity of land to
the tiller and an independent eco-
nomic policy, not mentioned any-
thing about the need to respect the
people's fundamental rights to edu-
cation, health and employment, and
nothing spoken about special right
for the downtrodden castes [dalits,
so-called "untouchables"] and
women, it appearsvery clear that the
fundamental problems the Nepalese
people encounter day-to-day will not
be solved by this Declaration."

The period ahead will be no less
critical for the advance of the
Nepalese revolution than the tumul-
tuous days in April that won major
concessionsfrom the king. In reality,
two states confront each other in
Nepal -- the old semi-feudal, semi-
colonial state connected to the whole
world imperialist system, and the
people's regime in Nepal's country-
side where for more than ten years
the scaffolding has been constructed
of a new political system based on
the strength of the People's
Liberation Army and the mobilisa-
tion of the masses.In thesevast areas
it has already been possible to insti-
tute a new rule which has quickly
improved the lives of the massesand
already begun the arduous processof
developing a different kind of social
system that can develop in the direc-
tion of socialism and communism.

It is enough to consider a few key
features of Nepalese society to see
how liberating the transformations
brought about by the people's war
have been and to seewhat the imperi-
alists and reactionaries are so deter-
mined to reverse. In the first place,
the caste system has played a central
role in Nepalese society for hundreds
of years. Political power, land owner-
ship, and higher education have been
almost exclusively in the hands of
high caste Hindus while the vast
majority of the lower castes are
locked into a life as peasants and
labourers. In addition to enforcing



exploitation, the feudal superstructure
hasmeant a life of hurniliation for the
lower castes who were forbidden
even to enter the housesof the upper
castes or drink water from the same
welis. In the liberated countryside
giant blows have been dealt to this
hateful system.The lower casteswalk
with their head high and play a cen-
tral role in ali aspectsof the new soei-
ety, including exercising political
power, together with enlightened ele-
ments and revolutionaries from the
upper castes who have broken with
the ideological chains of
Brahmanism. Marriages between
castes,the ultimate taboo of the caste
system and virtually unheard of
before the revolution, are more and
more common. Closely linked to the
caste system is the oppression of
rninority nationalities in Nepal. In
fact, taken together, the rninorities
make up the majority of the Nepalese
population. Under the reactionary
system no rights were granted these
peoples - no schooling in the local
languages, no respect for indigenous
culture and so forth. Great transfor-
mationshave already taken place in
this sphere as autonomous regions
have been formed in the liberated
base areas,bringing self-government
to many oppressednationalities.

Finally, the great changes in the
condition of women speak volumes
about the revolutionary transforma-
tion the people's war has introduced.
Where arranged marriages between
even children were widespread in the
past, now strict prohibitions are
placed against child marriage and in
the liberated areasthe party has been
leading a tenacious fight to convince
young women and men to marry at
no younger than 18 for women and
21 for men. And while no doubt
backward thinking remains, more
and more women and men are mar-
rying whom they want -- regardless
of casteor nationality or the opinions
of parents. Public drunkenness, once
a scourge in the countryside and
often connected with wife-beating,
has been essentially eIiminated.
Previously women were usually illit-
erate .and lirnited to the household.
Today large numbers of women have
joined the revolutionary armed

t
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forces, making up approximately
one-third of the PLA regular soldiers
not to mention the widespread mili-
tias. Many of the commanders and
politicalleaders are women as well.

All of these changes are, of
course, basic democratic transforma-
tions and not yet thekind of changes
that socialism could bring. But it is
also a fact that under the rule of the
reactionaries and dorninated by the
world imperialist system, these most
basic democratic transformations
have been impossible.

By way of comparison, in lndia,
the "world's largest democracy" and
a far moreeconomically advanced
country than Nepal, more than 90
percent of marriages, including
among the educated urban dwellers,
respect caste barriers. This is an
illustration of why Mao stressedthe
need for a new-democratic revolu-
tion (NDR) led by the proletariat. He
pointed out that the NDR is no longer
part of the old bourgeois-democratic
revolution but part of the new world
proletarian revolution. From the ini-
tiation of the people's war the strate-
gic goal of the party has been to ful-
fil the NDR and to proceed after that
to the socialist revolution.

So at the present time two futures
and two statesin Nepal are coliiding,
the one based in the countryside rep-
resenting new democracy and point-
ing' to the socialist future, and the old
Nepal enchainedby imperialism, feu-
dalism and bureaucrat capitalism and
subservient to Indian expansionism.
Which new statepower will be estab-
lished and consolidated throughout
the country is the central problem of
the revolution and the focus of the
very complex problems and sinuous
path of the Nepaleserevolution at this
crucial juncture.

On one level the task of the revo-
lution is the same as that when the
war first began on 12 February 1996
with small forces but great revolu-
tionary ambitions and Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism as the party's
compass to navigate the unknown
and periIous waters. The reactionar-
ies boasted they would snuff out the
hardly armed incipient rebellion
within 15 days! In order to initiate
the revolutionary war Chairman

Prachandaand other leaders had first
to refute the revisionist fallacy of
MB Singh that Nepal's geopolitical
situation locked between the giants
of India and China made it impossi-
ble to sustain a people's war and to
develop it to victory. The subsequent
development of the people's war,
with the exponential growth of the
PLA both in quantity and quality,
proved the correctness of the
Maoists. But achieving and holding
onto nationwide victory is still no
easy matter, especially with the US,
UK, lndia, indeed the whole consor-
tium of reactionary states known as
the "international community" deter-
mined to do everything necessary to
block the emergenceof a new-demo-
cratic Nepal. The relationship
between advancing the revolution in
Nepal in the face of reactionary
encirclement and supporting the rev-
olutionary struggle in the region and
the world has gone from being just
principle and theory to an immediate
and burning problem.

There is no question but that the
revolution in Nepal, like all great
revolutions, will necessarily go
through unexpected and unpre-
dictable twists and turns. Today the
party is faced with both new ques-
tions and new problems as the real
possibilities as well as the challenges
and difficulties of completing the
new-dernocratic revolution take on
sharper focus.

Millions of the oppressedpeople
in Nepal have been fighting for a dif-
ferent future and put their hopes and
dreamsfor a better future in the revo-
lution. Throughout the South Asia in
particular, many rnillions more are
intensely watching the developments
in Nepal unfold, sensing that the
advance or setback of the revolution
in the Himalayas will greatly influ-
ence the course of history in the
region. Revolutionary communists in
every country consider the Nepalese
revolution their own and are deter-
rnined to render every possible assis-
tance to the revolution in Nepal and
to oppose the fouI plans of the impe-
rialists and reactionaries to derail
and/or defeat the revolution .•
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Excerpts from Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) CC Report

Political and
Organ·isational
Resolution

For the entire Central Committee
Report (November, 2005) go to
www.cpnm.org - AWTW

2 - On the evaluation of
domestic situation and

party tactics

a) The People's War that was ini-
tiated under the leadership of our
party to resolve the contradiction of
the Nepalese people with the state

~ power of feudal, bureaucrat and com-
~ prador bourgeoisie c1assbasedon the
~•.• coalition of feudalism and imperial-
- ism has brought forward, in the peri-;::s: od of ten years, a wide-ranging
~ change in the power. balance of
Q national politics. The old state has
ti! been wiped out from the entire rural
O area of country whilst national and
:: regional autonomous republics and
o::t local powers, though in the primary

stage of their development, have
taken birth. These people's powers,
in line with the specificity of Nepal,
are advancing gradually towards the
direction of forroing central govern-
ment of Federal People's Republic.
The People's Liberation Arrny, enter-
ing into the stage of strategic offen-
sive after it crossed the strategic
defensive and equilibrium against the
enemy's military strength, has
already implemented its first plano
Today, this is the principal aspect of
domestic situation.

b) When the ideological synthesis
the secondnational conference of our

party had made and the political and
military tactic it had put forward led
the development of People's War to
further intensification and qualita-
tiveness, then the contradiction
between the liberal and diehard sec-
tions of the old state also got intensi-
fied. The first explosion of that con-
tradiction went off in the forro of
dreadful Narayanhiti Massacre. That
massacre, in its essence, was the
result of conspiracy, rebellion and
victory acquired by the diehard sec-
tion of the state under the leadership
of obstinate feudal element against
the liberal section and group. The
fact that the massacrewas deliberat-
ed main1y against the people's war
and the achievement of historical
mass movement in 1990 as well has
been c1earas daylight. Our party had
then made a polítical analysis that
there was support of foreign reac-
tionary power mainly the US imperi-
alism to the fake King Gyanendra
and his feudal clique behind the mas-
sacre. Today, even when Gyanendra
Shahi,=tbrough a coup has imposed
autocratic monarchical military dic-
tatorship in the country, the pressure
that the US imperialism, which
thinks of oneself as the supplier of
democracy the world over, has been
creating upon the parliamentarian
political parties to surrender before
the autocratic monarchy justifies
more brilliantly that our erstwhile
analysis was correct. Realizing seri-
ously the realíty that the massacre
was also targeted against the parlia-

CPN(M) Chairman
Prachanda

mentarian parties participating in the
old state, our party had immediately
appealed the parliamentarian parties
and civil society and taken initiative
for joint work and front against feu-
dal autocracy. However, the appeal
and initiative could not take a con-
crete forro becauseof the c1asschar-
acter, short sightedness and momen-
tary interest of the major parliamen-
tarian parties. Today, after about four
years, mainly after the royaf coup of
Feb 1,2005, with the pressureof sit-
uation, the environment and possibil-
ity of building such an alliance has
immensely increased and party is
taking initiative to its capacity
towards that direction.

c) To coordinate well the political
and military intervention and usecor-
rectly the contradiction between dif-
ferent groups of the enemy has been
an inseparable part of our tactic.
Evaluating objectively the interna-
tional balance of power and experi-
ence of the five years of people's
war, the second national conference
of our party took up a decision of all
party conference, interim govern-
rnent and the election of constituent
assembly as a political tactic. Before
the positive impact of this tactic had
reachedto its climax, the Narayanhiti
Massacre was staged and it brought
about a huge change in the polítical
scenario of the country. The party
centre, developing its political tactic
in the new situation, emphasised on
the necessity of interim govemment,
election of constituent assembly and

+



institutionalised development of
republic. ln that very context,
emphasising to enhance the move-
ment unitedly in favour of con-
stituent assembly and republic, party
had furthered discussion with differ-
ent parliamentarian parties at the
central Ievel. Noteworthy to mention
is that the then slogan of republic
was neither a slogan of new demo-
cratic republic nor that of bourgeois
parliamentarian one. ln fact and in
essence, that slogan was the one of
multiparty republic that by means of
constituent assembly could bring
about an extensive change in the
state structure by addressing the
problems related with class, nation,
region and sex prevailing in the
country. The summary of what kind
of changes in the state structure the
party has sought through constituent
assembly has been clarified in the
proposal the negotiation team had
presented on behalf of the party. It is
clear that the sameslogan of republic
was later spelled as democratic
republic by adding a popular termi-
nology the 'democratic'.

d) Now the slogan of ínterim
govemment, election of the con-
stituent assembly and democratic
republic that our party, taking into
account of the international and
domestic balance of power, has for-
mulated is a tactical sIogan put for-
ward for the forward-looking politi-
cal way out. Remaining clear on the
principle that the tactic must serve
strategy, our party has viewed the
democratic republic neither as the
bourgeois parliamentarian republic
nor directly as the new democratic
one. This republic with an extensive
reorganisation of the state power as
to resolve the problems related with
class, nationality, region and sex pre-
vailing in the country, would play a
role of transitional multiparty repub-
lic. Certainly, the reactionary class
and their parties will try to transform
this republic into bourgeois parlia-
mentarian one, where as our party of
the proletariat class will try to trans-
form it into new democratic republic.
How long will be the period of tran-

sition, is not a thing that can right
now be ascertained. It is clear that it
will depend upon the then national
and intemational situation and state
of power balance. As for now, this
slogan has played and will play an
important role to unite all the forces
against the absolute monarchy dorni-
nant in the old state for it has been a
common enemy for both revolution-
ary and parliamentarian forces. Both
of the understandings that the slogan
of constituent assembly and demo-
cratic republic is apure political and
diplomatic manoeuvring to be never
applied or as a strategic slogan to be
never changed i.e. to be applied in
any condition are wrong.

ln the concrete condition of
today, our party can establish its
leadership in the movement only by
going forward fmnly, actively and
responsibly in the question of organ-
ising interim govemment, electing
constituent assembly and establish-
ing democratic republic with exten-
sive reorganisation in the statepower
and with the force of struggle by
uniting entire republican forces
against the feudal autocratic monar-
chy. After the collapse of the monar-
chy dominant in the old state, this
slogan can pIay a role of forward-
looking political way out for the
peaceful resolution of civil war. This
slogan addresses correctly the peo-
ple's aspiration of change and peace
for it can open up a door of peaceful
resolution ofcivil war, and as a con-
sequencecan play a positive role for
the preparation of insurrection too.
So, party must take up active initia-
tive unitedIy to make this process
reach to a logical conclusion.

e) The unilateral cease-fire that
the centre had declared for three
months has established party's con-
viction, sense of responsibility and
sensitiveness towards democratic
political way out and aspiration of
peaceof the massesof people from a
new height. The heartily welcome
and positive repercussion from all
the political forces and the massesof
all levels and sects, in and outside of
the country that, along with forward-

looking political way out, aspire for
peace has further inspired our party
to go more responsibly ahead. Most
important thing is that the cease-fire,
tearing out Gyanendra Shahi's mask
of peace, has made the war-monger-
ing, criminal and autocratic look hid-
den within it naked and exposed
before the broad masses and world
community as well. Gyanendra
Shahi, who has been unable to show
his criminal face in the general
assembly of United Nations, staging
a drama of walking on foot within a
high security cordon, is now enter-
taining his nearby people by uttering
stupid things like 'something
unwanted things are being done with
foreign money in the country' with
his sycophant officials. Even while
requests are being made from the
entire intelligentsia and broad masses
in the country and from the UN to the
world community to work in favour
of peace and polítical way out,
Gyanendra Shahi and his absolute
feudal coterie, cowardly propagating
that 'the ceasefire cannot be
believed' has instructed the royal
army at this time to be active in
killing, arresting and torturing
Maoist cadres and people all across
the country. Also the fact that the
motive hidden behind this was to stu-
pidly cover up his absolute and
bloodthirsty face by forcing us to call
off cease-fire soon and, in turn, prop-
agating all of this was a conspiracy
has now been exposed before the
entire Nepalese people and the
world. Where as, our party is deter-
rnined to accomplish its responsibili-
ty of forward-looking political way
out and people's aspiration of peace
without being provoked by the
enemy.

Now, the feudal clique of nation-
al betrayer and people's traitor
Gyanendra Shahi, hiding inside the
mask of foreign intervention and
nationalism, is going ahead towards
the direction of unleashing a dreadful
massacre against the real multiparty
nationalism and democratic move-
ment in Nepal. The situation is
becorning so piercing that a danger

11
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of big storm in the capital and big
cities has been visualised in the near
future. A time-bell is ringing for the
history to take a big tum.

In this situation, our party of the
proletariat, determining own tactic
and reaching to the climax of its
rigidity and flexibility, must be able
to accomplish its role in the history.
In the situation, which changes in
moments, if the party of the proletari-
at, in a real sense,fails to build up a
headquarters capable to take up any
risky decision of whatever kind and
party rank and army, which can
implement that decision firmly with
no condition, the storm not far away
can wreck everything. That storm
will not take note of any kind of
dogma and insistence. Party engen-
ders a danger of losing its credibility
in the history if we cannot establish
our control over the events by chang-
ing our moves immediately in line
with the intense developrnent of
objective events. At this time, all the
political parties in our country are
entering into a major acid test of the

~ history. The verdict of who will tum
CC5 into ash and who will pass well in
~ this acid test will take place very

ruthlessly. Therefore, in this crucial
3!: moment it is necessary to have a
~ strong unity for the party to keep
~ oneself prepared fulIy.
Q e) Party must not and will not
~ allow the historic truth falling in
~ shadow that the main specificity of
o::t imperialism and proletarian revolu-

tion is the alliance of feudalism and
imperialismo The econornic, polítical
and rnilitary assistance the ruling
classesof US imperialism and Indian
expansionism have granted to the
royal army, subservient to the feudal
palace, to oppress the democratic
movement of the people has forceful-
ly justified that historic fact in the
Nepalese context also. Even after
Feb 1,2005, the pressure that the US
imperialism has created upon the
political parties for an agreement
with the feudal monarchy sustaining
with the support of pure royal army
terror clarifies the depth of that

alliance.
Even while wide public opinion

has been built up today in favour of
constituent assembly election, it is
clear that the pressure of foreign
power centres is working from
behind the failure of 7 political par-
ties to abandon the colIaborationist
slogan of restoration of parliament.
The slogan of reinstatement of parlia-
ment in the present condition of
Nepal can act not only as a loophole
for the parties to agreewith the King
but also as a weapon of the King to
savehimself at last stage.The reason
behind continuing with such situa-
tion seemsto be a phobia of imperi-
alists and, to a great extent, parlia-
mentarian party leaders, that the
Maoists rnight acquire upper hand
when constituent assembly and
republic is taken up directly. Here,
they have been insisting the People's
Liberation Army, under our party
leadership, and weapons to be the
main problem. One can easily under-
stand the secret behind the saying
that feudal and imperialist leaders
cannot believe us until we come in
peaceful politics by abandoning
People's War, in other words, until
we surrender, but the same kind of
saying from the leadersof parliamen-
tarian parties, who talk of full
democracy or republic, can be said
ridiculous only.

To shut eyes on the historical
necessity of dissolving and disarm-
ing the royal army that has been
defending absolute monarchy by
booting down people's democratic
movement and its achievement since
250 years, in general, and past six
decades,in particular, becomes mov-
ing around feudalism and imperial-
ism. In the history, no republic has
been established ever without dis-
solving and defeating the army sub-
servient to monarchy and Nepal can-
not be an exception to it. In the con-
text when our party, with a deep
sense of responsibility towards peo-
ple and the "<iemocracy, has been
declaring to"reorganise army accord-
ing to the result that comes through

the election (peaceful) of constituent
assembly under the supervision of
UNO or any trustworthy internation-
al institution, the fact that the peo-
ple's army is nor an obstruction for
peace and democracy but is a means
ofit is clear. While arriving at the lat-
est cease-fire, party's sensitivity
towards people's aspiration of peace
andpolitical way out hasbeen further
clear.

In spite of this, in the context of
the imperialist exertion to materialise
coalition between the absolute
monarchy and parliamentarian par-
ties, , Gyanendra Shahi's cruel and
feudal obstinacy to crush down all
with the strength of royal army and
major parliamentarian leaders'
unclear, political indecision and col-
laborationist behaviour, our party
must not and will not be trapped in a
subjective illusion that republic will
emerge through constituent assembly
after the monarchy collapses with no
trouble and easily. Unless the back-
bone of royal army is broken by rais-
ing people's war to a new height,
unless a consolidated unity is devel-
oped in the party by developing its
own ideology, policy, plan, program
and__command and unless people's
power and people's relation is devel-
oped on the basis of people's educa-
tion, to expect a change from others

,"is wrong. Our party will not lag
behind in the tactic of uniting all
forces who can be united for a politi-
cal way out, but while doing so will
never deviate from the duty of firrnly
advancing our independent revolu-
tionary inítiative further. Grasping
the reality that the development of
people's war hasmade the possibility
of forward-looking political way out
strong, the whole party, People's
Liberation Army and people's pow-
ers, and consolidating them, will be
centralised to raise people's war to a
new height. •
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Nepa/_
/nternationa/

TeamsHelp
June 22, 2005

agarat Autonomous People's
epublican Government, Nepal

The great people's war that has undertaken a great goal of building an independent and
progressive?ew Nepal, free from exploitation and oppression of feudalism and
imperialism, is running in its tenth year. Today, the people's war being waged under the
leadership of Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) and the initiative of great Nepalese
people, destroying local hegemony of the old stateacrossthe entire countryside of Nepal,
has been not only challenging imperialism by building and practicing people's new power,
but also is providing a forceful revolutionary messageand new energy to the working
massesthe world over.

The revolution doesnot only destroy the old; rather, it simultaneously createsand builds a
new also. Today, the colossal works of construction being carried out in an independent
and creative initiative of lakhs* of people in the regions liberated by people's war is
justifying this fact. There is insuppressible courage,energy and creation in the unity and
labour of the massesthat can shakethe world. This is the real sourceof building a history.
Encouraging activenessand participation of the massesobserved in the construction of 91
km motorable road, the Martyr Road, which is being carried out under the initiative of
people-electedMagarat Autonomous People's Republican Govemment in the mainbase
areaof people's war, is justifying the aforesaid facto

Till now, about one lakh of people have usedtheir direct labour of more than 10 lakh
working days for the construction of that road. In addition to this, people's liberation
army, massorganizations, different fronts and departmentshave been using their labour in
this work. Almost 35 percent of the totallength of the road has already been
accomplished, while motors are running in the initial part of 14 km. ln its essence,the
work of building a motorable road has not only benefited to the transportation service of
the massesin the main baseareabut also hasbecome a fundamental particularity of
Nepalesepeople's war changing people's life and it has also revealed proletarian receptive
notion and sentiment, great unity of the labouring massesand intemationalism.

Definitely, it is very difficult from the viewpoint of physicallabour, though not
impossible, to successfully accomplish such a huge plan of construction. The assistanceof
not only the massesfrom this autonomousregion, but that of entire nation and
intemational community also is necessaryfor this. And so, we appeal all to provide alI
kinds of moral and material support for such a great task that has a far-reaching and
historical significance.

SantoshBudha Magar
Head, Magarat Autonomous People's Republican Govemment, Nepal

*11
akh "" 100,000



Build a Boeato the Future
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People frorn the oppressed Magar national minority welcoming the brigade members.

In response to the Call from the Margarat Revolutionary
Regional Government, two teams have traveled to Nepal
to take part alongside the Nepalese people to build the
road. The following text is slightly edited and excerpted
from a report from the first team. For the full text see
aworldtowin.org. -AWTW

that we would have to cross army checkpoints to reach
our destination. The regime has "distinguished" itself by
compiling one of the worst records in·the world for dis-
appearances,extra-judicial executions, and other types of
bloody repression. We also had some idea of the fierce
deterrnination of the Nepalese people to forge a new
future, and were eager to seewhat they had achieved, and
to work alongside them on this crucial project for the all-
sided development of the autonomous region.

While the Himalayas are never all that far away in
Nepal, this is not a joumey made by many tourists.
Anyone travelling into the liberated areasneedsto cross a
series of roving military check points, where almost any-
thing can happen. Buses into the area are stopped, young
soldiers carrying machine guns come inside and the pas-

.sengers are forced out where their baggage is searched.
Any Nepalese identified by the soldiers as Maoist - or a
"suspected Maoist" - are taken away... to prison or
sometimesjust marched off into the countryside and exe-
cuted on the spot. The soldiers stationed on the approach-

I
nNovember 2005, the first intemational road-building

brigade, consisting of seven volunteers from
Australia, Britain, Canada,Colombia, Germany and

Norway arrived in the liberated Rolpa district in mid-
westem Nepal. We had travelled many thousandsof miles
to work sideby side with the people to build a road aspart
of the efforts of the new revolutionary power there to
forge a self-reliant economy, free of the chains of imperi-
alist domination.

The brigade members were well aware that the.regime
of King Gyanendra, who dissolved parliament last year
and centralised power in the hands of the feudal monar-
chy, was waging a vicious counter-insurgency war and

+

~_--------------------
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Terraced fields around Tilla Bazaar being improved by agricultural
experts trained by the Provisional ~~nary Government.
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Tilla Bazaar (above and below), the town around the road projecto

es to the liberated areas are the elite of the RNA,
battle-hardened, crack troops equipped with the
army's best weaponry. You can tell their elite char-
acter just from the way they look: not only meaner
and more arrogant, but bigger, and better fed than
the averagesoldiers. They also bearmore than their
shareof responsibility for the horrors for which the
regime has been repeatedly denounced by human
rights groups around the world.

On our arrival to Tilla Bazaar, 250 people gath-
ered to hear more about the brigade members, and
to express their enthusiasm, and the brigaders told
the attentive crowd what had motivated us to come
so faroAs we bedded down for our first night, we
all shared a feeling that we were in for an experi-
ence un1ike any we' dever known before.

The area the brigade visited is part of the
Magarat Autonomous Republic, which was
declared in 2003 afier the Royal Nepalese Arrny
was driven out by the forces of the People's
Liberation Arrny, led by the Communist Party of
Nepal (Maoist). The Magars areone of anumber of
oppressednational rninorities in Nepal. The found-
ing of their new regional republic in one of the
most advancedrevolutionary baseareasin Nepal is
widely viewed in the country as a momentous
event marking the end of centuries-long injustice
suffered by the people there, and we saw many
expressions of pride in thi.sachievement.

~~~

A work schedule was drawn up with the road
organisers. It basically set out which sections of the
road we were to work on and when, and with which
group of people - families of people who'd fallen
in the revolutionary war, local peasants, PLA
members, etc. Time was also set aside for Some
discussion with the different groups. It was
explained to the brigade members that the road
building was not going on at full speedat that very
moment, becauseit was harvest time. Completing
the harvest successfully was crucial to people's
livelihoods, especially over the corning winter
months, so this had to be taken into account when
mobilising volunteers. This was also why the revo-
lutionary govemment requested each farnily to try
to provide only one volunteer, so as to ensure the
livelihood of the family as a whole.

~~~

The techniques used were 1ike nothing we had
ever seen. Upon reaching the road, some hundred
people were hard at work. We first noticed gangsof
young men hugging the hillsides with long steel
crowbars labouring to remove large rocks to clear a
passagewayfor the road.At first we were abit scep-
tical: the rocks appearedmuch too large to yield to
the youths' exertions. But the young men had had a
lot of practice, and soon cries of joy rang out as a
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Local road builders, some trom the Magar nationality.

ABOVE: Children enjoy cultural performance.
BELOW: Evening cultural performance.

I

A political commisar and male comrade showed
great enthusiasm throughout the team's stay.

giant rock was tumbled out af its age-old resting place.
At one point, perhaps inspired by the efforts of the newcomers, a

young woman, Sapana,a nom de guerre which means "Dream", carne
up in a full-length red dress, and began to sing a haunting revolution-
ary melody. As the brigade members looked aroúnd, with the majestic
mountains in the distance, terraced rice paddies along the hill sides,
solitary pine trees piercing the clouds, the beautiful melody rising to
the heavens,and people from so many parts of the world and so many ~
different walks of life throwing heart and soul into our common ~
efforts, for such a worthy cause, none of us could help but be deeply 1:1
moved.

O
~

Somework techniques were particularly difficult. For exarnple, one
person didn't work a shovel, but two. A rope was tied just above the ~
blade of the shovel, andjust asthe first person shoved the shovel deeply ~
into the ground, the other person would lift on the rope to get the max- g
imum arnount of dirt out. It was very hard to get the timing right - if the ~
person holding the rope jerked too soon, the person with the shovel got ~
a little dirt hurled into their face (which brought more giggles), and if
they didn't jerk soou enough the shovel wouldn't come out.

.Á..Á..Á.

During one session the brigaders spoke with an older man of the
Magar nationality, Lila Darpun, 65, from Corshavan. When we asked
why he had come, he said, "We've come here for ourselves. We feel
good about what we're doing. Tt will help usoEven though I'm very
old, ifI can just lifta few stones, 1'11be very happy. As a young man
I worked so hard, but this work is different, it's special."

The work was indeed physically demanding and many women took
part too. When asked the same question, Ima Kumari, a 43-year old
mother of three, explained, "I'rn still illiterate. I don't know much
about books, But I know that the road is a good thing. We're building
a new country. It used to take days to get salt and clothes, but with the
new road we can do it in hours."

The monarchy and some of the media have tried to slander the
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ABOVE: PLA soldiers join with villagers passing stones hand-to-hand down the line.

BELOW: The two-person shoveling technique.

road-building effort as "forced
labour". They make lurid compar-
isons with the PaI Pot regime in
Cambodia and generally play on
"anti-totalitarian" stereotypes. But it

~ was clear from watching and talking
~
Q with the people who'd come to do
~ their share that there was nqthing at
<: all "forced" about the inimitable
3i: combination of good humour and
E serious dedication with which they

went about their work.
Q

~

~
~

ln any case, the effort to carve
this road through this difficult terrain
has struck a deep chord among the
people here. Governrnent after gov-
emment had promised it would be
built - but somehow the money
never carne through, or if it did, it
just disappeared into the deep pock-
ets 01' corrupt politicians. After all,
who would benefit? Just some peas-
ants in the hinterland - and that was
hardly sufficient motivation for the
Kathmandu elite to act. So what no
Western-backed government ever
managed to do, despite their hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in for-
eign aid, now the people, mobilised
by their new leaders, aredoing them-
selves.



The team were askedconstantly about the situation in
our own countries, especially about the woman question,
and people took notes of what we said. The local people
were also very eager to show us other new projects they
were working on. There was a "model commune" and
two "model schools" "not far away" - but "not far away"
in the Nepalese countryside meant hours of walking,
making a visit impossible in our short stay.They had also
launched abig fish-breeding farm, a new thing in this part
of the country, which was created with he1pfrom people
living in a liberated areain another region where this was
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LEFT: Every
uprooted tree
brought cheers.

BELOW:

Internationalist
welcome.

a more common activity. We saw this and were very
happy to be able to benefit from it quite directly - one
brigader said it was "the best fish I've ever tasted", to the
contentment of the new fish farmers.

We saw other new things that had been impossible
under the old regime. When one of the brigaders fell pret- :b
ty ill one evening, our hosts travelled through the dark- ~
nessto find a "barefoot doctor", a young village man who ~
had been trained under the new regime in the basics of O
medicine. He carneat 4 in the morning, and gave the sick a
brigader a drip feed, and stayed by his side till the next
day when he was better, Under the old system, many, per- :§
haps most of Nepal's doctors choose to live in ::::
Kathmandu, where life is easier, and attend to the middle g
classes.But the new revolutionary regime has drawn on §!!
the experience of China under Mao to develop new health fd
care policies aimed at serving the majority of Nepal's
people, the peasants in the countryside, and relies on
mobilising them to solve their own needs....

•••••••••

The brigade members looked back on all this and felt
a heightened senseof responsibility to strengthen solidar-
ity with the struggle in Nepal - a revolution suddenly
moved off the news pagesand acquired faces, names,and
voices. Those from the imperialist countries shudderedat
the thought of what it means when their own govem-
ments, like Britain, provide weapons to the RNA. Were
cluster bombs and bunker busters the next weapons to be
used against the people we' d been with - for the "crime"
of taking their destiny in their own hands and building up
their own self-reliant economy and society? •
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Neither Imperialism nor Islam
Interview with
Afghanistan Maoist Leader

The following is an excerpted
interview conducted in winter 2006
with the General Secretary of the
Communist Party (Maoist) of
Atqnanistan, a participating party in
the Revolutionary Internationalist
Movement. -AWTW

Q. When the Soviet Union occu-
pied Afghanistan, the ruling par-
ties calling themselves "commu-
nist" imposed a reactionary
oppressive rule on the people.
What challenges does this pose to
genuine communists?

A. Their pseudo-communist claims
have created incorrect perceptions

~ about communism among the vast
CCi majority of the people. Right from

ª•.• the beginning of the uprising against
~ the Soviet social-imperialists the
3E subjective and objective conditions
p had anegative and destructive impact
r- on the left movement, which caused
9 it to make deeper deviations. These
IX: deviations of the left also contributed
~ to the anti-communism in society, by
o:r: further attributing communism to the

crimes of the social-imperialists.
Anti-communism, as an interna-

tional endeavour, tries its utmost to
portray the defeat of the social-impe-
rialists in Afghanistan asthe defeat of
communism. However, the Islamic
anti-communism during the rule of
the Jihadis and the Taleban could not
dress up anti-communism any better
than it was done by the social-impe-
rialist puppets. This weakened anti-
communism to some degree. But the
subjective and objective factors,
locally and internationally, are still
heightening anti-communism. Con-
sequently, the challenges facing the
genuine communists are continually

ansmg, which requires them to
patiently continue ln principled
struggle.

One of the challenges is that,
along with the social-imperialists'
defeat, the left in the war of resist-
ance was also defeated. These two
realities help anti-communists de-
duce that communism hasno place in
Afghanistan, and this weighs heavily
in the minds of sections of the peo-
ple. The Islamic anti-communists
specifically conclude and promote
that Afghanistan is an Islamic socie-
ty, and that communism, based on
dialectical materialism against reli-
gion, has no place in that country.

To overcome this challenge a sig-
nificant section of the left in
Afghanistan adapted the theory
under the guise of Islam, and made
that part of their programme. Other
sections, although they did not for-
mally adopt this theory, widely prac-
ticed the samething.

The present liquidationists con-
clude that Afghanistani society is
very backward, ano that for as long
as backwardness is not dealt with,
revolutionary . communism has no
chance.

Another challenge is the incorrect
understanding of internationalism
among communists. Anti-commu-
nists propagate communism as "an
imported ideology", so that people
do not willingly accept it; the idea
that communism can only be im-
posed on the people of Afghanistan
by foreign powers still has shaky
foundations in the society.

Another aspect of this challenge
facirig the genuine communists is the
lack of a foreign government to sup-
port them, and, therefore, without
such support, the difficulty .of estab-

lishing themselves in Afghanistan.
Still another challenge is the

accusation that communists are
oppressive. As we know, the rule of
the social-imperialist occupiers and
their puppets was based on suppres-
sion of the masses.This oppression
in communist disguise ultimately
impacts on genuine communists, as
the anti-communists try hard to gen-
eralise and attribute it to the genuine
communists as well,

So, due to the reactionary oppres-
sive rule of the social-imperialists
and their puppets, the challenge fac-
ing the genuine communists can be
summarised as follows: communism
has no room in Afghanistan, unless it
is imposed on the people by oppres-
sion and suppressionor invasion and
occupation, and even then it will not
last longoAs hasbeen seen;this chal-
lenge is not absolutely specific to the
situation in Afghanistan; genuine
communists in other countries more
ar less face the samechallenge inter-
nationally. As Afghanistan took the
brunt of the Soviet social-imperial-
ists and their native puppets, this
challenge is more widespread and
intense in Afghanistan than in other
countries.

The only proper response to this
challenge is to courageously take the
programme of the genuine commu-
nists, that is the programme of the
Communist Party (Maoist) of
Afghanistan, among the massesin a
principled way, so that people can
distinguish genuine communists
from social-imperialist puppets.

Q. How can the massescomprehend
the differences between the revi-
sionist social-imperialists' p ro-
gramme and the programme pre-
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sented by the genuine communists?

A. There are three key issuesand two
grounds requiring struggle:

1) Differences between Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism and revisionism;
differences between proletarian
internationalism and social-
imperialismo

2) Differences between new-
democratic revolution and what the
social-imperialists and revisionists
practiced in Afghanistan and other
places; differences between Maoist
socialist revolution as well as the
transition from socialism to commu-
nism from the Maoist perspective
versus what the revisionists say and
practice.

3) Differences between the
Maoist people's war strategy, which
is basedon the massline, versusrevi-
sionist parliamentary stvíÍ.tegy,which
is based on coups supported by the
social-imperialists.

We need to differentiate our-
selves from the revisionists, not only
on the theoretical front, but also we
need to distinguish ourselves from
the revisionists in the implementa-
tion of our programme in practice. In
other words, we must understand the
importance of our struggle on both
the theoretical and practical fronts.
The Maoist movement in
Afghanistan, along with the new-
democratic movement, made a rela-
tively clear demarcation between
themselves and the revisionist social-
imperialists in the 1960s. Although
the movement could not mobilise the
massesof peasantsand that is why it
colIapsed, aspointed out by martyred
Cornrade Yari, it did establish bases
among intelIectuals, workers and the
petite bourgeoisie in the cities.

During the resistance movernent
against the coup regime installed in
April 1978, and in the war of resist-
ance against the social-imperialist
invaders, Maoist Sholaites rnilitantly
participated in the resistance and
widely joined the masses. Unfor-
tunately, overall, their participation
in the mass movement was not based
on correct principles. Even so, with-
in the first few years of the war of
resistance, people could see the dif-
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ference between the revisionists and
the Maoists, both in theory and prac-
tice, although not so clearly and deci-
sively, because of the rnistakes that
the Maoists made.

Sections of the people still
remember the struggle of the
Maoists, and, despite its lirnitations,
this can be relied upon to begin our
initial activities among the masses;
and the newly emerging communist
movement, during the last twenty
years, has used this opportunity. As a
result of the Maoists' struggle in the
past, sections of the masses distin-
guish the "Sholaites" from the
"Khalqite-Parchamites", In other
words, the chalIengesfacing the gen-
uine communists in implementing
their programme, although quite
widespread, are not absolute, there
are relatively ready-made bases that
can be relied upon. Our Party is a
witness to this fact.

In addition, in the current situa-
tion, basedon our Party activities and
under the leadership of the Party,
democratic organisations among the
masses of people,' among women,
youth, trades unions, labourers and
other sections of society can be used
to establish wider links between the
massesand the Party. By combining
underground activities with open and
serni-open work among the masses,
we can take our programme among
the massesto show them the differ-
ences between our programme and
those imposed on them by the revi-
sionists. To achieve this end, we need
to find and utilise both ilIegal ansl
legal channels through working rela-
tively openly among the people.

The key issue is to rernind our-
selves that each and every activity
carried out in any situation must
serve the goal of preparing and initi-
ating the peoples' war of resistance,
which is the concrete form of peo-
ple's war in the present situation of
Afghanistan.

Q. After the Soviets the Taleban
carne to power... What is it that
attracts people to Islam? How can
the communists draw íhe people
from the Islamists to their own
side?

A. If we are to taIk about the "Islamic
mobilisation" that dates back to the
1960s, it was during this period that
various political groups, with differ-
ent ideological and polítical stances,
relatively widely emerged on the
scene. The communist movement
(Maoism) was born then and the
new-democratic movement stood
tall; the revisionist party (Peoples
Democratic Party), from which two
factions emerged, "Khalq" and
"Parcham", both tied to the Soviet
social-imperialists, and other bour-
geois-nationalist groups and political
forces also appeared. Against this
backdrop, the reactionary religious
feudal forces reacted and organised a
reactionary religious movement
under the auspices of the
Afghanistani government that was
supported by the reactionary Arab
regimes and regimes in the region
that were supported by Western
imperialismo

The prevalent feudal culture in
society, the pseudo-communist pseu-
do-progressive claims put forward by
the Russian puppet regime, and the
Islamic regimes in the neighbouring
countries of Iran and Pakistan,
unconditionalIy supported by
Western imperialists and reactionary
Arab states,all and all, contributed to
bringing the spontaneous war fronts
of resistance increasingly under the
influence of reactionary forces. The
communist and revolutionary forces
tailing the spontaneous movement
prepared the ground for the Islarnic
forces to further influence the war of
resistance against social-imperial-
ism. That is how the Islarnic forces,
by prevailing in the war of resistance
against social-imperialism, took over
the government after the colIapse of
Najib's regime.

Islam was not the only factor
bringing the Islarnists into power ....
The dramatic advances made by the
Taleban, who evolved from a small
force into a major power clairning to
govem the entire country, was sup-
ported by three powerful imperial-
istlreactionary factors. The US and
British imperialists not only worked
behind the scenes to organise the
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"Islamic mobilisation", but also
directly and indirectly supported
them afterwards. So of the three
major factors propelling the Taleban
into power, only one of them was
lslam. This factor, Islam, was mainly
used by the Taleban against other
lslamists, not so much against com-
munists, to combat the "corruption
and decadence" that was prevalent
among other Islamists. This was to
justify and legitimise the "war among
Muslims".

Overall, the reactionary lslamic
forces are consolidated in the
"Islamic Republic of Afghanistan"
current and are supported by the VS
imperialists and their allies asforeign
supporters of the regime. Therefore,
what we see as the Taleban today
cannot be taken as the main model of
lslamism in Afghanistan. By looking
at the other Islamic countries and
around the world, one can see that
anti-American pan-Islamism (the AI
Qaeda type) does not constitute the
major portion of the Islamists.

The numerous crimes committed
by the "Jihadi" and "Taleban"
lslamists during the "Islamic State"
of "Jihadis" and the "Islamic

~ Emirate" of the Taleban have.indeed((5
~ faded the old glory of Islam in the
•.• eyes of the masses. This situation
2!: alone provides a good opportunity
s: for the communists to draw people
~ from the Islamists onto their own
CI side.
~ The prevalent feudal cuIture, in
O the absence of a powerful non-reli-s.
::iiõ gious force, namely the communists,
'o::t generates and regenerates masses

that would support various shadesof
Islamists in an endless circle, or
massesthat would live a life indiffer-
ent to politics.

As far as the Islamism packaged
in the Constitution is concemed, it is
supported by the imperialist invad-
ers, as well as by the reactionary
Arab regimes and Islamists in the
region, who march under the imperi-
alists' drum-beat, A large section of
the feudal and bourgeois comprador
classes is the main supporter of
lslamism. Naturally, for as long as
the dominance of semi-feudal, semi-
colonial power is not challengedby a

national revolutionary war of resist-
ance, they will continue to retain
their massbase.

As far as Islamism in its specific
Afghanistani form of the Taleban and
global AI Qaeda is concemed, it
involves some other factors as well.
Suppressing this form of lslamism is
an excuse for the American imperial-
ists' campaign.

ln other words, the Taleban fights
as part of an extensive intemational
force. Naturally, this is an important
factor drawing the masses onto the
side of the Taleban. In fact, the lack
of a strong revolutionary communist
or even anti-American nationalist
movement, inc1uding in Afghanistan,
is the reason why the massescommit
themselves to crazy Islamism, creat-
ing an oppressive reactionary reli-
gious movement that is used to justi-
fy the American imperialists export-
ing "progress and democracy". If a
strong revolutionary altemative
existed in Afghanistan and in other
Islamic countries, Islamism, mainly
serving the invaders and their lack-
eys, would not have appeared in the
forrn of the Taleban or AI Qaeda -
and even if it did, it would not have
been this powerful. ln order to draw
the massesaway from them to their
own side, the struggle of the
Afghanistani communists must take
the forrn of an intemational struggle.
Such a struggle must be basedon the
context of resistance against the
imperialist occupying invaders and
their puppets, and it should be carried
out at the global, regional and
Afghanistani national leveI. For as
long as we are unable to play a pow-
erful role in the struggle against the
invaders, the Taleban will always be
able to utilise the anti-Arnerican sen-
timents of the masses to organise
them for their own organisational
interests.

Taleban lslamism has some seri-
ous problems. During their rule in the
name of the "Islamic Emirates" they
severely oppressednon-Pashtun peo-
pIe. That is why the Taleban's
lslamism is not supported by people
of other nationalities. This lack of
support for the Taleban among non-
Pashtun people provides suitable

conditions to organise against the
invaders and their lackeys. This does
not mean we have no opportunity for
organising the masses of people
among the Pashtuns. Such an oppor-
tunity does exist, becausethe masses
of Pashtun people have had their
"fair share" of the Taleban's
oppression.

Communists in their struggle
against lslamic theocracy can sue-
cessfully utilise opportunities when
there is a broad secular movement.
This requires ideological struggle
against idealism to propagate dialec-
tical materialismo On another level
this struggle should be carried out
against Islamic politics and econom-
ics by propagating the principles of
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist politics and
economics. Without such a struggle
the communist party cannot establish
a mass base for itself. Indeed, we
should be mindful of the nature of the
struggle, which is protracted. But that
doesnot mean we should negatesuch
a struggle .... Islam in Afghanistan
and other countries, such as Iran, is
not a question of the religious belief
of the masses.We are facing lslamic
rule and we are struggling against an
Islamic Republic. In our situation,
Islamic politics is armed with the
sword of anti-communism, Com-
munists cannot ignore an all-around
struggle against such an enemy that
is armed with this sword.

Q. The V.S. imperialists have
raised the banner of "democracy"
in order to justify their aggression
in Afghanistan and other places.
How do you respond?

A. Our responseis that the banner of
democracy is a smokescreen to fur-
ther their imperialist campaign. Our
party has always insisted that in a
country occupied by imperialists,
peoples' sovereignty is trampled on,
people cannot exercise their demo-
cratic rights, not even at the semi-
colonial level of democracy. At the
same time, foreign imperialist
invaders who deprive a country of its
sovereignty cannot bring democracy.
The hodgepodge of democracy that
the American imperialists are offer-
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ing the people of Afghanistan is used
on1y to create the myth that the peo-
pie have a voice in determining their
future and their country's future.

Another important issue is that
the-clique ruling the US is trampling
and violating the democratic civil
rights of their own people, rights that
have been established and practiced
for years and years. They use terror-
ism as an excuse. Just as this excuse
cannot justify trampling the bour-
geois-democratic rights of the people
in America, the invasion of a country
by force is the cruellest act against
the people of a country.

Aside from these general points,
let's look at the nature of what the
imperialists and their lackeys call
democracy in Afghanistan. ln the
Afghanistani govemment, as reflect-
ed in the constitution, political par-
ties, freedom of expression and free-
dom of the press, in short ali civil and
individual rights are restricted by
Islam and Islarnic Sharia [religious
laws - AWIW], nothing is permitted
beyond that and everything is illegal.
ln this aspect, the main difference
between the current Islarnic Republic
regime and the lslamic Emirates
regime of the Taleban is that the cur-
rent regime is a multi-party Islarnic
regime, while the Taleban regime
was a single-party Islarnic regime. ln
this "Republic", freedom of expres-
sion, freedom of the press, commu-
nist beliefs and others, are not per-
rnitted. Some people like to call such
a regime "Islarnic democracy". But
"Islamic democracy" is a rnisnomer,
just like "Islamic Republic".
Democracy makes sense on1y when
there is a secular regime. Some theo-
reticians of the lslarnic Republic of
Afghanistan say that in Afghanistan
democracy is applied as a method, it
is not an outlook. In other words, the
outlook of Islarnic Sharia cannot be
modified by those who implement it.
As a method, democracy is utilised to
dress up the anti-democratic reli-
gious Islarnic nature of the regime as
being moderno

That is why our task is to wide1y
expose the deceit of the occupying
invaders that disguise themselves
with so-called democracy.•It is our
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task to expose the exported pseudo-
democracy widely and consistently.
This must be done with the aim of
preparing for a national revolution-
ary war of resistance against the
invaders and their lackeys.

The majority of the people arenot
fooled by the exported democracy of
the occupiers. As seen,the presiden-
tial election was a failure in itself, the
majority of the people did not partic-
ipate in that election. The failure of
the provincial elections is even more
clearly known to people, so much so
that the imperialists and their lackeys
even had to adrnit it.

We need to present our model of
democracy, new-democracy, to the
people and convince them that our
democracy is superior to the "democ-
racy" ofthe invaders. We must vigor-
ously bring the strength of the earlier
new-democratic regimes to the fore-
front, so that the masses of people
can see that democracy does make a
difference to theirIives, We should
show the massesthat our democracy
is far beyond the bourgeois democra-
cy practiced in capitalist countries,
let alone the pseudo-democracy of
the semi-feudal, semi-colonial
regime of Afghanistan ..

Indeed, we cannot lirnit ourselves
to propagating and agitating around
new-democracy, We must vigorously
defend the achievements of previous
socialist revolutions, and that should
be the focus of our propaganda and
agitation. ln our struggle, we must
show that by implementing social-
ism, democracy can be far better in a
socialist society than democracy in a
capitalist imperialist system; we
must emphasise the importance of
the proletarian cultural revolution
launched in China.

Q. Why has "frontism" - the ten-
dency that communists bury their
role in united fronts - been so
strong in your country? What les-
sons can be learnt about the defeat
of the communists in independent-
ly raising their flags in the war of
resistance against the Soviet
Union?

A. The Progressive Youth Organisa-

tion (PYO), the founding organisa-
tion of the communist movement in
Afghanistan, had an erroneous
understanding about underground
work. The organisation, during its
second meeting, held in October
1965, decided to publish two news-
papers, one democratic and the other
communist, to act as an uncondition-
al organ for revolution. The commu-
nist newspaper was never published.
However, the democratic newspaper,
Sholeh Jawid, was applied for and
was authorised for publication by the
goverument's publishing office.
Sholeh Jawid was banned by the
government after publishing 11
issues. ln publishing the newspaper,
the organisation collaborated with
two other leftist groups outside the
organisation. But the organisation
kept its programme secret from the
groups, pretending that the Yari
group and Mahmoudi group were
both operating independently from
each other. While the new-democrat-
ic movement grew exponentially,
expanding throughout the country,
the PYO continued to lirnit recruit-
ment of its members from among
supporters on an individual basis, ~
The problem was not lirnited to the ~
organisation keeping its programme O
secret; an even more serious problem ~
was the outlook that existed, that a tJ
party and organised leadership wasd
not necessary, that the mass move- ~::::::
ment sufficed. The PYO never dis- :c:

- cussed struggling for the formation I\)

~of a communist party. •.•
Sholaites were trained with this ~

~mentality, of not paying attention to
organised work under the leadership
of a centralised organisation; this
outlook at different times and at dif-
ferent levels later on bequeathed the
legacy of disorganisation and fron-
tism in the movement after the April
1978 coup, and during the war
against the Soviet social-imperialist
invasion of Afghanistan.

"Sorkha" was the first left organ-
isation that proposed frontism in the
left movement. "Sorkha" proposed
that there are too many differences in
the movement to form the commu-
nist party, however, fighting against
the coup regime was a common
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ground arnong the left; the left can be
united in fighting the regime. In fact,
this proposal was to avoid the ideo-
logical and political struggle for
establishing the communist party as
the immediate task of the movement,
procrastinating it to an unknown
time. The proposal never got off the
ground. The proposal was never

. implemented and no united front was
formed among the left.

Later on frontism was officially
and unofficially expanding in the
movement.

The National Liberation Front of
Sarna and the Mujahedin Warriors
Front of Rehayee were organised --'-
both with an Islamic Republic as
their perspective. This outlook not
only tailed the spontaneous move-
ment of the people against the coup
regime, mainly with a religious tone,
but also reflected the capitulationist
line of the Islamic parties as well.

Sarnaas an organisation officially
never claimed to be communist, and
its internal programme was demo-
cratic. However, it openly ...
demanded an Islarnic Republic. -

The Revolutionary Group of the
~ People of Afghanistan (later named
~ Rehayee after its newspaper, in the
~ Auturrui of 1978) linked itself with
''C the Chinese revisionist rulers, and
~ negatively developed its econornist
s: line to revisionism. Thee Revolutionary Group of Afghanistan
Q and Rehayee not only demanded an
cE Islamic Republic but also proposed
~ an Islarnic revolution. Sarna fought
:::iõ independently - during the war of
q: resistance against the social-imperi-

alists in several regions for several
years, but this was done under the
disguise of an Islarnic republic (a
programme openly presented to the
public). In some areas it sneaked in
under the direct banner of the Islamic
forces. Rehayee during the war of
resistance, except in the coup, staged
in Balahisar under the name of
Mujahedin Warriors Front, fought
throughout the country under the
banner of an Islarnic republic.

These two organisations, which
deemed participation in the war of
resistance an absolute necessity, not
only liquidated democratic struggle,
but also, at the sametime, by fighting

under the banner of Islamism, gave
up fighting for nationalism and
secularism.

Most of the left organisations,
despite the fact that they did not
adopt a call for an Islamic republic in
their programmes (some even pre-
tending to work seriously for the for-
mation of the Communist Party in
Afghanistan), in practice disguised
themselves as Islamic parties, never
having the will or the power to fight
independently.

That is how the left organisations
as a whole not only gave up strug-
gling independently during the war
of resistance, but also gave up fight-
ing for nationalist democracy and
secularism as well.

Communists must play a leading
role in the united front. Naturally,
first and foremost that requires their
independencewithin the united front.
Without independence in the united
front there can be no talks about the
leadership of communists in a united
front; with the acknowledgment that
independence in the united front is
not sufficient for leadership of the
united front. When communists not
only buried their role of leadership in
the war fronts of resistance, but also
buried their independence in the
democratic and national struggle,
·ol.wiously, as Comrade Avakian said,
these communists are not commu-
nists and they cannot be considered
democrats or nationalists.

The communists that were not
communist and could not raise the
independent banner of communism
in the war of resistance against
social-imperialism were defeated.
They did not have the line to raise the
banner of communism in the war; if
some did that, it was only in words,
they did not insist on it in their deeds.
After the defeat, when the new com-
munist movement reorganised into
small groups, they were caught up in
the ideological and political work to
drive out confusion; they did not
have the time and strength to partici-
pate in the war of resistance in order
to raise the banner of communism
independently in practice.

Once again we are facing the
challenge of fighting independently
against the occupying US imperialist

invaders, their allies, and their puppet
regime; we need to respond to this
challenge as soon as possible. To
embrace this challenge we have the
following to rely on:

1. The experience of the war
against social-imperialismo

2. A Party that we did not have
during the war against social-imperi-
alism.

3. A militant Revolutionary Com-
munist Party in the belly of the occu-
pying beast, a great opportunity for
Afghanistani Maoists to independ-

_ently lead the massesof people. This
opportunity did not exist during the
war of resistance against social-
imperialismo

4. The Taleban Islamists, whoare
fighting against the Americans and
the Karzai regime, are yesterday's
US men. Furthermore, during their
reign they committed countless
crimes against the people. .,-

It is in this context that OUI Party
raises the banner of the revolutionary
war of resistance against the imperi-
alist occupiers and their hand-picked
regime. This is the war that the
Maoists and the masses under their
leadership should initiate and carry
out. This is the war of resistance, that
is, resistance against the aggressor
and imperialist occupiers, as well as
against their lackeys, in order to gain
the independence of the country; it is
not an Islarnic Jihad. This war is a
national war; it is not a religious war,

. specifically it is not an Islarnic war
against Christians. This is a peoples'
war, that is, a war basedon the popu-
lar classes, not on the feudal and
bourgeois comprador exploiting and
oppressing classes. In other words,
this war is a war aimed at new-dem-
ocratic revolution and socialist
revolution.

At the present time we areprepar-
_. ing for such a war. Our hope is to

complete the preparation stage sue-
cessfully and as quickly as possible.
With the support of the international
communist movement, specifically
with the support of the Revolutionary
Intérnationalist Movement, Afghan-
istan Maoists will step forward with
their independentbanner.•
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Sob Avakian in a Discussion With Comrades

On Epistemology:
On Knowing and
Changing lhe World1

"Everything that is actually
true is good for the
proletariat, all truths can
help us get to communism."

- Bob Avakian

The fol1owing is based on a discus-
sion by Bob Avakian [Chairman of
the Revolutionary Communist Party,
USA - AWTW] with some RCPUSA
cornrades on the subject of episte-
mology. Epistemology refers to a
theory of knowledge, to an under-
standing of how people acquire
knowledge, what 'is the nature of
truth and how people come to know
the truth. In what follows an effort
has been made to retain the original
character of what wassaid and how
it was recorded: these were not pre-
pared remarks by Chairrnan Avakian
(or the other cornrades) but are
comments that were made in the
course of a discussion, and what fol-
lows here is basedon notes that were
taken of that discussion.

I
Bob Avakian: It does focus up a

lot of questions, this attitude toward
the intellectuals. From the time of
Conquer the World (CTW)2 I have
been bringing forward an -epistemo-
logical rupture with a lot of the histo-
ry of the ICM [International
Communist Movement], including
China and the GPCR [Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution],

which had this thing arguing that
there is such a thing as proletarian
truth and bourgeois truth - this was
in a major circulará put out by the
leadership of the Chinese
Communist Party. In some polemics
we wrote around the coup in China,
we uncritically echoed this. Later on,
we criticised ourselves for that. This
rupture actually began with CIW.
CIW was an epistemological break-
we have to go for the truth, rather
than hiding things, etc. - a whole
approach of interrogating our whole
history. That's why it was taken as a
breath of fresh air by some, while
other people hated it, saying it
reduced the history of the intema-
tional communist movement and our
banner of communism to a "tattered
flag" - which was not the point at all.
End to the Horror+ has a whole point
that there is no such thing as class
truth, but there is a methodology that
lets you get at the truth more fully;
the open letters to Sagan and Gould
(and Isaac Asimov) wrestled with
this more fully.> Then there is the
point I have been stressing by refer-
ring to, and expressing some agree-
ment with, the argument of John
Stuart Mill on contesting of ideas -
on the importance of people being
able to hear arguments not just' as
they are characterised by those who
oppose them but as they are put for-
ward by those who strongly believe
in them. It is not that Mao never had
any of this approach, but still what I
have been bringing forward repre-

sentsan epistemological break. Even
though many people welcomed CIW
on one level, it divided into two
again, and that division became
sharper as things went on. I was pur-
suing CIW where it was taking me, I
didn't have an a priori understanding
[a priori here refers to forming con-
clusions in advance of investigating
something]. There's a logic to what I
was pursuing in CIW - it takes you
to a certain place, and if you resist I
that you go to another place. There's :.
been a clinging to this old way the ~
communist movement has ap- i!!
proached thesequestions, epitomised ti
in class truth - this is still a real a
problem.

Your attitude towards intellectu- ~
als has to do with the philosophical ~

~question of what you think we're try- ~
ing to do, and what is it the proletari- ~
at represents. What is the "god-like I\)

position of the proletariat", as I
referred to it in "Strategic
Questions"?6 On one level, you're
sort of sitting on a hill watching this
procession go by of the development
of humanity. Some of it you can see
more dimly and some more clearly -
you look at this whole sweep and
then at a certain point this group
called the proletariat emerges from
within this set of social relations that
can take it to a particular place, to a
whole different world. But you
shouldn't reify the proletariat: Yes,
it's made up of real people, but it's
not a matter of individual proletari-
ansbut of the proletariat asa class,of
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its position in society and of where
its interests lie, in the most funda-
mental sense,as a class. On another
level, looking at the sweep of history,
you see the role of intellectuaIs as
weIl. Are they basically making trou-
ble for us? This is how some people
see it - and this has been a definite
tendency, and real problem, in the
history of our movement.

But from the standpoint of a
sweeping view of history, you Iook at
this a different way. For example,
there is this physicist Brian Greene
who has written some books popular-
ising questions of physics, and he
speaks to this big contradiction the
physicists can't yet resolve between
relativity and quantum mechanics, so
the question they're facing is: how do
you get the next level of synthesis?
What do we think of that - is that a
big waste of time unless we can use
that narrowly? Yes, people like this,
people in these fields generally, need
to be struggled with - but in a good
way. If we were working in the right
way in these sphereswe'd be having
a lot of good struggle with people
around all kinds of questions, includ-

~ ing questions arising in their wórk,
~ but first of all we would be seriously
~ engaging the work they aredoing and
:z: the questions they are wrestling with.
3: We would do this in a different way

O than it's often been done in the histo-
j.;;;

ry of our movement. Is it important
~ for what we're trying to accomplish,
••• 01' should be trying to accomplish,
~ whether these physicists understand
o::t more about the world? Yes. Do they

need "loose reins" to accomplish
this? Yes. Do we need to struggle
with them? Yes. Do we need to have
them come down and Ieam from the
masses?Yes. But there is a legitimate
part to the point that Bill Martin has
made, in an introduction to a book
that will be coming out soon - con-
sisting of a conversation between
him and me - the point that, yes,
there are problems of intellectuals
getting isolated in their ivory towers
but at the same time there is a defi-
nite need for intellectuals to have the
right atmosphere and spacein which
to do their. work.?

Yes, we have to get down from

the mountain and get with the mass-
es, but you have to go up to the
mountain too ar we won't do any-
thing good. Stalin - some of his
errors arehis own, resulting to a large
degree from his methodological
problems, and some of it was carried
forward from Lenin (I spoke to some
of this in CIW).

That stuff [a narrow view] on
intellectuals haspretty much beenthe
conventional wisdom in our move-
ment, including in the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution. But
for a couple of decadesthere's been a
clear motion of what I've been fight-
ing for that's going in adifferent way.
Do you recognise that, or do you
reject thatand go for something else?
There are different lines and roads
represented by this. XXX [a leading
cornrade in the RCP] said to me, one
of the most important things is for
you to do what you do; but I said at
Ieastas important is for you to do this
too. We need a solid core united
around the correct line - and if we
don't have that, then it's not going to
be good if people take a lot of initia-
tive. If people are with this, we'll
unleash a lot of stuff and it'Il go in
different directions, even funny
directions, but we'll struggle and get
somewhere.

How do you put your arms
around the histary of humanity?
What about these indigenous people
whose religion is so crucial to their
senseof identity? Difficult - but we :
don't have a shot without this kind of
outlook and methodology I'm argu-
ing for. Without this, you're either
going to uncritically tail this ar bru-
tally suppréss it when it gets in the
way. Mao had some senseof this. He
sharply criticised the Soviet Union's
policy of forcing people to raise pigs
in the Muslim areas.But we need to
go further with this. Mao's been dead
for 30 yeàrs and Lenin 80 - what are
we doing if we don't go beyond
them?

This was a beginning rupture, an
epistemological break, that was rep-
resented by CIW. The point is to
change the world, and we need to
understand reality. Darwin and
Newton brought forth some under-

standing of reality. This has been
shown to be limited and wrong in
some ways, particularly in the caseof
Newton - Darwin was basically cor-
rect, and it's very important to
uphold this, especiaUy in the face of
attacks on evolution by religious fun-
damentalists, but the understanding
of evolution has progressed beyond
Darwin. Yes,we don't want people in
ivory towers, but Bill Martin's point
on this [that intellectuals do need the
setting in which to do their work] -
we have to solve that contradiction.
We have to put this problem to the
masses. And if we don't solve it
right, even after power has been
seized and we're leading a socialist
society, the people will overthrow us
or sit aside when a bigger army
comes in. Saddam Hussein is an
example: he was an oppressor of the
people, and while the people didn't
overthrow him, they also didn't rise
to defend him when a more powerful
oppressor, the US imperialists,
invaded to get rid of him. That will
happen to us if we don't solve the
real problems - including the day-to-
day problems of the masses - in
socialist society, but we have to Iead
the masses and even struggle with
these intermediate strata by putting
the contradictions to them. Here's
how we're dealing with this, what's
your criticism of that? As opposed to

'bringing out the army to suppress
things. I'm no idealist - sometimes
you do need the army - but it should-
n't be the first thing you reach for.
You have to pose the contradictions
and ask: what's your idea for how to
solve this? Here people are going
without health care, and how do we
solve that without reproducing the
same gross inequalities so that a few
people can do their work in the sei-
ences, and on the other hand so that
people in the sciencesaren't stopped
from their work. Or what is your
solution to dealing with imperialist
encirclement of our socialist state?
Here's the contradiction -let's wran-
gle with it. How do we handle this?

It's not like Mao didn't have a Iot
of that, but it's a little bit different
way, what I'm putting forward. You
trust the masses that if you put the



problems to them you can struggle
with them, learn from them, lead
them and win a big section of the
massesasyou do this. I don't want to
be by myself on this road - that's no
good, that won't tak:e things where
they need to go - I want more people
on this road, enabling me to do work
and doing work themselves. Many
people here and people in our Party
and more people beyond the Party
can contribute to all this. This is a
very good processoIn response to a
talk I gave, Elections, Democracy
and Dictatorship, Resistance and
Revolution,8 a professor, referring to
my criticisms of Stalin and his
methodology, and the need for us to
do better than this, raised that it
wouldn't have been such a problem
if Stalin had had people around him
who would challenge him; and this
professor went on to put forward:
"Here's my challenge - how would
you do better than in the Soviet
Union in the 1920s and 1930s and
China in the GPCR?" And he elabo-
rated on this: "Here's how I see the
problem: people are going to start
speaking out against you when
you're in power, and pretty soon
you're going to bring out the army
and suppress them." This is an
important point - a real contradiction
- and there needs to be ongoing dia-
logue about that with people like this,
and more generally. I believe we can
find a good resolution to this contra-
diction - but it won't be easy, it will
tak:e real work and struggle, all the
way through, to handle this correctly.

Here is a big problem: when the
time comes, when there is a revolu-
tionary situation, our material force
has to be able to meet and defeat the
imperialists, it has to be the leading
force in doing that, so that we can get
the solid core and then open things
up. If you open up the basic question
of socialism to an electoral contest,
you'll sink the ship. We have to bring
forward the material force to defeat
the enemy and set the terms for the
new society. Then we have to do all
this other stuff, to "open the society
up" and lead the masses in accor-
dance with this - that's the whole
point on the moving process of solid
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core and elasticity. [This refers to the
concept and approach of "a solid
core with a lot of elasticity", which
Chairman Avakian has been giving
emphasis to - a principie he insists
should be applied in socialist society
as well as to the revolutionary
process overall, aiming for the final
goal of a communist world.] 9

This question of "solid core with
a lot of elasticity" is not something
that's settled once and for all - the
more solid core we get, in every situ-
ation, on every leveI, the more elas-
ticity we should have. Can't have a
solid core that has no elasticity with-
in ir. The core can't be so strong that
everything is like a black hole and
sucks in the light.

It is hard to do both sides of that.
Look at this aspect of having the
material force to defeat and then set
the terms. This is like the movie
"Remember the Titans" - the deci-
sion was made to integrate the high
school in Virginia and the football
team, and that the football coach was
going to be Black. Then jhey strug-
gled things out from there. It provid-
ed better terms than simply saying,
"do you want this integration" - a lot
of white people would have said
"no"! If you have the ability to set the
terms, it's more favourable. "No, in
socialist society you can't have reli-
gion taught in schools - if you want
to, you can talk to your kids about
that on your own time. But they're
going to come to the public school
and learn science and history and a
true approach to reality." How does
that fit in with Catholics who can't be
happy without the Pope? There's no
Catholicism without the Pope. And
that's a big contradiction. These are
difficult contradictions, but we won't
have a chance if we're not on this
road. I wasn't being insincere in the
talk on the dictatorship of the prole-
tariatlO in saying some of these ideas
I'm bringing forward are, at this
point, posing contradictions and indi-
cating an approach,not attempting at
this point to give a complete answer
to alI thesethings. But this is the way
I am convinced we have to go about
this whole thing we are doing. Both
becauseit takes us where we want to

go and because it's in line with our
final goal of communism.

Engels' Anti-Dühring is very
open about the fact that much of
what was understood then would be
surpassed and replaced by further
understanding. This is the right ori-
entation and approach - it is dialecti-
cal as well as materialist, it is not
religious. The stuff from Newton is
true on one level, but there's a larger
reality he didn't grasp. This applies
to us - there are many things that we
don't understand, many things that
will be discovered later that will sur-
pass and replace some things we
think are true now - but you have to
go on this road to get there. It's a
road with many divergent paths.
How do you keep them all going in a
good direction without being tightly
in formation? The more you grasp
that this is correct, the more you can
have the solid core which enables
you to do these things. This is about
whether our communist project is
going to have any viability and desir-
ability, and on the positive side it is
opening up further pathways to solv-
ing these contradictions, and provid-
ing a path for others. :ta

Those are the roads and that's ~
how I see it - are we going to get on ~
this road, or not? Is this right what I:J
I'm saying? Is this how we should d
envision what we're all about? Or is
it unrealistic, idealistic, nothing to do ~
with the real world, not what we
should aim for, not try to get there - ª
are the people right who say, "you ~
want to do this, but you can't"? Not I\)

only can we, it is the only way we
can do what we need to do. You can't
repeat the experience [of the prole-
tarian revolution and socialist socie-
ty]. You couldn't do the Paris
Commune again to do the Soviet
Union. Too much has gone on, even
besides the propaganda of the bour-
geoisie, people are not going to get
inspired to do the same thing. They
should recognise that in its time and
place the inspiration was the main
thing. The Chinese revolution was
much better than what they had
before and much better than what
they have now in China. But it's not
enough to inspire people to do that

-- -- ~- ~~ -- ---------
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again. And they shouldn't want to. Is
what I'm arguing for a bunch of ide-
alism? Or is it the only way we can
go forward? What's the truth of this?

Objective and Partisan:
GeHing at the Truth

BA continues: Some of this in
the Feigon book on Maolt, where
Mao talks to his niece on reading the
Bible - responding to her question
about how to "inocula te" herself
against it: ''just go deeply into it and
you'll come out the other side". Mao
had some of this approach too, mixed
in with other stuff. This has been
there as an element: Mao had this
aspect of not fearing to delve into
things and seeking out the truth -
perhaps he had this even more than
Lenin - but then there's still a ques-
tion of "political truth" or "class
truth" getting in the way of this. In
the name of the masses- and even
out of concern for the masses.Mao
had great concern for the masses,but
these things were contending in Mao

I
too. "You don't need any inocula-
tion! Just go read it, you'll come out

~ the other side." [There are] definitely
Ci3 correct things like that with Mao, but
~ then there's also some "proletarian

class truth", if not in the most narrow
~ Stalinesque Lysenko way.12

~
Q

~

~
q:

A comrade: What about objec-
tive and partisan [that the outlook of
the proletariat, of communists, is
objective and partisan]?

BA: We should be able to get at
the truth better than anybody. Our
approach is not partisan in a utilitari-
an sense. We have an outlook and
method that corresponds to a class
that's emerged in history in the
broadest sense,and it can't get itself
out of this without overcoming all
this stuff and transfonning it all. This
outlook corresponds to the proletari-
at's interests, but not narrowly.

I'm reading this book on Iran and
Mossadegh [AlI the Shah's Men, by
StephenKinzer].13 Most of the news-
papers [in Iran at that time] were con-
trolled by the CIA, they had this
polítical mobilisation to oppose

:n~~r_

Mossadegh, and with all these
attacks on him, he did not move to
suppress any of this. And I said,
"what the fuck have I set us up for
with this solid core and elasticity?!"
[Laughs.] That's why you don't let
go of the solid core, and why we're
different than Mossadegh.

The example of Brzezinski: On
the tradition of autocracy in the
Russian communist movement. I
answered him, and said that the
Russian Revolution negated all
that.í+ But when I thought about that
more, I said that's not a complete
answer - he has a point here, and we
have to acknowledge that the auto-
cratic tradition seepedinto the com-
munist movement in some ways. I
spoke to this in Two Great Humps.lõ

It is not "a clever device" when I
say that reactionaries should be
allowed to publish some books in
socialist society - it is good to have
thesepeople interrogating us because
we learn more about reality. It's part
of how we're gonna leam and how
the massesare gonna learn, It's tricky
- flying universities and misogynist
hip-hop. [Another comrade in the
discussion had raised earlier the
examples of how hip-hop had
emerged from the masses and was
contradictory, and the example of the
"flying universities" in Poland dur-
ing the 1970s, which contained anti-
regime lines and were suppressed.]If
all you do is mobilise the massesto.
crush this, it's the same as state
repression in other forms. You can't
let misogyny run rampant and not
chalIenge it and not suppress it in
certain ways - but on the other hand,
even just coming up with ways that
massesoppose this is not always the
way to do this. Flying universities -
what to do? Let them go on in a cer-
tain way? Or shut them down? We
have to know what they're doing.
You can't be Mossadegh, you need a
political police - you need to know
about plots, real plots that will go on,
to overtlírow socialism - but you
shouldn't rely on state repression as
the way to deal with opposition in
every form, and sometimes you don't
even want your own people to go into
these things, because then it's not

really a free university because
you've got your people in there and it
can be chilling, so we have to think
about it. But if we don't have a lot of
people proceeding from this outlook
and methodology and applying them-
selves to this, people who have
deeply intemalised this kind of out-
look, method and approach, we'll
never be able to handle it right. This
is a different vision - it's different
than even the best of the GPCR -
there is the other dimension that we
need of ferment in society as I' ve
been speaking about it, a different, an
additional dimension to ferment in
society, including intellectual fer-
ment. This is not alien to Mao, but he
didn't develop this into a whole
strategic approach.

In the Feigon book, he says Mao
carne up inside of the Soviet model,
so to speak, and then Mao said no,
we gotta break out of this whole way
of building socialismo Mao was the
first attempt in thisr Then there is a
whole other dimension as a strategic
approach that incorporates things
from the GPCR. It was and has been
for a long time and acutely some-
thing I've had to fight for. What I'm
calling for is really hard to do, but it's
the only way we can really do this. In
the future, people will go further with
everything that's involved in getting
to communism; but at this point, this
is what we have to go through.

Even the best of the GPCR posed
against this tums into its opposite.
Revolution develops through stages
and people get stuck - and things
tum into their opposites and what's
advanced doesn't remain advanced
when there are new necessitiesposed
that you have to break through on.

This approach will involve a
tremendous struggle with the masses.
When speaking to that professor's
question [how would you do better
than in the Soviet Union and in
China] I had to speak to this: there
are rnasses who have been lorded
over by people who know more than
they do, and they're not going to
want to listen under socialism to peo-
ple saying the new society is no
good. I said: I don't believe in tailing
people just because they've been



oppressed.They're going to be lead-
ing society and we have to struggle
with them over what this is ali about.
In order to do this, people have to
understand how to make the distinc-
tion between voicing reactionary
opinions and actively working to
overthrow the whole socialist sys-
tem; and even more fundamentally
they have to know why it is important
to make that distinction. He asked
this question so I explored it asbest I
could. Becausethis is something that
addsa whole strategic dimension and
embodies but goes further than the
GPCR; and if, in the name of uphold-
ing the GPCR, you resist the part that
goes further - then you're opposing
the whole thing.

It's a tricky contradiction that, on
the one hand, we have to always go
for the truth - and not for "political
truth" or "class truth" - and, on the
other hand, we have to know how to
lead without giving up the core. In
taking all this up, some people are
veering to social-democracy and oth-
ers refuse to recognise there's any
problemhere and don't even want to
criticise Stalin. And, in this situation,
you can convince yourself that if you
criticise Stalin then you have some-
one to the left of you and someoneto
the right and then you must be cor-
rect(!) - as opposed to whether
you 're correct or not is based on
whether it's true.

Objective and partisan is like
this: If it's true, it should be part of
advancing, getting us where we're
going. If it's not true, it would get in

, the way. If it's true, even if it reveals
the ugliest side of what we're about-
if that black book thing were true
we'd have to say how did that hap-
pen and how do we prevent that? -
but the thing is, what matters is that
whatever is true, we can encompass
it and make it part of what we're all
about, even when it's truths that
reveal. bad aspects of what we' ve
done, [The "black book" refers to a
book purporting to.tell the "true story
of communism" - and to attack it as
a monstrous crime - it is a combina-
tion of slanders and lies rnixed in
with some references to actual short-
comings and errors in the experience
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of socialist society so far.l6] This is notjust a tactical, but a strate-
That's the synthesis of partisan gic view flowing from this epistemo-

and objective. Either we actually logical view of what this process
believe the most fundamental truth should be - and we'll get where we
about capitalism and communism is need to go with this fermentoNotjust
what it is - either we have a scientif- tolerating this, but being enthusiastic
ically grounded understanding of - not about everything insulting, but
why communism should and can generally. Do we think this is a good
replace capitalism, ali over the world process, not only now but under the
- or we don't, in which case we end dictatorship of the proletariat? Or
up fearing truth. should we just stick with the seem-

We have to rupture more fully ingly safer path of what we've done
with instrumentalism - with notions before?
of making reality an "instrument" of I'm talking about a new synthesis
our objectives, of distorting reality to - a more thoroughly materialist epis-
try to make it serve our ends, of temology. Lenin wrote Materialism
"political truth", The dynarnic of and Empirio-Criticism where he
"truths that make us cringe" is part of argued against these things [like
what can be driving us forward. This "political truth", or "truth as an
can help call forth that fennent so organising principle"] but sometimes
that we can understand reality. This the practical Lenin got in the way of
is scientific materialist objectivity. If the philosophical Lenin. The political
you go deeply enough and under- exigencies that were imposed con-
stand that these contradictions now tributed to a situation where some of
posed,could lead to a different era the way Lenin dealt with contradic-
basedon the resolution of those con- tions had an aspect of Stalin. There
tradictions, then you want to set in are many examples of this in The
motion a dynarnic where people are Furies [a book on the French and
bringing out your shortcom.i.ngs.Not Russian revolutions by Amo
that every rnistake should be brought Mayer].17 In some instances, the
out in a way to overwhelm every- Bolsheviks had a kind of "Mafia" ~
thing we're trying to do, but in a approach in some areas, especially ~
strategic sense[we should] welcome during the civil war that followed the ~
this and not try to manage it too October 1917 Revolution. In some tJ
much - you want that, the back and cases,when people would be organ- a
forth. On the web, there have been ised by reactionaries to fight against
slanders and outright pig-type stuff the Bolsheviks, the Bolsheviks ~
in relation to me, which doesn't do would retaliate broadly and without
any good for anybody trying to do mercy. Or they would kill people not 8
good in the world, and this kind of only for deserting theRed Arrny but ~
harmful stuff should not be tolerated even for dragging their feet in fight- ~
by anybody who does want to do ing the civil war. While sometimes in
good in the world. But there has also __the rnidst of war, extreme measures
been political debate about my r~~ may be necessary:overall this is ~ot
as a leader and about communíst r+-the way to deal with these contradic-
leaders in general. This has generally tions. I addressedsome of this in Two
been fairly low-level, but at least it Great Humps - I read Lenin on this
hashad some substance,and is it bad and thought, "this is not right".
to have this kind of 'debate not only There's epistemological stuff bound
now but also under socialism? No, up with all this as well.
this is a good thing. Not only because
people will be able to learn more in
general, but we'Il be able to learn
more. What is coming forward?
What are the ways that we have to go
forward? What is the baggage that
we have to cast off? If you get the
episteIl}(lio~y, you really want this.

We Communists
Stand For Truth

BA continues: I'm trying to set a
framework for the whole approach to
our projectoWho's right: me, or peo-
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ple who say, you can't avoid doing
things the way that people have done
it up to now? Some even say: "I wish
you could, but 1don't think you can."
Is what I'm arguing for really a mate-
rialist way of approaching our proj-
ect? Is this really what we have to go
through now to get where we need to
go? Is this, analogically, Einstein to
Newton, ar is it a bunch of nonsense
- since Newtonian physics can
describe the reality around us and has
empirical evidence on its side? Is
there in fact no other way to do what
I'm arguing for, no other way to get
to communism? Or is the other road
really the reality of it?

Is what I'm arguing for just, at
best, some interesting and intriguing
ideasand provocative thinking - ar is
it really the way we have to approach
things, as I've said?

Even more fundamentally, having
to do with my point ou communists
having the most trouble admitting
their mistakes - which has to do with
no one eIse is trying to remake the
world - but is it even important forus
to try to get to the truth of things?18
Or are we politicians who are trying

~ to achieve certain political objec-
CCí tives, and all that other stuff about
~ getting to the truth is a bunch of
_ petty-bourgeois nonsense, since
~~ we're about "getting to power"? It's a
~ fundamental question of two roads

here. One of the big questions is "are
~ we really people who are trying to
O get to the truth, or is it really just a
;: matter of "truth is an organising prin-
~ ciple'?" Lenin criticised this philo-

sophically - "truth as an organising
principie" - and you can criticise it to
reject religion and opportunism
which you don't find particularly
useful, but you can end up doing this
yourself in another formo Mao said
we communists stand for truth - we
shoukl.be scientific and honest. Is
this a concem of ours? Or is our con-
cem to just know enough truth to
accomplish our objectives as we per-
ceive them at a given time? Just
enough truth to accomplish our
objectives - even if we apply this not
on the most narrow level and instead
our approach is that the truth we need
is what we need to get to the "four

alls". [The "four alls" refers to the
achievement of the necessary condi-
tions for communism. It refers to a
statement by Marx that the dictator-
ship of the proletariat is the necessary
transition to the abolition of all class
distinctions, of· all the production
relations on which these c1assdis-
tinctions rest, of all the social rela-
tions that correspond to theseproduc-
tion relations, and to the revolutionis-
ing of all the ideas that correspond to
these relations.Iv]

••••
A second comrade: Fundamental

answer is that we're part of material
reality and our stage ar canvas is
matter in motion - that's what we're
trying to work with, work on. There
is no such thing as determinate
human nature. We are trying to trans-
form things.

The question of falsifiability. This
is a big critique of Marxism from the
outside - that Marxism is not really a
science, Marxists are not rigorous
and don't follow scientific methods.
One of the criteria of real science is
that it's inherently falsifiable. Lot of
confusion about what that means.
Example of Karl Popper: Marxism is
not really a science but a faith.
[Stephen Jay] Gould's point on evo-
lution as a fact. Is the theory of evo-
lution inherently falsifiable? Yes. If
you carne up with something that
challenged the whole framework, it
would collapse. One of the strengths
of evolution is that it's been open to
falsification for a long time now but
no one has been able to do it.

We communists have some foun-
dational assumptions about the fun-
damental contradiction [of capital-
ism], etc. wE'ich are solidly estab-
lished, but oesn't mean that
there's a lot t at isn't going to.change
and evolve. Human knowledge
develops and matter is never static. If
we're dealing with matter in motion,
there's a lot to leam - whatever field
you're studying. There's a tremen-
dous amount of cross-fertilisation
between different spheresof science
and knowledge. If you're looking at
it [communism] as not being a reli-

gious faith, but a science, the truth
matters for that. If we're trying to
transform things, then we can't do it
without a grasp of the truth. The only
way we couldn't be concemed with
the truth is if we want it to be a reli-
gion, or just reduce communism to a
sort of code of ethics.

Is our thing a science? Very dif-
ferent than some code in the name of
the masses.

A lot of people think that the rea-
son for the evolution series20 was an
offensive by the Christian fascists
against evolution. That was one rea-
son - but on the other hand it is
important for the communists and the
massesto be trained in a basic under-
standing of how the life of the planet
evolved.

This narrow-mindedness would
be the death of us. It matters a lot that
people understand the basic laws and
so on of the transformation of matter,

BA: A lot of the things I've been
struggling for in terms of methods of
leadership is [against the notion] that
when you get down to reality you
can't do things this way. Partly
because this is very messy. This is
turbuJent.To somehow open the gate
to the truth is letting the sharks into
the water. Well, we have our criti-
cisms of Stalin and other people have
theirs, and there is the reality of
Lenin's statement that it takes ten
pagesof truth to answer one sentence
of opportunism - that's gonna be true
in the world for a long time. You
don't always have ten pages that you
can devote to answer a sentence of
bullshit - you're at a disadvantage.
People can pick out something and
divorce it from the larger reality from
which it arises. In China people went
hungry and starved in the Great Leap
Forward - but what's the larger con-
text? Our enemies don't have to be
materialist or dialectical and go into
the reality and contradictions and
necessity. We have an orientation of
grasping what they were up against
and then ta1king about how to do bet-
ter in the context of that kind of real-
ity. Other people won't do that.
They'll come from their own c1ass
viewpoints - often ignorance com-
bined with arrogance to make pro-



nouncements. This is messy. It isn't
like we're alljust talking in the realm
of a bunch of scientists about evolu-
tion and what's true - creationists are
not interested in getting at the truth.
Other people have their own agendas
and their own "political truths" - so
to say "knock down the breakwater,
let the sharks get in" makes things
messy.So then the question is, is that
really abetter way to do it? ar should
we swim behind the breakwater and
head straight for the shore,keep your
arms inside the boat. And there are
sharks out there.

So methodologically and episte-
mologically and ideologically this is
a question of what I'm fighting for
versus the thing of "you can't do it
that way". "I1's not what we're about
and we can't do it this way." Are we
a bunch of instrumentalists? Do we
want just enough truth so we can
navigate narrowly to some notion of
where we need to go? - which will
end up the wrong place. Because
your boat will get turned around with
the wrong course. Philosophically
you can't do it that way - you can't
navigate reality that way to get to
where you need to go. It's not the
way reality is. We can't get there that
way - and the "there" wiU not be the
"there" that we want. That's the only
communism there'Il be - not a king-
dom of great harmony, but turbulento
And for the same reason that's what
I'rn struggling for. If you don't see
that, then you become what I fear our
movement has been way too much:
"why would we want to concern our-
selves with that?"

The reason I' rn raising this
dimension is that it relates to the
stereotype -but not simply the
stereotype - of what we communists
have been like. Right now I'm
wrestling with Rawls' Theory of
Justice. He insists that you cannot
justify things on the basis that they
servethe larger social good if it tram-
ples on the needs and rights of indi-
viduals - if you proceed down that
road you get to totalitarianism.

To me that's wrong - founded on
idealism, not on a real, materialist
understanding of society. But we
have to wrestle with that, as in
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GO&GS on the individual and the
collective.21 There's more work to be
done even in that sphere - not tram-
pling on individuals just becauseit's
in the interests of society as a whole.

In reply to those who attack Mao
for sending intellectuals to the coun-
tryside, there is the correct point of,
"look, nobody in China asked the
peasants if they wanted to be in the
countryside" - a very important
point, but if that's the end of it, or the
only point, you're back to what
we've been too much, This is paral-
lel to whether the truth should matter
to us.

A third comrade: [In regard to]
method and approach and sharks in
choppy water. There is a lot of stuff
out there which is not encompassed
in our understanding at this point.
And it often seemsto present itself as
irrelevant, a distraction, or a refuta-
tion of our understanding. And there
is a question of fundamental orienta-
tion epistemologically. To how one is
looking at that. And your [Chairman
Avakian's] concept is attacking a lot
of barriers to that. That is welcome.
Look at the analysis of the 1980s.
[This refers to the RCP's analysis
that, during that period, there would
be the outbreak of world war
betweer; the imperialist bloc headed
by the US and that headed by the
Soviet Union, unless this world war
were prevented by revolution in large
and/or strategic enough areas of the
world.] There is your insistence on
examining what it was that we did [in
terms of that analysis]. ar the self-
criticism you [referring to Chairman
Avakian] have made about under-
estimating the "information technol-
ogy revolution" and [having missed]
the relevance of that. [This refers to a
self-critical observation by Chairman
Avakian that in his book For a
Harvest of Dragons, written in the
early 1980s, that he was too dismis-
sive of comments by revisionist lead-
ers of the Soviet Union at that time
about the great changes that were
being brought about by the
"information revolution".] Here was
something coming from Soviet
revisionists! But [though seeming]

irrelevant, in one context, all these
different levels of reality are aspects
of reality. Ignore them at your peril.
There is a lot of resistance [to this
approach] but the masses need to
understand the world in all its dimen-
sions. Mankind consciously trans-
forming itself. It has to do with trans-
forming all of material reality ....
What is communism? And where do
things go from there? Has to do with
getting there. A materialist under-
standing of the world and the relation
of humanity to it. We can't get there
if you are picking the parts of reality
which seem to matter. Marching
along an economist and revisionist
road, those other aspects of reality
are unwelcome intrusions into that. lt
matters to understand material reality
if you are really a communist and a
materialist. To really understand
Marxist economics, to comprehend
the world now, to accurately reflect
material reality.

A fourth comrade: On this ques-
tion of the sharks. The heart of the
question 18 can we handle the sharks.
Can we handle the problems? If we
can do it then why couldn't the mass- ~
es?I remember a discussion of "End ~
of a Stage/Beginning of a New ~
Stage",22 where the tilt was: how O
much can we keep of Stalin? There Õ
was a lot of bad shit that happened
under Stalin, andothere were prob- ~
lems in the GPCR too. We have to
look at that. yo;{?gan't do it unless ~
you sit in that "god-like position of ~
the proletariat". But religious faith ~
keeps us from looking at that. I came
to that Nat Turner place on this: This
is the slavesmaking history. We have
to look at this in that light. It is valid
for slaves to end slavery. People get
uptight about looking at these things,
but we wiU have to deal with this ....
lf we can't take this on now, how can
we take it on when we have state
power?

In the Reaching!Flying series, in
the last instalment, it says there are
two things we don't know how to
do.23We don't yet know how to actu-
ally defeat the other side and seize
power when the time comes, and we
don't yet know how to actually with-
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stand the much heavier repression
that is coming. This is heavy. Is this
the right way to go about things?
Here's this idea that we can put this
out to the masses.Is that the way to
go? The solid core/elasticity dialec-
tic. Can we withstand ali this? People
are going to do things in practice that
you aren't going to have under your
controI. Is this the way to learn about
and transform the world? Why do we
need a poetic 'spirit, as the Chair has
said?Why is it dangerousnot to have
one, and how is it related to an insa-
tiable desire to know about and trans-
form the world? Do you needthe per-
spective of the "god-like position of
the proletariat" and your [Chairman
Avakian' srearlier point on looking at
the parade of humanity walking by?
If you don't do that, it's sentimental-
phoney emotionalism asopposedto.a
grasp that the potential of people is
what is being held back and chained
in by this system.

I have often wondered about why
the second to the last paragraph in
Harvest of Dragons sayswhat it does.
["In the final analysis, asEngels once
expressedit, the proletariat must win

~ its emancipation on the bat-tlefield,
CC5 But there is not only the question of
~ winning in this sensebut of how we
~ win in the largest sense. One of the
3: significant if perhapssubtle and often
~ little-noticed ways in which the

enemy, even in defeat, seeksto exact
9 revengeon the révolution and sow the
a:: seed of its future undoing is in what
~ he would force the revolutionaries to
~ become in order to defeat him. It will

come to this: we will have to face him
in the trenchesand defeat him amidst
terrible destruction but we must not in
the process annihilate the fundamen-
tal difference between the enemy and
ourselves. Here the example of Marx
is illuminating: he repeatedly fought
at close quarters with the ideologists
and apologists of the bourgeoisie but
he never fought them on their terms
or with their outlook; with Marx his
method is as exhilarating as his goal
is inspiring. We must be able to main-
tain our firmness of principIes but at
the same time our flexibility, our
materialism and our dialectics, our
realism and our romanticism, our
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solemn senseof purpose and our
senseof humour."]24 Why would that
be in there if it hasn't come to that?
This is what the Chair "models" and
challenges us on. That is not some-
thing off to the side of what we are
doing, but integral to what we're
doing.

Embrace But Not Replace:
Sharks and Guppies

BA: I have been reading this
interview with Chomsky and
Barsamian. At one point Barsamian
says, I won't ask you what your pol-
itics has to do with your linguistics,
and Chomsky says thanks. He sees
them as completely separate, and
he's been assaulted with an instru-
mentalist view - i.e. that the two
should "have something to do with
each other", in a mechanical sense.
No doubt, there is a connection, but
it's on a whole other leveI and not in
some mechanical, reductionist, one-
to-one sense.

In another discussion, speaking
of human beings' capabilities with
language, Chomsky asks whether we
can conclude that the human compe-
tence for language is a product of
evolution. Yes, he answers, but we
can't say exactly how. Well, obvious-
ly, the point is not to leave it there,
more will have to be learned scientif-
ically about all this. But is this work
on how humans acquire knowledge

,important to us? Yes.
What's involved is somewhat like

doing art in a certain way. Here again
we could say there are three models:
First, the classical communist party
trade=unionist economist approach
of get the artists on the picket lines.25
Second, let the artists be cogs and
wheels in the machinery of the revo-
lution. Or let them do art that serves

, the revolution, even if not in a nar-
row sense.Yes, let them do art that
serves the revolution; but besides
"model works" - which they devel-
oped in the Cultural Revolution in
China and- around which we also
need to do better, and which require
attention - we also need a third
approach, or model: artists doing
their art that does not narrowly serve

things. When I raised these con-
tradic-tions with one artist - how
would artists create art in a new soei-
ety and yet not lose their connection
with other artists, and with the mass-
es of people - he raised the idea of
artists living and working in co-oper-
atives and, besides their art, also
doing some things to contribute to
society in other ways. This is worth
thinking about, as one dimension of
things. And of course people are
going to have to get funded and the
funders are going to have to combine
funding for things that directly serve
the revolution and things that do not
directly serve it. -

There's a role for people going
off and you don't know what it's
gonna lead to. We' need art that
directly relates to the struggle, art
that is like the model works, and art
where the artists go off and follow
their impulse. That dimension in the
arts and sciences- with that process
going on of people being funded with
a general idea of what they want to
explore and you don't conclude it's
wasted if sometimes they don't come
up with anything. You have to recog-
nise that part of the process is that
some of this won't lead to anything.
This actually relates to Lenin's point
on communism springing from every
pore of society, understood in the
broadest sense. Yes [a young com-
rade who is studying science] should
wage struggle regarding philosophy
of science, and should struggle for
MLM, including as a means to get
more comprehensively to the truth.
But it's also true that if someonedis-
covers something about what hap-
pened the day before the Big Bang it
is (a) interesting to know, and (b) not
in a narrow way becomes part of the
revolutionary process and the class
struggle. Different classeswill inter-
pret things in different ways and seek
to suppress things in different ways.
(It's not just the proletariat that has
sometimes sought to suppress sei-
ence for political and ideological rea-
sons - look at what Bush et aI. are
doing right now! !)

Look, the world actually is made
up of matter in motion, and material-
ism and dialectics doescorrespond to

l _



the way the world is and enables us
to get more deeply to it. And there-
fore, discovering more about reality
can be encompassedby and actually
strengthens dialectical materialism;
and when there are classesstruggling
over this, it becomespart of the class
struggle in the ideological realm. The
pursuit of knowledge should not be
reduced to discovering things in
order to wage struggle in the ideo-
logical realm, but the way it works is
that you learn more about reality and
if you correctly understand dialecti-
cal materialism whatever is learned,
whatever truths are discovered, will
reinforce, strengthen and enrich
dialectical materialism and will
inevitably become part of the class
struggle - and even under commu-
nism part of the ideological struggle.
Yes, part of it for that young com-
rade is waging the c1assstruggle in
that realm [of science and philoso-
phy of science], but it's not limited to
or reduced to that.

The second comrade: This gets
back to how are we training people to
think. What kind of people do we
want to be in terrns of fitting our-
selves to rule? We talk about the
masses searching for philosophy,
[but] are we searching for philoso-
phy? The Chair is trying to push the
limits. The opposing approach is that
"we have our kit", and hekeeps
upsetting that. How are we going to
answer the questions posed by var-
ious intellectuals on whether we can
really wield state power in this way?
How are you going to handle this or
that? Too often communists give
facile answers. They rule things out
of order and that gives rise to
Orwells. Some questions come from
the wrong place, but you can't deter-
mine that a priori. The waters are
choppy, and there are sharks, but it
turns out a lot are toothless guppies
[a common pet fish kept by children
- AWIW]. We have to train people
including in relation to contradic-
tions among the people. A sweeping
view of "embraces but does not
replace" means we look to learning
from all these spheres. ["Embraces
but doesnot replace" refers to a prin-

t
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ciple forrnulated by Mao Tsetungthat
Marxism embraces but does not
replace theories in physics, the arts,
etc. This has been further developed
and applied by Bob Avakian.26]

There is struggle over how the world
actually develops: in a gradual way
or through punctuations. Does this
matter to us? How the universe is? It
matters to how matter is in motion.
We arepart of matter. There are some
principles underlying all matter in
motion. And we need to understand
thesethings through the sciencesand
arts [with] the correct approach, and
not ruling things out of order. In the
Soviet Union people were sup-
pressedwrongly in relation to this. If
this wrong line gets into power, this
will happen.There is this point to the
toothless guppies. But we can't tell
the difference between sharks and
toothless guppies if we don't go for
the truth of things. There are a lot of
ways the truth matters. Why were
people shocked by statementsby you
[referring to Chairrnan Avakian] that
not just in terrns of our party but his-
torically there has been a problem in
the communist movement - that
most of the time most communists
are not communists! - and that if we
don't rupture with certain things,
then we won't be able to seize power
- or do anything good with it if
somehow we did seize power? If
people are steeped in materialism,
they would not be shocked by this
and would be able to deal with this.
We're not going to be able to manage
and control the truth. It springs for-
ward from matter. The truth is not
scary.

BA: AlI that is very important. At
the sametime, if we don't understand
what we are trying to take on with
this method and approach I'm strug-
gling for - if we don't grasp the prin-
ciples involved in "solid core with a
lot of elasticity" and related things -
we will be drawn and quartered. lt is
going to be messy and difficult. It is
going to be messy. It is also going t2
be exhilarating. It is going to mean
that we real1yhave to be communists
and apply this on the highest leveI. I
want to make very clear that if this

other kind of line holds sway and
people come to power with that line,
it is going to be very bad. You are
right that strategically this is not
frightening. I agree with the basic
thrust of your comments, but maybe
there is a secondary aspect in which
this is a bit frightening. We shouldn't
underestimate the difficuIties. Within
this is going to be a lot of tumult. The
argument that you can't do this [the
way I am proposing] is not without
any basis in material reality.

But the more powerful material
reality is that this can be done- - this
method and approach of solid core
with a lot of elasticity, as I have been
developing and fighting for it, can be
carried out - and in fact this is the
only way to do it, the only way we
can get to communism.
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France's Proletarian Youth Erupt

Heralding the explosion of víolent revolt, youth march in a town near Clichy, on
29 October in hommage to two young men police left to be electrocuted in a
power station. Their t-shirts read: "Dead-for no reason."

ByT.A.

The following is based on a report
by a supporter of the Revolution-
ary Communist Party, Canada
(Organising Committee) who car-
ried out political work among pro-
letarian youth in the Paris region
last November along with a few
other comrades. -AWTW

In twenty nights of fighting from
27 October to 15 November 2005,
thousands of French proletarian
youth mounted the most important

, challenge to the status quo since the
May 1968 revolt. Like all crises, as
Lenin wrote, this one revealed a great
deal about the nature of French soei-
ety, the interests of its social classes
and those represented by organised
political forces, and the fault lines
along which this society could break
apart and be reorganised in a whole
new way through revolution.

Background to the Revolt

France's cités, huge public hous-
ing complexes surrounding the sub-
urbs of Paris, and most of France's
large and medium-sized metropolises
and even some small towns, were
built during the post-Second World
War economic boom. ln addition to
many workers from Spain and
Portugal, company recruiters brought
in whole villages of immigrantsfrom
French-dominated North Africa to
work in factories, the construction
industry and other jobs.

Most of the complexes are very
large, some with thousands of fami-
lies and as many as 20,000 inhabi-
tants. Further, especially in Paris,
Lyon and other large cities, vast
urban areasare made up of cité after
cité, with row after row of sets of

enormous blocks of concrete extend-
ing for many kilometres, as far as the
eye can see.The French governrnent
calls poor neighbourhoods (which
are often but not always synonymous
with cités), "Sensitive Urban Areas",
According to official data, 5 million
people live in 751 of these areas, 1.4
million of them in Íle-de-France, the
region formed by the departments
adjacent to Paris.

These buildings representeda big
change for the better in the living
conditions of many of their original
inhabitants, who often carne from
rural areas. Until the 1970s, thou-
sands of Arab immigrant workers,
especially those with unskilled jobs
in construction and other unstable
employment, lived in shantytowns
on the outskirts of Paris and other
urban aggIomerations. The quality of
the pubIic (and some private) apart- :b
ment complexes in the cités was ~
never good in the first place, since O
they were built as cheaply as possi- ~
bIe. For instance, soundproofing and t:J
other amenities were virtually d
ignored. Over the decades,their ele- ~

~vators, plumbing and other facilities ::c::
have gone from bad to horrible, espe- I\)

cially in those inhabited by the poor- :s
est people. . ~

Even in neighbourhoods inhabit- fd
ed by tens of thousands,non-residen-
tial buildings are kept to a rninimum,
and the people have no place to go,
not even a library or a cinema. The
situation is the sarnefor the younger
kids, who "entertain themselves by
fighting, since no activities are
planned for them", a girl from Seine-
Saint-Denis said. Also, as was writ-
ten in AWTW News ~yice, "A
major complaint, heard everywhere
in the suburbs, is that these housing
complexes were deliberately located

. far from everything, from any place
people rnight want to go, with public
transportation on1y to where they're
supposed to work and practically no
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good way to get around at night -
certainly not to Paris.... They call the
cité a ghetto, not in the American
sense of being inhabited almost
exc1usively by one or two nationali-
ties but in the original sense of a
place where certain people are forced
to tive and barely allowed to leave."
This situation, and also the high cost
of public transportation, hascreateda
feeling of frustration towards the
transportation system; it's no wonder
that trains and buses were prime tar-
gets during the uprising.

Thesehousing estateswere multi-
national and in some cases majority
French, but with the passing years
most of the native white workers
moved out of many of them. The
character of some of the larger ones
changed sharply with the collapse of
France's auto industry in the mid-
1970s and the decline of French big
industry in general, which led to
changes in the configuration of the
proletariat. ln the Paris region and
many other (but far from all) cités,
the majority of farnilies today are of
Algerian, Moroccan and Tunisian as
well as black African and sometimes

~ Turkish backgrounds. There are still
~ families of French and otherª European origin and more recent
". Third World immigrants. But the
2: youth involved in the November
~
;:;o; uprising were overwhelmingly sec-
~ ond and sometimes third-generation
Q French, part of theFrench proletariat,
~ not only in terms of their primary
~ language and their legal statusas cit-
;:;o; izens, but also in terms of their posi-
~ tion in French society and their out-

look and aspirations. In many ways
they are different, for instance, from
the worst-off workers in France, the
recent immigrants, mainly from cen-
tral and West Africa, who are con-
fined to c1eaning and other very
menial jobs and live in far more pre-
carious and often dangerous condi-
tions than exist in most public hous-
ing areas.

These youth are French, but they
have never been treated as other
French people. Whereas unlike
recent immigrants it is French socie-
ty that has shaped them, it shaped
them in a very particular way. This
has forged a large part of their iaenti-

Secondary school students boisterously take over the streets of Paris 17 March,
2006.

ty and outlook. Much of France's
working-c1ass population carne from
Poland, Italy and Portugal; today
their descendentsare generally inte-
grated into French society, distin-
guishable only by their last names.
Most of the children of immigrants
from France's colonies have not been
offered that option. By and large they
don't identify wi h the French sys-
tem, the "Republic", the way many
other French do, and even if some of
them would want to, they are always
treated asforeigners by the rest of the
population. As one young woman in
a cité near Paris said, "It doesn't mat-
ter if my friends and I were bom in
France; for most people, we're
blacks and Arabs." The exc1usion
and segregation within French socie-

ty the youth feel are not separate
from the humiliation and domination
at the intemational level that people
of their various countries of origin
are also subjected to by the big impe-
rialist powers. This factor certainly
played a role in the subjective factors
that incited them to massively rise
up.

Unemployment among youth in
general in France is a huge problem.
In the suburbs, about 20 percent of
the people are unemployed, twice the
national average, and in some neigh-
bourhoods, as many as 40 percent
don't have jobs. Employers often
select candidates according to skin
colour, ethnic origin (revealed by the
farnily name) and address,as well as
the other, more universal criteria.



There is a double frustration: it is
very hard for cité youth to get any
job, and if they do, it is likely to be
one they don't want. Their parents
endured terrible hardships in the
hopes that their children would have
a better life. Their children have little
hope for any life they consider
acceptable.

By 10 or 12 years old, many chil-
dren want to flee from school as a
place of oppression. They fee1 that
school is useless and think,
"Educated or not, we will end up in
the same misery; so why bother
studying?" Indeed, the young stu-
dents can see proof all around them
of how diplomas won't necessarily
give them a better life. There are
many people with university degrees
in the cités who are unable to find a
job in their chosen profession.
Middle school (ages l2:15), in par-
ticular, in France, serves the purpose
of tracking peopIe into their future
lives - higher education, technical
programmes, jobs, or nothing at all.
A lot of kids drop out when they
reach 16 or even earlier, because
there is no point in trying to go on.
As a result, the average education
level in the cités is low. Although
there is some illiteracy among adults,
there is almost none among youth.

Vouth Identity in the Cités

The attitude of these youth
toward religion is complex and lay-
ered, a question most are not willing
to discuss with outsiders and seemto
have contradictory feelings about. A
great many youth identify with
Islam, which is no surprise since they
are stigmatised asMuslims no matter
what their beliefs are. Yet as an
Islamic official complained to Le
Monde newspaper, "These youth are
drop-outs, who have a really weak
Iink with religion. When we tell them
Salam aleykum, they answer bon
soir."

They are clearly very influenced
by the beliefs and values rooted in
the social relations in the societies
their parents carne from. (In some
cases, including people from the
Caribbean, these societies are pre-
dominantly Christian.) This is partic-
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ularly clear in the position of women.
We found it very difficult to have dis-
cussions with women from the cités
because they aren't allowed to hang
out and ta1k to strangers. There is a
general phenomenon of "big broth-
ers" dictating the limits of acceptable
social behaviour to their sisters (even
older ones) and other women. Since
it's a little less difficult for women to
find a job, girls tend to be more
assiduous in school than boys, and
they don't usually have the sameper-
sonal confrontations with the police.
The situation is especially complicat-
ed for many women who feel an obli-
gation to be what they consider loyal
to their own community in the face
of the racism and hypocritical con-
cems about the rights of women from
official French society and yet are
not at all happy with the role they are
expected to play.

Islam has been suppressedby the
French state in many ways until
recentIy. Nowhere is this more obvi-
ous than in the fact that the authori-
ties have perrnitted the construction
of only a couple of mosques in a
country with millions of practicing
Muslims and more churches than
congregations. But even if French
politicians use anti-Islam rhetoric in
their speechesand adopt racist poli-
tics under the guise of secularism, the
govemment isn't really opposed to
the propagation of religion; quite the
contrary. It is seeking to maintain its
control on the population by teaching
imams to preach govemmental
Islam. Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria
used to provide most of the suburbs'
imams, but now quite a few are
French, since the Ministry of the
Interior created a school for Muslim
clerics. In response to upheaval
among the youth in recent years and
especially now, the authoritiesare
anxious to build more mosques as a
way to both control and encourage
Islarnic institutions.

It does, however, seemvery clear
that these youth are not willing to
submit to religious authority. During
the November rebellion, the cité
youth didn't listen at all when imams
demanded the restoration of peace.

These youth have developed a
sense of belonging to their cité and

department. For the media, the cités
are places filled with animals, not
people; for politicians, the cités and
their inhabitants are a problem. For
many youth, living in the proletarian
suburbs is a matter of pride. Some
youth have tattoos showing the num-
ber of their departrnent, and you can
often seethe name of a particular cité
spray-painted on a waIl. Many areas
have their own slang, often a badge
of honour, although often a fatal flaw
to the earsof a potential boss.

Mutual Hatred between
Vouth and Police

For many youth, the sharpest
expression of this situation is the
police, who don't eventry to pretend
that cité youth have any rights. The
police consider 'any young male in a
proletarian neighbourhood or with
the "wrong" facial features fair
garne, but the youth are their special
target. They constantly stop youth for
identity checks, even if they've
already seen the particular kids'
papers mariy times before. This is a
way to assert their authority and
harass the youth. Often they hurnili-
ate them and worse, slap them
around and occasionally seriously
beat them. While the police make no
secret of their racism, openly sin-
gling out Arabs and Africans for ID
checks in central Paris, for instance,
they tend to consider all youth from
certain areas as the enemy. A group
of any combination of young males
in a car with department 93 plates
stands a good chance of having the
police ruiu their evening. The police
make life hard for them even in their
ôwn buildings. Often youth hang out
in the lobbies ar on the stepsbecause
there isn't anywhere else to go. It has
recently been made illegal for three
or more people to assemblein public
areas of buildings. If the police do
show up, they will have batons out,
ready to punish the youth on the spot
and maybe arrest them as well.
-, Police and youth do agree on one
thin.g: the police do whatever they
want in these suburbs. For example,
in the middle ofNovember the police
beat a young man in La Coumeuve in
department 93 because he allegedly
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insulted them. Two cops beat and
kicked him; two others watched
without saying anything and a fifth
helped write a fake arrest reportoThe
only thing special about this event
was that a camera captured the scene
and it was broadcast on television.
However, even with this solid evi-
dence against the police, all charges
were dropped after a few days.

For all these reasons, the youth
really hate the police, and that can be
seenon the walls of the cítés, where
anti-police graffiti is very popular.

The Unfolding of the
November Rebellion

The immediate background to the
rebellion carne with the intensified
police harassment of youth signalled
by the provocative declarations of
Nicolas Sarkozy, the .Interior
Minister (and thus chief cop) who
declared "war without mercy"
against the raeaille .("riffraff' or
"low-class scurn") in the suburbs.He
told the press he would take a

I
Kârcher, a high-pressure water hose
most often used to wash dog excre-
ment off sidewalks and streets, to~

•.• "clean out" the cités.(C5
~ The spark was the death of two
'"~ teenagersin Clichy-sous-Bois, a usu-
e:: ally quiet proletarian suburb north of
~:;;; Paris. On 27 October, the police
~ chased Zyed Benna (17) and Bouna
Q Traore (15) into a power substation
~ where they were electrocuted. Only a
~ few hours after the tragedy, dozensof
•••• angry youthburned 23 cars, a tank
or:c truck and a post offiee, and fought

with the police.
. In an attempt to calm the situa-

tion, the French authorities publi-
cised their own version of the events,
Prime Minister Dominique de
Villepin assuredrhe press'that Zyed
and Bouna were delinquents well
known to the police and that they
were trying to steal material from a
construction site. These declarations
had - in the end - the opposite effect,
since they turned out to be f~lse and
were later withdrawn, fuelling popu-
lar mistrust of the government.

On 30 October, the police put the
icing on the cake when they threw a
eanister of teargas in front of the

crowded improvised Cliehy mosque
on what praeticing Muslims eonsider
the holiest night of Ramadan. Once
again, the reaetion of poliee offieials
was provocative and insolent: they
refused to apologise for anything and
claimed that even if the teargas
grenade was the same type used by
riot police, nothing proved it was
fired by the police.

ln France, there are often small-
scale somewhat violent disturbances,
often involving burning cars, on
Friday and Saturday night. However
this time the daily fighting didn't
stop after the weekend. In fact, it
started to spread on Monday, 31
October, with the riots in nearby
Montfermeil, also in department 93,
where the municipal police garage
was set on fire.

Starting from this point, the rebel-
lion expanded to other departments
for almost three weeks. More than 50
of metropolitan France's 96 depart-
ments were affected, nearly every
urban area with the exception of
Marseille. At the uprising's peak (the
night of 6 November), 1,408 vehicles
were bumed (982 outside the Paris
region), in 274 different towns. After
20 nights, about 9,000 vehicles had
been set ablaze, hundreds of build-
ingsdestroyed and 126 policemen
injured, although few seriously.

The overwhelming majority of
the buildings attaeked were govern-
mental (poliee stations, town halls,
law courts, fire stations, schools, post '
offices, public revenue offices, tax
offices, social security offices, youth
and leisure centres, deputies' offices,
ete.) and relatively bigger businesses
and property (factories, warehouses,
car showrooms, shopping centres,
banks, stores,supermarkets,fast food
chains, media properties, etc.). As the
French domestic intelligence service
(RenseignementsGénéraux) wrote in
its report, "Everything went as if
confidence has been lost in institu-
tions but also in the private sector as
sourcesof desires,jobs and econom-
ic integration."

Even if the rebellion was sponta-
neous, it doesn't mean that the fight-
ers were total1y unorganised. The
daring execution of some attacks -
several small police stations

destroyed, groups of police
ambushed,ears set on fire in the cen-
tre of Paris, stores torched in down-
town Lyon, etc. - suggest the exis-
tence to some degree of small organ-
ised groups of fighters. Although the
youth mostly avoided frontal battles
with the police that they could not
win, they waged what the authorities
called "guerrilla warfare", ambush-
ing poliee with Molotov cocktails,
rocks and bottles filled with acid.

The State's repressive answer
was quite naked. Thousands of
policemen were called iri as rein-
forcements in the "sensitive areas".
In total, 2,888 rebels were arrested.A
state of emergeney was proclaimed
on 8 November, when the govern-
ment reactivated a law originally
passed in 1955 to repress the anti-
colonial insurrection in Algeria and
then used in France itself in 1961 to
stop a pro-independence demonstra-
tion of Algerian immigrants in Paris.
At that time it was a pretext for a
police riot against Arabs in which
hundreds were chased down and
murdered in the streets.

This time the state of emergency
lasted three months and mainly threé
of its measures went into effect: the
imposition of curfews in some areas,
at the discretion of the local authori-
ties, the perrnission for the police to
raid residences at all hours, and the
banning of gatherings that could cre-
ate "social disorder".

On 8 November, Sarkozy also
ordered the expulsion of all arresjed
foreigners, documented or not. This
was part of an effort to politically and
socially encirc1e the youth and por-
tray them as a hostile foreign body to
be cut out by radical measures.

A few cités were literally sur-
rounded by police and residents
forcibly confined to their apartments.
ln Evreux, north of Paris, police
locked down an entire apartment
complex of 18,000 peop1e. Corning
downstairs to walk a dog or even
going out onto an apartment balcony
to smoke a cigarette was forbidden
from 10 pm to 5 am. ln some urban
areas, youth were officially banned
from the streets, but unofficial cur-
fews were far more widespread.
Helicopters were sent to hover over



apartment buildings and intimidate
residents.

On 12 November, to further this
policy of isolating the suburban
youth, ali demonstrations and public
political meetings were banned in
Paris. That weekend police set up
battle lines at suburban and Paris
train stations, ready to use whatever
means necessary to keep youth from
pouring into the city centre, as had
happened in Lyon. Despite the ban
and the hordes of police everywhere,
there were at least three illegal and
necessarily brief demonstrations in
crawded areas of the capital. They
were initiated by the anti-AIDS civil
disobedience organisation Act-Up
and involved housing rights organis-
ers, anti-racist campaigners, support-
ers of Palestine, and other polítical
movernent activists.

The repressive forces closely
monitored internet and mobile phone
communications, which played an
important role for cité youth in con-
tacting each other and the wider
world. On 7 November, three internet
bloggers were arrested for "inciting
violent acts". Popular media-spon-
sored blog sites were censored and
others shut down. It's also no sur-
prise the French govemment sup-
ported the 2 December European
Union bill, which makes it compul-
sory for phone and internet providers
to keep a six-month record of every
phone and e-mail communication for
possible police consultation.

Ninety-eight vehic1es were
burned in the whole country on that
night, which is in line with the daily
average before 27 October, accord-
ing to senior police officials. Just for
the Ile-de-France region, the average
of burned cars in "normal times" is
100 during the week-end and 40 to
50 during weekdays, said Michel
Gaudin, head of the National Police.

Taking Stock of the Rebellion

Arrest records and eyewitness
accounts concur in e~hasising the
young age of those involved. In the
main courtroorn in department 93 to
the east of Paris, 42 percent of those
arrested were under 18 and most of
the others under 22. In the adjoining
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department 94, 63 percent were
minors. Many of those seen on the
streetswere asyoung as 12. We were
told that in general, few young men
over 25 took parto Some said these
older youth were too worn down or
cynical; others that they felt the
movement was not serious and
organised enough. Another explana-
tion offered is that,although both
groups have lost any hope in the
future, the older onesaremore or less
resigned to their fate, while the
younger ones have not yet accepted
the situation and have more energy to
fight against the system.

Most of those involved in the
uprising were secondary school stu-
dents, apprentices, temporary work-
ers and others with no job security,
and the unemployed. Very few girls
and women took part in the fighting,
although they played a prominent
role in courthouse demonstrations
and other support activities. While
the rebellion was definitely centred
on Arab and black youth, many white
youth were involved. In areaswhere
poverty affects more of the tradition-
al French working class, such as in
northern France, many of those
arrested were of French origino

It is very important to note that
very few incidents of youth attacking
ordinary people were reported, and
from the media attention given to
thosefew cases,it seemsvery unlike-
ly that there were many more. Many
youth say that during those three
weeks there was very little of the
fighting between youth of rival cites,
too often seen in ordinary times, or
between people of different national
origins.

We learned a few things about the
relationship between these youth and
other people in the cités, including
their parents. Although there are dif-
ferent classesand social strata in the
cités, including public service
employees, shopkeepers,profession-
als, small and especially would-be
entrepreneurs,etc., the government's
repeated calls for "responsible citi-
zens" to come forward against the
rebellion produced few takers. It
seemsvery likely that more people in
the cités opposed it than the handful
shown on television, but during the

heat of things the prevailing mood of
support kept that minority silent,
Among the many people we talked to
in the Paris suburbs, most supported
the rebellion, but some criticised the
tactic of burning cars, while many
parents were worried about the dan-
ger to their children in fighting the
state; the use of violence against the
police and state institutions and sym-
bols was not really a major source of
controversy.

Another important point is that
most youth we talked to did not see
the end of the uprising as a defeat;
they mostly considered it a truce. A
young man in La Courneuve com-
mented with humour, "We had to
stop becausethere were no more cars
left to burn. But we'lljust wait some
time until the insurance companies
buy more cars, and then we'Il start
again."

The rebellion sparked similar
actions on a much smalIer scale in
other European cities, including in
Belgium and Germany, and also in
French overseas departments like
Guadeloupe. In fact, there were hun-
dreds of thousands all around the
world watching the rebel youth in
France, happy to see cracks appear-
ing in the too-peaceful imperialist
citadels.
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The unity of France's ruling ~
classes in the face of this rebellion I\)

was remarkable, especially in light of g
the bickering and electoral conflicts ~

I\)that break out among them again and
again. The opposition Socialist Party
rallied to defend the Interior Minister
Sarkozy, and the revisionist
Communist Party (PCF) refused to
call for his removal, even though
Sarkozy is the most widely hated
politician in France, especially
among many of the people that vote
for these two parties. (In 2002, the
vast majority of French voters felt
obliged to "hold their nose" and vote
for the Gaullist President Jacques
Chirac to block the candidacy of the
neo-fascist Le Pen - and as a result,
they ended up with an Interior
Minister who, asLe Pen complained,
adopted his programme.) It also has

What the Crisis Revealed
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to be admitted that for many people
thoroughly taken with reactionary
positions, Sarkozy is their favourite
political figure, for his aggressive
style in contrast to the more consen-
sual posture of most other politicians.

.The position of the entire "political
class" was that the first priority was
the restoration of "calm"; until then,
polities asusual had to be suspended.
The Socialist Party voted to support
the state of emergency when it was
first brought before parliament, and
then voted against extending it only
after the fighting was over.

The PCF declared that the youth
were playing into the hands of
Sarkozy, and even ealled for more
police to be reeruited and deployed.

Asked if the rioters were "victims or
criminals", the PCF answered
unequivocally: criminals. "Bad man-
ners and violence are the work of a
minority and are spoiling life in pop-
ular neighbourhoods", a PCF youth
organisation statement said. "Police
and judicial answers are necessary.
But since 2002 [when the Right carne
back into office] the governrnent has
dismantled eommunity police forces
and reduced the number of poliee in
the neighbourhoods. Sarkozy pro-
vokes violenee beeauseit serves his
plans." Sinee many cités are in
munieipalities run by CP mayors, the
revisionist party felt itself a target of
the rebellion. The most daring CP
figures, those to the left of the official

position, eondemned "all violence",
of the people and the poliee alike.
The youth revolted in areasgovemed
by the PCF, Soeialists and rightist
parties alike beeausenone of the offi-
eial parties make any differenee in
their lives.

Franee's relatively influential "far
left" Trotkyist parties were no better.
They also saw the rebellion as a dis-
aster.Arlette Laguiller, the perennial
presidential eandidate of Lutte
Ouvriêre, said, "The workers have
nothing to be happy about with this
explosion, and not only beeausethey
are the main ones to suffer from it.
Youth is the future. But what kind of
future ean be built by a disoriented
youth?"

Leaflet from World People's Resistance Movement (France).

A courageous and necessary battle

Voung rebels of the cités are waking
This is addressed to you, youth of the cités, ali of you

whom Sarkozy calls racaille, and to others in France

as well, especially those who are listening to you.

~ Some people say you are going "too far". How far isª "too far" in responding to the state's top cop when he
•.• announces his intention to "clean out with a power

~ hose" a whole section of the people?

E This is addressed to you the children of immigrant

workers and lower section of workers of ali nationali-
Qti! ties, especially the people of the cités whose fathers

e carried concrete sacks to build the France we know

::::o today and whose mothers' tireless mops and brooms

q: kept this country clean. This is addressed to you who

are called "hoodlums" no matter what you do, whether

working or kept out of work, and either way con-

demned to a life not much better than that of your par-

ents, who endured so much hardship and humiliation

in the hope that you would have it better.

We salute you who will never be content with the best

the system has to offer you - like (Prime Minister

Dominique) de Villepin's plan to allow you to leave

school at 14 and work as "apprentices" for practically

nothing in jobs no 6ne wants. That would only offi-

cialise what exists today, when middleschool, for

most kids, is not a place for advancement but a place

of selection where 14-year-olds are told their dreams

are over? How far is "too far' in demanding that peo-

pie be treated like human beings and allowed to

develop ali that they are capable of, individually and
J '

collectívely?

The truth is that France has seen far too many years

of "calm" in the face of injustice and the kind of

"peace" that comes from the oppressed accepting

their fate. What's so good about quíetly acceptíng the

kind of life imposed on the great majority of people in

France? The whole "political class" (ruling class and

politicians) breathes easily when youth fight one

another or take drugs and sink into hopelessness. In

this rebellion the-youth for the most part have not

deliberately targeted ordinary people in the cités or

anywhere else. Right now violence among the people

is at a low point and the spirit of the youth is soaring.

Youth are in revolt - not mindlessly or aimlessly, as

official society charges, but against a very clear target

- Sarkozy and the state he represents, the police and

anything seen as representative of the prevailing

social order. They are punching holes in the ghetto

walls, bringingthe whole country fresh air.

The youth deserve the support of ali those who are

crushed by the system and its republic, ali those who

tolerate the life they are given only because they see

"no alternative. This government has launched attack

after attack on many sections of the people, including

immigrants, the unemployed, strikers and others.

There has been opposition, but not strong and bold

enough. By standing up against the way things are .

L



Some "leftist" activists c1aimed
that the rebels should not be support-
ed becausethey hit "wrong targets",
and bumed down schools. It's no sur-
prise that youth burn down schools
when you hear stories like this one,
from a young Algerian woman:
"Right now, I'm Iooking for a school
training programme. I went to see a
guidance counsellor. She suggested
that I become a maid. I' m 17 and she
tells me to become a maid - that's
ridiculous!" In fact, even a union
bureaucrat realised that "these
actions are symbolic. A lot of trust is
put in the school system, which is
supposed to be a social elevator. To
bum it down means that it doesn't
work. [Youth] tum against it because
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it deceived them."
Other more progressive leftists

who should have known better were
reluctant to support the movement
because of its spontaneity and its
lack of organisation. But there was a
basic question of right and wrong
involved, one side mainly right and
the other all wrong. As the
Provisional Organising Commi.ttee
(Europe) of the World People's
Resistance Movement (WPRM)
wrote in a statement issued during
the events: "It servesno purpose and
is beside the point to dwell on the
'imperfections' of their rebellion.
This is a spontaneousrevolt of those
at the very bottom who have taken
the stageof history even though they

have not yet had the opportunity to
fully develop their polítical under-
standing, establish their political
leadership and define a strategic
course. Of course they are making
some mistakes and of course the cars
parked on the streets of the cités are
not the true eriemy. But. .. it is their
way - for now - of showing this sys-
tem, and those who run ít; that they
do not intend to abide by the ruIes
nor allow their voices to be
silenced."

Talking about the street fighting,
a young girl from Beaudottes said,
"The youth found a good excuse to
do this; they were waiting just for
this. It's normal, they are seething
with rage." Another youth in Garges

rriillions throuqhout France
and those who enforce this order, the youth show their
potential as a revolutionary force in society if they
stand together with ali the people who hate that order
- ali the exploited, those determined to end the
oppression of wornen, those who truly hate the Iraq
war and other imperialistcrimes in the world and who
really want to save the earth from the profit system.
The youth are creating the conditions for a different
kind of thinking, where people don't accept things as

-they are, in France and the world, and a differerit kind
-ot social movement than we have seen here in a long

I timEr,:People ali over the world are watching and find-
ing/éncouragement for their ówn struggles to liberate
themselves.

.Not only Sarkozy, and not only the qoverrimsnt, but
the whole state and political class considers what the
youth are doing a "disaster" and an intolerable chal-
lenge. They have declared curfews in a feW places
and imposed undeclared curfews against men young
and not so young in whole towns and departments.
They are issuing ali kinds of threats against the peo-
pie while hoping that flash balls (a kind of rubber bul-
let), CRS (riot police) clubs and the threat of mass
deportations will be enough to make the youth lose
heart. At the same time, they are educating the youth
and everyone with eyes to see in a basic truth: the
French republic is, in the end, a dictatorship that rests
on the clubs of the police and ultimately, if necessary,
the guns of the army. France is run by those who own

everything, the big capitalist class. They have the final
say about everything, and in the end none of the
people have any rights that can't be taken away.

To ali of you others who share so much of what these
youth feel, the working people of ali nationalities and
people of ali walks of life, right now is the time to
stand up for them and stopthe government's attempts
to encircle these kids with a reactionary consensus.
Speak out for the youth and the justice of their cause
- stop the government's attempts to crush them.
Further, many millions of peoplein Franca .will not tol-
erate mass deportations of people to punish them for
rebelling. The government must not be allowed to
carry through on this threat.

The youth's fury is righteous and needs to be chan-
neled to building a revolutionary movement that can

. turn the power hose of the people's anger towards

. cleaning out Sarkozy, the state and ali that is rotten in
this society.

Revolutionaries of the world support wholeheartedly
the rebellion in the cités. It's time the young rebels of
France take their place in the ranks of the internation-
ai revolutionary movement!

North, South, East, West, unite the people's
struggles!

WPRM Europe: wprm@wprm.org www.wprm.org
and in France, emall: mprm_France@yahooJr •
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put it this way: "Whenever we have a
chance to screw up the police, we
screw them up, because whenever
they have a chance, they screw us
up." Even if spêcific events sparked
the uprising, the rebellion was much
more than just an answer to them. It
took only a week for the movement
to spreadfrom Clichy to every comer
of France because it was based on
dissatisfactions shared throughout
the whole country by a lower section
of the proletariat. Once again, even
the RenseignementsGénéraux had to
admit, "The cité youth have a strong
sense of identity based not only on
ethnic or geographic origin, but on
their condition of social exclusion
from French society." Further, the
movement had a c1eartarget: Interior
Minister Sarkozy, the police, the
state and the whole life and future
capitalism offers these youth. The
revolt wasn't directed at white peo-
ple but mostly at symbols of the sys-
tem and the state.

In fact, the youth's rebellion cre-
ated a very tough situation for the
French rulers. Contrary to what usu-
ally happens when social or labour

•.... movements are giving them trouble,~
~ this time the rulers were not in a
~ position to play .the "bargaining
•.• game". There were no leftist or revi-
~ sionist parties, no submissive union,:;;:
;:::;; and no social services professionals
E that the State could use to control the
Q rebels, precisely becauseof their sta-
~ tus as social outcasts.

~
o::(

It's Right to Rebel!

When events like these happen,
Maoists' starting point and basic
stand is that "It's right to rebel".

The point is not that communists
should tail these youth and support
everything they think, but that they
should leam from them and combine
what is correct in their thinking with
the scientific outlook of Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism and its under-
standing of the broader society and
the world.

The perspective of building a
new society where the oppressedwill
no longer be squashed but will be
allowed to become masters of their
own future requires an all-round

...and then a massive student
rebellion in March 2006

Only a few months after the rage of France's banlieues burst into
flames, another wave of protests by millions of university and secondary
school students thrust the country's rulers into even deeper trouble. The
target of this movement, which started in rnid-January, was the proposed
First Job Contract (CPE) law that would have allowed the firing of work-
ers under 26 without cause or much notice during their first two years at
any job. The government claimed this would help solve the crisis reveàled
by the November events by encourage hiring of ghetto youth.

Students were outraqed that this law would officialize and worsen
conditions many of them already find unacceptable. Already they often
spend many months as iII-paid interns doing work regular employees
used to perform, and years as temporary workers with minimal benefits.
The average age at which French young people now get their first long-
term job is 32. Rather than "equalizing opportunity", this law would have
further widened the gap between different categories of workers and
employees. It was also seen as part of a broader trend of reinforcing pre-
cariousness, the elimination of relative job security (never absolute) and
other minimal requirements of life such as health care and subsidized
housing. Like ali European countries, France is shedding the "European
social model", the social contract that bought the acquiescence of much
of the working class since World War 2, no matter how difficult their lives
have been anyway.

There were repeated demonstrations involving multinational crowds of
many hundreds of thousands of people in many French cities, along with
mass civil disobedience and some clashes with police. The atmosphere
of great ferment and general craving for an alternative to the future offered
by capitalism was reflected in the slogan "rêve général" (general dream, à
play on the words grêve générale, general strike). The movement's great-
est strength was its broadness in two senses. It combined widespread
support among much 01 French society with increasingly confrontational
actions, and drew in youth of ali sections of the working class as well as
the middle classes.

In November, it was inconceivable that the government would back
down at the hands of "the rabble", as Interior Minister Sarkozy called
them. In the face of the spring movement, the unity of the political class
cracked. First President Chirac approved the law, then he was forced to
essentially abandon it.

change - a 'genuine revolution
involving all those who have nothing
to lose in the current society and who
have the capacity to lead such an epic
transforrnation.

In writing about the even more
violent and chaotic peasant move-
ment in China, Mao stressedthat the
question it posed for every political
force was what attitude to take
toward it: to opposeit; to mainly crit-
icise it for its errors; or to support it,
lead it and try to transforrn it by
bringing out the relationship between
this movement and revolutionary

goals that could unite the people.
Most of the "far left" in France failed
this test miserably, since their politi-
cal vision prevents them from seeing
any revolutionary seeds in this
upsurge.

The revisionists and Trotskyists
base themselves on the traditional
French working c1assand especially
thosebetter-off workers (even if only
relatively) who have found or at least
feel they can realistically aspire to a
more secure way of life. But their
greatest loyalty is to the system itself
- to some hope for an improved ver-



sion of the statusquo (no matter how
hopelessthat may be these days), but
basically nothing radically different
from today's organisation of society
in which an elite thinking class and
its interests command society and the
vast majority are condemned to work
blindly and be ruled.

Tbe fact is that theseyouth are no
lesspart of the working class than the
unionised workers in the public serv-
ices and French industry. As the
November eventspowerfully demon-
strated to anyone who will not shut
their eyes, no real revolution is con-
ceivable in France and countries like
it that does not have these proletari-
ans and people like them at its core,
with the potentially enormous power
of their rage against the way things
are. At the same time, such a revolu-
tion is also impossible if they cannot
unite broad sections of the working
class and the middle classes behind
them in a revolutionary project

_ aimed at a different kind of society. It
is a fact that there is little hope for a
tolerable life for these youth of the
lower proletariat in France, and to
some degree and in some ways, they
know that. It is also a fact that the
kind of life and future that French
society and the capitalist system
offer many more tens of millions of
people is not what they would choose
if they had a choice. Tbe current feel-
ings and ideas of these proletarian
cité youth are contradictory, but
many of them are correct. Their
interests lie in a radical destruction of
the prevailing social order and its
replacement by a system that would
do away not only with the current
state, and the rulíng class behind it,
but the whole social order on a world
scale.But it requires combining what
Lenin called their raw elementary
destructive force with a scientific
outlook.

Clearly this poses questions
about how the revolution can accu-
mulate forces and succeed milítarily
against an enemy whose armed
might is far greater than was
deployed in November and whose
social and ideological strength is
based on the existing divisions in
society and generations of tradition
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and habit. Underlying this are even
more strategic questions: What are
the goals of the revolution? On
whom must the revolutionary move-
ment rely to be successful?Who are
its friends and potential allíes? How
to challenge a bourgeois system that
has such a powerful state apparatus
as France's? How to conquer politi-
cal power and organise the new pro-
letarian rule without it being
destroyed by a new bourgeoisie?

An extremely serious problem in
the November events was the rela-
tionship between this section of the
proletariat and other strata and class-
es. On the one hand, theseyouth saw
themselves as fighting for thern-
selves and their families and to some
extent for all those who feel them-
selves to be (and are, in many ways)
excluded from mainstream French
society - even though France could
not function without them. On the
other hand, the ruling classes united
against them and tried to isolate them
from the middle class and other sec-
tions of the proletariat. This blockade
had to be broken from both sides.
Becausethere was no powerful effort
to do that, it's impossible tó tell how
well it might have succeeded.

Actually, the govemment was not
able, during these three weeks, to
unite broad ranks of middle-class and
better-off white workers against the
rebellion, and not for lack of trying.
It's hard to know what percentage of
the middle strata of workers were
supportive of these youth and how
many were not hostile, but there were
some positive indications. Cértainly
Sarkozy's attitude did not win him
increased sup.port among other
French workers or much of the mid-
dle class. In fact, the uncompromis-
ing stand of these youth against the
govemment seemed to have the
potential to mobilise and unite the
extremely widespread hatred for
Sarkozy and the no less broad feel-
ings of dissatisfaction and even
revolt against what he represents- a
system that offers increasingly little
hope of meeting the broadest aspira-
tions of the masses of people for a
different life than what they endure
today.

The few but very dramatic Iight-
ning demonstrations defying the state
of emergency in November gave a
glimpse of some possibilities. This is
not to say that the movement should
have switched over from fighting to
demonstrating - such a switch would
have blunted the power of the move-
ment and therefore would not have
been supported by the youth. But if
the movement had taken up more
overt forms of polítical expression,
that might have helped challenge and
narrow the political gap between
these potentially revolutionary strata
opposed to the system and the rest of
their potential allies in society, thus
contributing to changing the thinking
and action of the most active young
proletarian male fighters. Other
forms of struggle could have devel-
oped alongside the fighting in the
cités and in support of that fighting,
mobilising in particular youth from
other strata and classes and more
broadly, and including women of the
cités who were locked out of an
active role. Some potentially very
important forces, such as proletarian
youth in the universities, who could
have both helped bring a broader :t.
understánding to their c1ass and O~
helped call forth support from other
quarters, were never brought to play ~
any real role at all. O

A Maoist communist party with Õ
the understanding we are talking ~:::::
about and some roots and organisa- <:
tional strength based on that is need- I\)

ed. We hope that a righteous frustra- ~
tion bom of this rebellion, together ~

I\)with the understanding and help of
the intemational communist move-
ment, can make adifference in what
happens next time. Tbese events are
unlikely to repeat themselves in the
sameway, but the underlying factors
that produced this explosion are still
gathering pressure. Indeed, only a
few months later, a massive student
and youth movement exploded
against a new Frenchlabour law seen
as intensifying social exc1usion.•
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On the Massacre of
17 Revolutionary
Leaders and Fighters

in Turkey
On 16 June 2005, the Maoist Communist Party of

Turkey and North Kurdistan (MKP) suffered a terrible
blow when the armed forces of the Turkish government
carried out a surprise attack on an encampment and
killed 17 leading members of the Party and fighters of
the People's Liberation Army, who were on their way to
the MKP's Second Congresso The brutal massacre was
carried out by US-made helicopters, which dropped
bombs on the revolutionaries and raked the area with
rapid-fire machine guns. The Party also strongly believes
that a few of the comrades were captured alive, then tor-
tured and executed in cold blood. Revolutionaries around
the world are painfully familiar with what such a loss can

~ mean to the vanguard of the people's hopes for libera-
ccs tion. Declarations denouncing the vicious deed and
~ expressing solidarity with the comrades of the MKP

poured in from around the world, not only from fraternal
~ parties and organisations in the Revolutionary
:3:: Internationalist Movement, but also from many other pro-e gressive organisations.
Q

~

~
oq;

The Turkish government immediately boasted to the
world's media that it had ''finished off the Maoists with a
single blow", It declared that there was no way that the
MKP would be able to reorganise its forces and reconsti-
tute itself as a revolutionary force.

In an international climate marked by the fierce anti-
communist campaign being waged by the imperialists,
who have gone all-out to declare that communism is
dead, the Turkish rulers hoped to use this terrible blow to
destroy any hopes that the masses might have that the
MKP could recover, and followed up their military attack
with a barrage of propaganda aimed at demoralizing the
advanced forces.

The Party struck back, however, and seized on the
widespread anger at this brutal massacre. The funerais
of the 17 fallen comrades were held in a number of

cities, and thousands of people poured out onto the
streets to mourn and to declare their determination that
while the enemy can kill revolutionaries, it can never kill
the hope for revolution. Seven of the revolutionaries were
buried in Dersim in a joint funeral attended by thou-
sands. Four were buried in a mass funeral in Istanbul.
Three were buried in Ankara, and the three-others in
other cities. Meetings were held in half a dozen other
cities in Europe, with thousands attending. On 25 June,
5,000 people took part in a march in the German city of
Duisburg in support of the revolutionary struggle in
Turkey, and 3,000 crowded into a memorial meeting. In
London, a march of five or six dozen people winding
through Turkish ne!ghbourhood of Dalston/Hackney
swelled to as many as 500 as people along the route
joined in.

Despite the heavy loss, the Party was able to
reconstitute a leadership structure and carry on its
main activities.

Many revolutionaries and supporters in Turkey and
around the world were seriously concerned at how such
a massacre could have taken place. The Party itself felt
that it needed to investigate to determine whether there
might be some serious ideological, political and organi-
sational problems that might have lowered the Party's
vigilance. It conducted an in-depth months-Iong investi-
gation and produced a public report to the masses on
the particularities of what happened, in order to sharpen
the understanding of the revolutionaries for future bat-
tles. Although this initial investigation identified serious
mistakes, these were errors made in the course of lead-
ing the battle for liberation against a merciless enemy.
The blood of the 17 leaders and fighters is on the hands
01, the class enemy, and shall never be forgotten.

-AWTW
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Statement on the
Murder of
Maoist Comrades
in Turkey

By the Committee of the
Revolutionary Internationalist Movement

On 16 June 2005, a group of 17 important leaders of the Maoist
Communist Party [Turkey and North Kurdistan] and leading fighters in
the revolutionary armed forces under its command,·' the People's
Liberation Army, were ambushed and massacredby the Turkish armed
forces in the areaof Dersim in Turkish Kurdistan. Many thousandsof peo-
pIe took part in militant funerals in Dersim, Ankara, Istanbul and other

cities in Turkey. Memorial meetings were held in half a dozen European
cities over the following days.

The Committee of the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement is grief-
stricken and angered by the vicious killing of General Secretary Cafer
Cangõz and 16 other comrades0fthe Maoist Communist Party [Turkey-
North Kurdistan] (MKP) at the handsof the reactionary Turkish army.

Three attack helicopters and over a thousand soldiers participated in what
was really just an airborne massacrecompletely disproportionate to the
small guerrilla contingent defending the leading comrades.The helicopter
gunships andbombs that struck down comradeCangõz and the other com-
rades and the electronic devices used to locate them are among the most
advancedweaponry in the world. This shows how low the .ruling classes
in Turkey are ready to go in dealing with the peoples of Turkey and their

r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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best daughters and sons. These brutal reactionaries and their imperialist
mastershave real fears becausethey know they are deeply hated by the
workers, peasants,oppressednationalities and revolutionary intellectuals
and democratic forces throughout the country. Without the all-around
support of world imperialism, especially the US and its military arsenal,
the Turkish ruling class could not survive a single day.

General Secretary Cafer Cangõz and comrade Aydin Hanbayat, the
Deputy General Secretary, along with the other comrades Okan Ünsal,
Ali Riza Sabur,Alattin Ates, Cemal Çakmak, Berna Sagili Ünsal, Kenan
Çakici, Okkes Karaoglu, Taylan Yildiz, Ibrahim Akdeniz, Binali Güler,
Dursun Turgut, Gülnaz Yildiz, Çagdas Can, Ahmet Perktas and Ersin
Kantar were on their way to the location where the secondcongressof the
MKP was to be convened when they were encircled and attacked by the
Turkish army from land and air.

Comrade Cangõz was well known to the
enemy. He struggled for decadesfor the
liberation of the peoples of Turkey aspart
of the world proletarian revolution. He
spent more than ten years in the Turkish

~ dungeons. In prison he was a daring and
~ inspiring model of resistanceand defiance
C!: and was loved by the imprisoned revolu-
§: tionaries and hated by the prison authori-
~ ties. Even while imprisoned, this comrade

~ paid a great deal of attention to the prob-
~ lems of the communist movement in
c:t Turkey and internationally. After his

release from prison in 2002 he played a
key role in organising the founding congressof the MKP and in forging
the political line adoptedat that congress,an historic event which fought
to consolidatea Marxist-Leninist-Maoist understandingin the party. Since
the first congress,comrade Cangõz had been fighting to reorganise and
strengthen the party and bring about a breakthrough in waging people's~
war.

Comrade Cangõz was a firm supporter of the Revolutionary
Internationalist Movement. Under his leadership the party strengthened
its ties with the Movement even more and played a more vigorous role in

............................ --~
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the intemational movement.
The loss of cornradeCangõz and the other senior cornradesand fighters is
a tragic loss to the revolution in Turkey and worldwide. But they did not
die in vain. The fruits of their sacrifice andstruggle will emergefrom the
seedsof proletarian revolution, which have been sown widely and deeply
among the massesof all nationalities in Turkey and live on in their hearts
and minds.

The enemy hoped to crush the MKP but the party, surrounded by the
massessupporting it wholeheartedly, has begun the hard task of trans-
forrning grief and anger into scientific revolutionary plano The enemy
hoped to strike fear into the massesin Turkey, but already thousandsare
defying them by honouring the fallen cornrades, in Dersim, Istanbul,
Ankara and other cities in Turkey and Europe.

We call on all of the proletarian revolutionaries in Turkey to rally around
the MKP in this time of great grief and difficulty, rise to the new chal-
lenges, take on new responsibilities and carry forward the work that our
fallen cornradeshad begun.

The cornradesin Turkey played an important role in forging RIM as the :t.
embryonic centre of the world's Maoist forces. One of the tasks of this ~
centre is to help strengthen the Maoist parties and organisations. The ~
Committee of RIM pledges to stand shoulder to shoulder with the MKP I:)

as the party struggles to overcome this loss step by step and achieve as ~
soon as possible the breakthroughs in revolutionary struggle that the ~

massesin Turkey so desperatelyneed. ~

~
As Mao Tsetung put it, "Fight, fail, fight again, fail again, fight again . .. fd
till their victory; that is the logic of the people." No matter how great the
enemy's military might, the strength of the tens of millions of the
oppressedand exploited massesin Turkey, once they are fully unleashed
and organised in revolutionary struggle, will prove to be stronger. The
ugly, vicious ruling classesof Turkey and their imperialist masters will
ultimately be swept away by people's war, opening the door to a beauti-
ful future in Turkey and all over the world, the communist world that
cornradeCafer Cangôzandthe other fallen heroesgavetheir lives to bring
about.

24 June 2005



The massacrein Mercan was a big blow to our
Party, the people of Turkey and North
Kurdistan, the people of the world, and, there-
fore, a big blow to our international movement.
Among the 17 fallen cornrades were our lead-
ing cadres and delegates attending the Second
CongressoThis extremely important event and
its exploitation by the enemy has been a matter
of concern for our Party, peopIe, the relatives
of the martyrs and all revolutionary and demo-
cratic parties, groups and individuals, Our
Party feels obliged and it is our duty to report
on this massacre and to elaborate on it to the
masses and the reIations of the martyrs. We
could not make any announcement prior to
revoIutionary and serious investigation. Now
we can report on our preliminary investiga-
tions. ln reIation to our preIiminary investiga-
tion we seriously evaluated the knowIedge and
reports of our Party, friendly organisational
groups and individuaIs, as well as documents
obtained from the enemy and other materiaIs.
Our preparations for the Congress and all doe-
uments obtained were seriously anaIysed.....

The enemy wants to liquidate our Party
with big and serial operations. The first of
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Announcement to the
Regarding the Turkish

Massacre
By the Maoist Communist Party (MKP) (Turkey and North Kurdistan)

(This report, excerpts of which are reprint-
ed below, can be found in fuI! on the AWTW
web site: www.aworldtowin.org)

To the proletariat and the oppressed
massesof the world and to our oppressed
people of all nationaIities in Turkey and
North Kurdistan.

these was started in the second week of June
2005 against units in Dersim. Once the enemy
understood that our units were in the Kinzir
zone in Cemizgezek-Hozat in Dersim, they
dropped bombs and carried out operations on
all the possibIe routes our units could pass,but
our units were abIe to get past them and
changed the place. Just after that, the enemy
Iaunched a secondoperation in the Cerxat zone
in Pertek. The third operationwas from
Erzincan to Ovacik towards Munzur and from
there to Marnike and Hozat. They put ambush-
es on alI the possible routes that the guerrillas
could passoOur units lost one cornrade in one
of the operations but did not lose any in the
others. The enemy carried out constant opera-
tions, and told collaborators and the farnilies of
collaborators who were killed that there was
only one unit left and that they can finish the
terrorists if they help them. Later on there was
a c1ashin the Arman zone, where a Cobra hel-
icopter was used, which could have been a
second tragedy for our units.

.These operations were carried out along-
side propaganda against our Party and against
the guerrillas that they had surrounded. This
propaganda was airned at isolating our fighters
from the masses.Because of the crucial sup-
port in this difficult time of the RevoIutionary
Internationalist Movement, fraternal parties,
conscious advanced people, our cornrades,
supporters and revolutionary organisations, we
were able to successfully overcome the
enemy's attacks. .

The enemy's aims were not accomplished,

-- ---------------------------------------------------------
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Revolutionary Masses
Fascist Reqlme's
in Mercan

as Party acuvines continued ceaselessly and
new fighters joined the guerrillas.

The incident [the massacre of the 17 com-
rades] was not an ordinary military mistake; on
the contrary, it is the result of our organisation-
al ideological-political mistakes. Our main aim
is to overcome thesemistakes and prevent new
losses and to change our course to the benefit
of the revolution and our Party. Our Party is
trying to do thesetasks. Our Party will investi-
gate the incident from ' all aspects, inc1uding
ideological-political and organisational causes
and will announce the evaluation to the people
and draw the necessarylessons from it and go
in the direction of the revolution and persist in
the people's war. This incident has produced
important lessons for Turkey-North Kurdistan
and for the world revolutionary movement.
That is the secret of lessons that cannot be
defeated. We believe that the new generations
of revolutionaries will grow with those lessons
and will win.

The 17 cornrades incident has had a big
impact on the broad masses.The task is to tum
this suffering into an organisational force.
Support from revolutionary organisations, the
international communist movement, oppressed
people and our own supporters, who have unit-
ed with our Party, are the source of increased
morale. Our cornrades must have joint actions
with other revolutionary groups on a common
base. We would like to thank once more all
friends and brothers, sistersand comradesfrom
our intemational class, and once again we
express our sorrow to our martyrs' farnilies.

Since the incident some people have used
reactionary propaganda, which has come from
the intelligence organisation called nTEM,
with the aim of furthering their own political
and organisational interests.We have to remind
them that this kind of orientation and under-
standing makes the enemy's work easier, and
our friends must heal the revolutionary peo-
ple's unity and must mobilise for thesetasks....

The masses, especially our supporters,
demand retaliation from us for the 17 com-
rades. But we are determined to prepare our-
selves for the people's war, which is going to
set fire to the baseof the worst system.We will
win the future and march with people's war,
united under the leadership of the Party, with
Kaypakkaya's line under the guidance of
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. People's war wilJ
wm.

The 17 Comrades are Immortal! Down
with the Fascist Turkish Republic State!

Foi' Real Liberation, Continue the
Revolution to the End and Fight until
Victory! Long Live People's War!

Long Live our Struggle for Independence,
People 's Democracy and Communism!
September 2005

Maoist Community Party (MKP)
(Turkey and North Kurdistan)
Congress Organisational Committee •
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Chang Chun-chiao (1917-2005)

At the Head of the Masses,
In the Enemy's Dungeons -

An Unrelenting
Champion of
Communism

This article was first published on 16 May 2005 by A World to Win
News Service.

Zhang Chunqiao (formerly spelled Chang Chun-chiao), one.of
the most outstanding revolutionary leaders of the late twentieth cen-
tury, has died. He was 88.

Zhang was a leader of the so-called "Gang of Four", along with
Jiang Qing (Chiang Ching), the wife of Mao Zedong. It should real-
ly be called "the gang of five", since they were Mao's closest fol-
lowers in the leadership of the Communist Party of China. They
were arrested a month after Mao's death in 1976 as part of a rnili-
tary coup through which Mao's opponents in the party seizedpower,
put a violent end to the Cultural Revolution Mao led against them,
and overthrew socialism.

The official Chinese Xinhua News Agency bulletin issued 10
May said that Zhang died 21 April. His death was kept secret for
nearly three weeks, perhaps to lessen the danger that it would occa-
sion a fresh round of pro-Mao disturbances. At the very least, the
delay indicates a fearful indecision and contradicts the official idea
that his figure had lost all its power.

The "Four" were convicted in 1981 for what China's People's
Daily now summarisesas "the excessesof the Cultural Revolution"
and "trying to seize power after the death of Mao", Jiang Qing and
Zhang Chunqiao were sentencedto death (later commuted to life in
prison), while their co-defendants Yao Wenyuan and Wang
Hongwen, who caved in at that trial, received 20-year terms. Jiang
died in prison in unclear circumstances in 1991, after 15 years in
isolation. Wang was releasedin 1998 and later died, while Yao, also
released nearly a decade ago, is said to be alive. So much secrecy
surrounded Zhang's imprisonment and subsequent location and
conditions that until the recent announcement, most of the world
thought he had died in 1998. According to the terse Xinhua com-
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A defiant Chang Chun-chiao at his trial, 1981.

I

r

muniqué, he was released from
prison in January of that year "for
medical reasons".

At the trial, Zhang, already
reportedly ill with cancer, refused to
co-operate in any way with the
authorities or even to speak at all,
except to reject the indictments. His
lethal glare at the judges was unfor-
gettable to all those who saw the tel-
evision footage, his eyes piercing
through a face outlined by a greying
but sharply defined, defiantly jutting
beard.

Jiang powerfulIy defended her-
self and Mao's line. Zhang's support
for Jiang and contempt for their cap-
tors was unmistakable. In responseto
the accusations, Jiang shot back that
there was nothing wrong in over-
throwing the party leaders working
to take China back to capitalismo
Those who were now persecuting her
and many thousands of other revolu-
tionaries, shesaid, were not in aposi-
tion to complain that they had lost
their leadership jobs. Looking back
today, it is even more striking that
regardless of any "excesses" and
rnistakes in the Cultural Revolution,
the difference between the revolu-
tionary headquarters that led the

mass debatesand struggles that drew
many rnilIions of people into politi-
callife during the Mao years and the
regime that overthrew this socialism
and later carried out the Tienanmen
Squaremassacreto terrorise the peo-
ple and silence all dissent is like the
difference between night and day.

One of the major specific charges
against the Four was that they had
tried, from Beijing, to organise an
armed rebelIion in Shanghai against
the coup in a bid to rally resistance
throughout the country. Zhang had
been the party leader there. Although
the authorities were able to forestall
the atternpt in Shanghai, in part
because of the vacillation of those
who were to spearhead it locally,
there was armed resistance in many
cities for several months until the
army, arrests and executions put an
end to it.

. The rnilitary coup was ostensibly
led by Hua Guofeng, who was named
Mao's successoras head of the party
while Mao was still alive. But the
real head of the counter-revolution
was Deng Xiaoping, the leader of
"the capitalist-roaders" against
whom Mao had aimed the Cultural
Revolution. Deng quickly dumped

Hua and openly reversed China's
course, taking it overnight from a
socialist country where "serve the
people" was the basis for all deci-
sions to one guided by the watch-
word "to get rich is glorious".

Deng put China fulIy on the cap-
italist road to where it is today.
Before his coup, China's working
people were increasingly becoming
the masters of alI society, beginning
to be drawn into adrninistering power
at every level and deciding the coun-
try's future course, studying, debat-
ing and fearlessly criticising those in
authority and each other. Afterwards,
China's cities were turned into
sweatshops, where twenty-first-cen-
tury machinery enslaveshundreds of
rnillions of people in nineteenth-cen-
tury conditions.3 Despite the hard-
ships, the people are left still unable
to ensurethe welI-being of their fam-
ilies or even to be free of the fear of
unemployment - a situation abol-
ished within a few years after the
Chinese revolution, more than a half
century earlier. Now rnillions toil
their whole lives away not to create
the conditions for the emancipation
of humankind but to further enrich
the capitalists of the imperialist
countries and their local subcontrac-
tors. The peasants, still the vast
majority, fall ever deeper into pover-
ty and humiliation, groaning under
the weight of taxes and often robbed
of their land. Rural development is
gutted as resources are looted from
the countryside to develop the chies.
Even the rniddle classes are subject
to the tyranny of corporate magnates
and party despots and deprived of
meaningfullives. .

The filthy rich, inside and outside
"the party, dine and preen in their

glearning skyscrapers overlooking
slums, while officials brag to the
media about their skills in "beggar
management" - making the hungry
invisible by sending the police to beat
them off the streets.The whole coun-
try is awash with newly unleashed
diseases and social plagues revived
after decadesof obliteration, such as
drug addiction, prostitution and the
killing of female babies.s
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Chiang Ching

China took a leap into the future
with the 1949 victory of the long rev-
olutionary war to overthrow the rep-
resentatives of the foreigner powers
and the feudal big shots and monop-
olist businessmen in league with
them who had ruled China. Socialism
made the factories and other big pro-
duction units into the property of the
people, and over the next decades
and with much struggle the peasants
developed collective ownership of
agriculture. But Mao, studying this
experience and that of the Soviet
Union before, including what he
analysed as the restoration of capital-
ism after Stalin's death, saw that
socialist ownership was not enough -
and it was certainly not guaranteed.
In the USSR and already to an alarm-
ing degree in China, a new capitalist
class, a new bourgeoisie, had arisen
within the communist party itself.
For them, now that they were in
power, the revolution had gone far
enough. Mao believed instead that if
the revolution did not move forward,
it was in great danger from thesenew
would-be overlords.

ln 1966, as these two trends
locked in battle, Mao blew the strug-
gle out of the confines of the top
leadership by calling on party mem-
bers and the people to "Bombard the
headquarters". This was a call to crit-

"During the Cultural Revolution Mao's works as well as Marxist-Leninist classics
were distributed in ali the main languages to the various Chinese nationalities.

icise and overthrow those party lead-
ers trying to take China down the
capitalist road, to take the initiative
in creating socialist new things that
could move society further in a revo-
lutionary direction, and to study
Marxism to get a deeper understand-
ing of the difference between
Marxism and revisionism so that
increasing numbers of people would
play a greater role in running the
society. Jiang Qing and Zhang

Chunqiao were part of the national
leadership core of this unprecedented
"revolution within the revolution".
While the party was in a perilous
condition and some of its leadershad
to be overthrown, the complex strug-
gles of the Cultural Revolution need-
ed to be guided and summed up and
the party rebuilt in the course of this,
or else the triumph of the capitalist-
roaders could not be prevented.

Zhang was a Shanghai journalist



who had joined the party in the late
1930s.He fought as a guerrilla fight-
er behind enemy lines in the war
against the Japanese occupation.
After liberation, he became a party
official in that city. In 1967, as the
Cultural Revolution surged forward,
he led an earthshaking event known
as the January Storm. After months
of fierce debate to c1arify the issues,
rebels from Shanghai's factories, as
well as the neighbourhoods and
schools, threw out the old city
administration, a stronghold of the
capitalist-roaders. Led by revolution-
ary party members, at first they tried
to establish the Shanghai Commune.
This was based on the model of the
1871 Paris Commune, the first,
short-lived working c1assrevolution,
where there was no professional
army and all officials were elected
and subject to immediate recall at
any time. Marx called the Paris
Commune the world's first example
of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
the rule of the working c1ass.

Mao hailed this uprising, a tum-
ing point in the Cultural Revolution.
The working people had stormed
onto the political stage. However,
after studying the situation, he point-
ed out that a commune was not a
powerful enough way for the prole-
tariat to rule under existing circum-
stances.Unlike the situation in which
Marx envisioned socialism would
arise, China was surrounded by an
imperialist-dominated world and
could not do without a standing
army. Like~ise, it could not do with-
out a stable'govemment - a dictator-
ship over those who wanted to over-
throw it - and a leading party based
on the most advanced c1assto lead
the masses of people in exercising
that dictatorship. Otherwise, repre-
sentatives of the old society would
take advantage of the existing
inequalities in society, and their con-
nections and privileges and the supe-
rior abilities they had developed on
that basis, to get back into power.

Mao suggestedthat the rebels set
up something that had already arisen
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elsewhere in a beginning way, a city-
wide three-in-one combination of
representatives of the rebel organisa-
tions, revolutionary party leaders and
People's Liberation Army. In this
way, as Mao later explained, the
masses of people, hàving exposed
what Mao called "the dark side" of
the party, would "seize power in an
alI-around way and from below". By
late 1968, revolutionary committees
based on similar principles had been
set up throughout China.

This was not a magic solution. In
fact, after a decade of struggle, the
army China couldn't do without
eventually arrested Mao's followers,
and the capitalist-roaders who took
over the party put an abrupt etíd to
the revolution and imposed their
own dictatorship. Mao's authority,
too, was not enough. He was to
wam, not long before he died, that
afterwards some people would try to
use some of his words to setup a dis-
guised capitalist regime, while oth-
ers would use different quotations to
arouse the people against them. The
Maoists understood that there was
still much fighting aheadand a lot of
work to do.

Zhang became one of the party's
highest leaders as the Cultural
Revolution continued and moved
through different phasesand circum-
stances. He helped lead the compli-
cated battIes that kept the capitalist-
roaders out of power whi1e working
to dig up the soil - the social condi-
tions remaining from the old society
- they were grounded in and drew
their strength from. As part of that,
on the basis of the study and reflec-
tion on Chinese and world experi-
ence and the problems at hand under
Mao's leadership, he made major
contributions to working out the
Maoist understanding of socialismo

In 1975, as the struggle was
reaching a new peak, he .published
On Exercising the All-Around
Dictatorship of the Proletariat,í a
short but dense text that had an
explosive political effect. It analysed
the contradictory nature of socialism,

the way it is characterised by the
contention of elements of the old
society and the new. Zhang devel-
oped Mao's understanding of social-
ism as a society in transition. First of
all, he wrote, socialist ownership had
not been completely attained, espe-
cially in the countryside, and it could
be easily lost. Secondly, the relations
between people in production also
had to undergo constant transforma-
tion - in other words, working people
had to be increasingly drawn into the
managementof production and, even
more importantly, into the adrninis-
tration of the whole society, inc1ud-
ing deciding the key questions of
what production is for and all the
major aspectsof the aims and organ-
isation of society. Further, the rela-
tions of distribution also had to
change, so that step-by-step society
could begin to leave beh\nd the prin-
cipIe of paying people according to
their work. While this principIe
meant liberation from exploitation it
also represented a situation that still
perpetuates major and potentially
oppressive inequalities, becausepeo-
pie do not have equal abilities or
needs. Instead, over time society
must move toward creating the mate-
rial and moral conditions for every-
one to contribute asmuch asthey can
- to fully realise their potential col-
lectively and individually - and
receive according to what they need.

Without constant struggle to
advance in all the relations between
people and not just ownership, and
struggle in the realm of culture and
ideas against the outlook and habits
inherited from the old society, social-
ist ownership would be tumed into a
hoIlow shell within which the old
relationships, instead of being gradu-
aIly overcome, would be perpetuated
and brought back with a vengeance..

The most important c1ash in
socialist society is .within the party
itself, between those promoting ideas
and policies representing the inter-
ests of a new bourgeoisie, and the
representatives of the proletariat, the
working c1assthat cannot free itself
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without revolutionising all relations
among people throughout the globe.
This becomes concentrated in a
struggle between two ideological and
political lines within the party, two
clashing outlooks and sets of aims,
strategies and policies that would
take society in opposite directions.

"The class struggle between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, the
class struggle between the. different
political forces, and the class struggle
in the ideological sphere [ideas]
between the bourgeoisie and the pro-
letariat will continue to be long and
tortuous and at times will even
become very acute", Zhang wrote.
"Even when all the landlords and
capitalists of the old generation have
died, such class struggles will by no
means come to a stop, and a bour-
geois restoration may still occur if
people like Lin Biao come to power."
The reference to people like Lin
Biao, a capitalist-roader who had
died a few years earlier, was meant
very specificalIy as a warning about
Deng Xiaoping. As Mao sharply

~ pointed out the year after this essay
Q appeared, shortly before his own
li?." death, "You are making the socialist
~ revolution and yet you don't know
:t where the bourgeoisie is. It is right ine the Communist Party - those in
Q power taking the capitalist road."
ii The solution, Zhang wrote, was
~ this: "Historical experience shows us

that whether the proletariat can tri-
oq; umph over the bourgeoisie and

whether China-will tum revisionist,
. hinges on wheth€r we can persevere

in exercising all-around dictatorship
over the bourgeoisie in all spheres
and at all stages of the revolution.".
This means, he said, quoting Marx,
continuing step-by-step toward "the
abolition of class distinctions gener-
ally, to the abolition of all the rela-
tions of production on which they
rest, to the abolition of all the social
relations that correspond to these
re1ations of production, and to the
revolutionising of all the ideas that
result from these social relations."

"The only way to attain this

goal", he concluded, "is to exercise
all-round dictatorship over the bour-
geoisie and carry the continued revo-
lution under the dictatorship of the
proletariat through to the end, until
the above-mentioned four alls are
banished from the earth so that it will
be impossible for the bourgeoisie and
all other exploiting classesto exist or
for new ones to arise; we must defi-
nitely not call a halt along the path of
the transition."

Much of what this meansin terms
of concrete political, social and eco-
nornic policies was spelled out in
great detail in a textbook written by a
team that Zhang led. Rooted in and
developing Mao's understanding of
the contradictions in socialist society,
the "Shanghai textbook"2 is a unique
and rich exarnination of the political
economy of socialismoIt rescuesand
applies the Marxist understanding
that econornics is, in the end, about

. the relations not between things but
between people. The authors
addressed their work to "the youth
fighting on the front lines in the
countryside and factories ... To better
engage in combat, to become politi-
cally fit more quickly, the youth must
study some political economy."

This work is a fme example of
what the Cultural Revolution was all
about: rousing the massesof people to
fight for the highest goals of humani-
ty, advancing the scienceof Marxism
by striving for a better comprehension
of what is correct in it and discarding
somewrong ideasfrom the past, fmd-
ing ways to broadly popularise key
points and making a deepunderstand-
ing the property of as many people
from among the massesaspossible. It
is also a breathtaking example of
dialectical materialism - rigorously
materialist in its exarnination of the
reasonsfor the division of people into
antagonistic classes and how, con-
cretely, to overcome that division, and
no less rigorously dialectical in its
understandingof the contradlctoriness
and motion of all things. In econornic
terms alone, the Maoist policies were
at least as effective in promoting

growth as the capitalist policies that
replaced them, if not more soo
Moreover, growth under socialism
moved China in a completely opposite
direction, in terms of creating the con-
ditions for human emancipation
insteadof perpetuating slavery to cap-
ital and its representatives.

The Shanghai textbook under-
went several editions while its
authors struggled to improve their
understanding as the back-and-forth
political battle with the capitalist-
roaders approached a showdown.
The new capitalist ruling class
banned the book and confiscated all
the copies at the printer as soon as
they took power.

The amount of abuse- and lies -
the Westem and Chinese media
heapedon Zhang when he died is tes-
tament to his revolutionary stature.
The accusations against him were
sharpestfrom those who were the tar-
gets of the Cultural Revolution. That
revolution represents the highest
peak humanity has achieved so faro
The Maoist evaluation of Zhang's
life and work is based on our under-
standing of why the Cultural
Revolution was absolutely necessary,
and of the aims of the dictatorship of
the proletariat it served. Those who
believe that there is some other path
to the emancipation of humanity
need to present reasoned arguments
and not just slander.

The fact that socialism was over-
thrown in China does not necessarily
prove that this was the result of rnis-
takes. As the Chinese re lutionaries
pointed out during this last battle, in
past centuries the rising capitalist
class stagedmany revolutions against
feudalism and was thrown back again
and again until it finally triumphed.
For the proletariat, the first revolu-
tionary class in history that does not
aim to substitute one exploiting class
for another and which cannot succeed
until "the four alls are banished from
the earth", the road can only involve
twists and tums, victories and defeats,
as the world's people rebel again and
again against the chains on humani-



ty's potential, until they finally shat-
ter them once and for alI.

'There is no royal road to sei-
ence", the Shanghai textbook quotes
Marx, "and only those who do not
dread the fatiguing climb of its steep
paths have a chance of gaining its
lurninous summits." It goes on, "The
revolutionary leadersofthe proletari-
at devoted their entire lives to found-
ing and developing Marxist theory.
Following their shining examples
and diligently reading works by
Marx, Lenin and Chairman Mao, we
should struggle to study and master
this Marxist theoretical weapon for
the socialist revolution and socialist
construction, and for the achieve-
ment of communism worldwide."
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Footnotes

1. On Exercising the All-Around
Dictatorship of the Proletariat was
reprinted in A \\brld to Win 1989/14,
soon to be available at www.aworld-
towin.org. For more on the Cultural
Revolution and the issuesinvolved see
AWIW 1986/7and 1993/19.

2. The Shanghaitextbookwaspublished
in EnglishasMaoist Economicsandthe
Revolutionary Road to Communism,
Edited with an Introduction and
Afterword by Raymond Lotta, Banner
Press,New York, 1995,and is available
from AWIW, 27 Old Gloucester St,
LondonWCIN 3XX, UK, for 12:E.

3. For instance,amongmanyothersimi-
lar examples, the National Labor

CommitteecitestheHuffy bicycle facto-
ry where 93-hour,7-day weeksare the
norm,(wwwnlcnet.org)

4. There was little femaIe infanticide
beforethe onechild per farnily role was
introduced in 1979. In the 1980s the
births of 115-118boyswerereportedfor
every 100 girls. (Sten Johanssonand
Olga Nygen, "The Missing Girls of
China: A New DemographicAccount,"
Population and Development Review,
17/1 (March 1991),pp 40-4l. In 2002,
the ratio wasmore than 116maIebirths
registeredfor every 100femaIes,report-
edJohnGittings in theUK Guardian(13
May 2002),aIthoughhe saysthis is now
dueto the abortionof femaIefoetusesas
well asthekilling of femaIebabies. •

Poster from the Cultural Revolution.
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A Sober Look at the Situation of the
Peru Revolution and Its Needs

The trial of Abimael Guzman
(Chairman Gonzalo) and 23 other
accused leaders of the Communist
Party of Peru (PCP) for "aggravated
terrorism against the state" that
began in September 2005 is continu-
ing as of this writing, May 2006. Yet
according to both the government
and the defence, there has never been
any doubt that its only purpose is to
have Peru's current civilian courts
confirm the convictions decreed, in
most of the cases,by hooded military
officers acting in great haste and
secret in 1992. In advance of this
new trial, various officials prornised
that the 70-year-old main defendant
would never leave prison alive. The
candidates in Peru's current presi-
dential electoral campaign seemto be
competing as to who can pledge the
worst fate for the imprisoned PCP

I leadership.
~ This is nothing but a flagrant act
CiS of revenge by the protectors of the
~ old order. A massupsurge, especially

one on the scale of the revolutionary
~ war in Peru that began in 1980, can-
s: not be labelled terrorismo No one
~ who believes in justice can accept
Q this attempt by the US-backed
~ Peruvian government to punish
~ Chairman Gonzalo and others for
oq: having waged a people's war, an

armed struggle deeply rooted in and
reliant upon the country's scorned,
poorest masses.That is what this trial
and the inevitable sentencing are
about, no matter what the current
views of the defendants may be, and
that must be opposed.

This frenzied lust for vengeance
has a calculated political purpose:
The conditions for the vast majority
of Peru's people are still desperate
and outbursts of massanger and even
violence show that they have not
become resigned to their fate. The
waning of the people's war cannot be
explained mainly by any change in
their circumstances. It's not hard to
understand why the country's rulers
want to crush and criminalise the

very idea of mass armed rebellion
and revolutionary change.

-ln the years since Chairman
Gonzalo's arrest in 1992, the people's
war has suffered very serious set-
backs. The level and geographic
extent of the fighting has declined
dramatically, especially since the late
1990s.1tis not clear how many if any
Open People's Committees - the rev-
olutionary political power of the peas-
ants the party establishedin the coun-
tryside during the high tide of thepeo-
ple's war - and how many clandestine
People's Committees survive.

In December 2005, around dates
when the PCP historically carried out
major rnilitary operations, for the first
time in several years there were sue-
cessful ambushesof police patrols in
the Huallaga jungle and Ayacucho.
The first area has been considered a
stronghold of PCP forces that seek a
"political solution" to end the war -
and threatened armed action to force
the govemment to grant amnesty as a
"way out" of the conflict.! The sec-
ond has been considered a focus of
those who have sought to continue
the war. Were theseattackscoordinat-
ed, as the authorities claim? Since
both actions were carried out in the
nameof Chairman Gonzalo, it is very
difficult to understandwhich of these
two contradictory political goals they
were meant to serve.There have been
no major political statementsclarify-
ing the party's political orientation
for years.

What makes this situation all the
more complicated is that Chairman
Gonzalo's conduci in the course of
this current trial has added even
greater weight to the serious and con-
curring evidence from many different
sourcesover the years that he is very
likely to have been the source of the
call to end the war. How the PCP
faced this situation has been central
to the development of the current
state of affairs.

Chairman Gonzalo was captured
in September 1992, as the people's

war seemed to be surging forward.
But an even greater blow to the party
was yet to come. In October 1993,
Peru's US-backed strongman Alberto
Fujimori triumphantly announced
that Abimael Guzman had written
him a letter asking for negotiations to
end the people's war. Afterwards he
re1easeda video of the chairman and
Elena lparraguirre (a top party leader
known as Comrade Miriam, Chair-
man Gonzalo's companion) reading
the letters. Still photos showed the
two flanked by other prisoners, some
known to be prorninent leaders as
well.

The party's Central Committee,
comprising those party leaders
remaining free, rejected this call as a
"Right Opportunist Line" (ROL).
"What goes against principles cannot
be accepted," the party said, adding,
"It is an internacional communist
norm that one cannot lead from
inside prison." But they said more
than that: The whole thing was a
"hoax" concocted by the regime in
collaboration with the US and a
"black grouplet" of renegade impris-
oned (and now expelled) party mem-
bers. The idea that Chairman
Gonzalo could be associated with it
was a "plot", part of US-sponsored
"low intensitr warfare" against the
people's war. The man who looked
like Gonzalo, the party told people,
was an actor.

Any revolutionary party would
risk being shattered if its chair tried
to reverse previous positions touch-
ing on basic questions of orientation
and strategic concepts and advocated
abandoning the revolutionary war.
This was even more the case for the
PCP.At the core of the party's histor-
ical identity was the concept of
jefatura, the idea that Gonzalo was
more than the chairman ofthe party's
Central Committee, a jefe (literally
chief, but here meant to designate a
special category of leader) who
played a role not only through the
party but over and above it. Party

1



members swore their unconditional
subordination to him personally.
Now the man who had led the
launching and development of the
people's war seemedto be telling the
party to struggle for a peace accord
with the Fujimori govemment to
bring the war to an end. In retum for
such an agreement, it was argued, the
party should dissolve the People's
Committees, and disband the army
led by the party.

The Central Committee's "solu-
tion" to the problem, the idea that it
.wasall a "hoax", might have seemed
like the only way out to those leaders
determined not to surrender. But in
fact, this idea tumed out to be a trapo
It worked against the party's ability
to persist in the people's war for two
reasons. First, because, if there was
certainly unclarity at the beginning
asto the circumstances of the calI for
peace accords, there was never real
evidence that it was a "hoax". How
could continuing the war be sus-
tained on the basis of telIing party
members to shut their eyes as
Chairman Gonzalo's call for peace
accords seemedmore and more like-
ly to be the reality? Second, this
approach tried to avoid the problem
of analysing and defeating the argu-
ments being given for why it was
necessaryto end the people's war.

Chairman Gonzalo
and the Peace Accords

The strongest argument for the
"hoax" idea was that the calls for
peace accords realIy did go against
what Chairman Gonzalo had previ-
ously stood for. Shortly after his cap-
ture, when put in an anirhal cage to
be presented to the media and a

_howling pack of police and other
reactionaries, he mocked their tri-
umphalism. The arrest was nothing
more than a "bend in the road" of the
people's war, he said, shouting to be
heard over the roaring motors of a
hovering military helicopter. He
calIed for the party to persist.ã Was it
realIy true, however, that Chairman
Gonzalo could never change his
thinking and come to a different con-
clusion? Increasingly, the declared
impossibility that such a thing could
happen becarnethe main line of rea-
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soning. Tautologically (a circular
form of argument in which the con-
clusion is taken asthe starting point),
any evidence to the contrary was dis-
credited because given this impossi-
bility, it couldn't possibly be true.

When the video carne out, it was
natural not just to accept it without
examination, given its source. Then
Chairman Gonzalo's relatives abroad
reported that the Fujimori regime, for
its own reasons, had let him and
Iparraguirre telephone them and
argue at length for why he believed
that the peace accords were neces-
sary. This could not be ignored or
dismissed with the circular con-
tention that since the relatives
becarne supporters of the peace
accords, they must have invented the
phone calls to justify their stand.

The sarne reasoning was used to
reject a political interpretation of an
event that for many people tumed the
possibility that Chairman Gonzalo
was behind the ROL into a strong
probability: the "about face" of
Margie Clavo (known as Comrade
Nancy), a member of PCP's central
leadership who along with Oscar
Ramirez (Cornrade Feliciano, who
assumed party leadership after
Gonzalo's capture), was a key leader
of the opposition to the peace
accords line. When she was briefly
hauled before the media in handcuffs
after her arrest in 1995, shewas defi-
ant, shouting "Persist, persist, per-
sist!" in the people's war. Yet six
months later she appeared on televi-
sion again, telling an interviewer that
she had been taken to talk to
Chairman Gonzalo and that he had
convinced her of the necessity of the
accords. She had agreed to this
broadcast, she said, so that she could
make public self-criticism for her
role in leading the Central
Committee to persist in the war
instead of immediately accepting
Chairman Gonzalo's appeal.s

Ramirez, captured in 1999, was
put in a cell next to Chairman
Gonzalo. He also said that Gonzalo
argued with him for the peace
accords line, although Ramirez's
conclusion was not the same as
Clavo's. In a letter to Peru's president
and in court in May 2004, he said he
had decided that Peru's present

"democracy is the best system" and
that it had been wrong to launch a
revolutionary war in the first place,
criticising Chairman Gonzalo more
for that rather than for calling a halt
to it. 5 Cornrade Artemio, who sue-
ceededFeliciano as party leader and
head of the forces that wanted to per-
sist in the war, later tumed into a
staunch supporter of the ROL even
though he remained free. He said that
Chairman Gonzalo had talked to him
from prison, over a radio transceiver
provided to Gonzalo by the authori-
ties, and won him to seeing that the
war had to be brought to an end.?
Artemio was reported to have
explained that no one can claim that
he and others had not tried to main-
tain the people's war, even though it
was impossible.

AlI theseparty leadershad sever-
al things in common. When they had
one understanding of the possibility
and need of continuing the war, they
acted bravely in defence of revolu-
tion, and when they were convinced
of a different understanding, they
acted differently. When the call to
end the people's war first carne out,
they argued that the call attributed to ):.
Chairman Gonzalo was a hoax and O~
that the war could and should contin-
ue and that that was his real position. ~tJ
Afier speaking to him, they conclud-
ed that the war could not and should ~
not continue because that was ~
Gonzalo's real position after alI. (The <:
important difference is that Ramirez I\)

[Feliciano] becarne a self-described g
~anti-cornmunist, while the others ~

continued to argue in the narne of
Maoism.) Chairman Gonzalo's per-
sonal involvement in the ROL is the
most likely explanation of why the
party's entire known central leader-
ship tumed against the continuation _
of the people's war.

Although they pale in compari-
son with what the actions of these
party leaders have told us, there are
other indications relating to public
and private statements by prominent
figures and others, including
Iparraguirre's mother (who has had
regular contact with her daughter and
at times Chairman Gonzalo since
1993) and Gonzalo's lawyer Manuel
Fajardo, who has visited him ofien
since 2000. Alfredo Crespo, the
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lawyer who defended Chairman
Gonzalo before a military tribunal in
1992 and was punished with almost
14 years in prison in retaliation,
joined Gonzalo's defence team in
December 2005, shortly after he was
released. He explained, "I have
decided to accept the defence of Dr
Abimael Guzman because Shining
Path, also known as the Communist
Party of Peru, now has a new politi-
calline. It stands for national recon-
ciliation and a political solution to
the problems derived from the war."7

What is remarkable is not the
ever-accumulating body of facts but
the stubbornness with which they
have been continually dismissed by
some people.

Chairman Gonzalo's recent
courtroom appearancesdo not con-
tradict his role in arguing for a Peace
Accord. At the televised opening ses-
sion of his second trial in 2004, a
public event witnessed by more than
a hundred journalists, Chairman
Gonzalo embraced all but one of his
co-defendants, including Clavo - all
publicly identífíed with the peace
accords line. (The exception was

~, Ramirez.) Then he led them in stand-
Cá ing together, raising their fist and
~ chanting, slowly and deliberately,
•.• while the authorities frantically tried
~ to restore order, "Long live the
:t Communist Party of Peru! Glory to
~ Marxism-Leninism-Maoism! Glory
Q to the Peruvian people! Long live the
~ heroes of the people's war!"
O Nothing in these chants is incon-
~ sistent with the ROL. This courtroom
c::c gesture, which a leader of Chairman

Gonzalo's calibre must have carefully
thought out in advance, could not
have contrasted more with the cage
speechhe gave in far more difficult
circumstances. He failed to utter the
one word that would have demarcated
between the two tines in the party, the
word "Persistl", the word that Clavo
had once shouted when she had onIy
secondsto make her views known.ê

His stand at his current trial is no
differént. Although this time inde-
pendent filming has been prohibited
to avoid letting Chairman Gonzalo
create another fiasco for the regime,
a continuous audio feed is available
to journalists. There have been many

reporters in the courtroom itself on
key occasions, although after nine
months the media in general is no
longer covering it much. Chairman
Gonzalo's courtroom strategy, his
two lawyers have explained, is to
refuse to recognise the legitimacy of
this trial, maintain silence, await the
inevitable conviction, and hope for
an appeal before the Inter-American
Human Rights Court in Costa Rica,
which previously contestedthe legal-
ity of the military tribunal that sen-
tenced Chairman Gonzalo to life in
prison right after his arrest.? If
Chairman Gonzalo were opposed to
the ca11for peace accords, he could
certainly have seized the opportunity
of the trial to denounce and dissoci-
ate himself from the other defend-
ents. In the past, no one hasbeen abIe
to stop him when he wanted to speak.
The man who managed to get his
word out to the world even when
caged is sti11communicating.

The Peace Accords Line
and the Central Committee,

Actually, the strongest indication
that the ROL was not just something
cooked up by the American and
Peruvian intelligence services but
that Chairman Gonzalo was behind it
was the line itseIf and the documents
that argued for it. They did not put
forward a crude rejection of Maoism,
revolution or the necessity for peo-
ple's war. Instead, they marsha11ed
philosophical, historical andpolitical
arguments, purporting to uphold and
apply the principIes of what the PCP
ca11edMarxism-Leninism-Maoism,
Gonzalo Thought to the very real
problems the party was facing.

They referred to two kinds of
issues.The first was the objective sit-
uation. Even before Chairman
Gonzalo was taken prisoner, the PCP
had begun grappting with a changing
international situation in the wake of
the collapseof the Soviet bloc, which,
thesedocumentsconcluded, marked a
"strategic ebb of the world revolu-
tion". Further, there were theoretical
and practical problems in terms of
how - and under what conditions -
the peopIe's war couId hold on to its
achievements,in the face of someset-

backs,andadvancebeyond the level it
had attained so faro There was the
question of Yankee interference and
even invasion - and whether this
might provide the opportunity to
broaden the united front and advance
to the countrywide seizureof political
power. There was also debate about
how much semi-feudalism remained a
factor.!O In short, there was a recog-
nised urgent need to reassess the
objective situation and its conse-
quences for the future course of the
people's war. Chairman Gonzalo's
capturecarneat a time when the revo-
lution faced a crossroads.

The second kind of argument
advancedby thesedocumentswasthe
"problem of leadership": Chairman
Gonzalo had been snatched up and
much of the rest of the party's long-
standing central leadership was dead
or in prison. It was said that there
were no leaders who could replace
him in the neededtimefrarne to solve
the first category of problems. The
ROL's conclusion was that for many
reasons, chief among them the
unfavourable international situation
and above a11the "problem of leader-
ship", the people's war could not con-
tinue. Any attempt to do so would
only lead to the destruction of the
party, and given the circumstances,
even if the people's war could hold
out it would eventually become a
"war without perspective" - with no
clear goal or possibility of seizing
nationwide political power - and dis-
integrate into scattered "roving rebel
bands". By entering into negotiations
to call off the people's war now, the
argument went, the party could save
itself from destruction at the handsof
the enemy-andendure to relaunch the
armed struggle under more favour-
able conditions in the future.ü

This was not the empty ranting of
a police agency. It represented a.
coherent tine. The questions it posed
had to be analysed and answered.No
matter who first propounded it, this
line could take hold arnong party
members becauseit offered answers
- although wrong answers - to cru-
cial questions thrust forward by life
itself. The revolutionaries needed to
start out by identifying, analysing
and refuting these arguments on the



level of politicalline, that is, as ideas
to be examined and found correct or
incorrect reflections of reality. This
included an objective (not wishful)
assessmentof the balance of forces
to determine whether or not it was in
fact possible to persist in the people's
war and whether or not, in the con-
crete conditions prevailing at that
time, entering negotiations was a
viable way for the party to gain time
to rebound or, in fact, a death trapo

Shortly after the call for a peace
agreement arose, the Committee of
the RIM (CoRIM), the leading body
of the Revolutionary Internationalist
Movement, examined the :available
inforrnation and documents in an
attempt to understandand guide RIM
in taking part in a momentous tine
struggle that would not only deter-
mine the future of the revolution in
Peru but have great consequencesfor
RIM and the international communist
movement. The Committee argued
,"In these circumstances, it is incum-
bent upon RIM not only to continue
its support for the People's War in
Peru but also to join this two-line
struggle: to undertake the necessary
investigation, study, discussion and
struggle to achievea correct and com-
prehensive understanding of ali the
questions involved and on that basis
render the most powerful support to
the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist line and
the cornrades carrying it forward in
Peru." It establishedcriteria for evalu-
ating the call for peace negotiations:
"Do they serve the task of seizing
political power through revolutionary
waIfare" and "safeguard the 'funda-
mental interests of the people'
referred to by Mao, that is, the essen-
tial core ofthe people's power andthe
revolutionary arrnedforces?" After an
intenseprocessof investigation, eval-
uation and stniggle, RIM adopted a
position that the call for peaceaccords
should be opposedand that a two-line
struggle should be waged against the
Right Opportunist Line in Peru and
internationally. Regarding the role of
the PCP chairrnan, it said, "It is
important to continue to try to deter-
mine Chairman Gonzalo's current
views. The key question, however, is
the liae, not the author." Furtherrnore,
the Call said that thosewho had advo-
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cated the ROL should "repudiate this
line... and retake the revolutinary
road."12

As part of this process CoRIM
had also asked the Union of Iran
Communists - the predecessorof the
Communist Party of Iran (Marxist-
Leninist-Maoist) - to write a major
analysis and criticism of the peace
accord arguments. That document
concluded: "The people's war is far
from over. Partial defeat is not
absolute defeat." The only way to
preserve the achievements of the
people's war and solve the party's
problems was to persevere in it. It
raised a clear warning: a people's
war, once launched, could not be
turned on and off like a water spigot,
including because the reactionaries
themselves would use this to crush
the revolutionary forces.ü

The importance - and courage -
of the firrn stand against the call to
end the revolutionary war taken by
the remaining PCP leadership cannot
be overestimated. The ROL was very
wrong in arguing that the most
important thing of all was to savethe
party. In return, it was willing to sur-
render the red political power that
Gonzalo had called the "bone mar-
row" of the revolution becauseof the
way it brought about the conscious
involvement of the masses, and to

. dissolve the people's arrny, without
which, asMao said, "the people have
nothing" to defend their interests or
even their lives. Such a step would
objectively mean betrayal of the
hopes and sacrifices of the masses
who had taken up the people's war,
those who supported it and those
around the world who looked to it.
This discrediting of Maoism would
have led to a far worse setback and
demoralisation than would have been
produced by defeat alone. If it did
this, instead of leaving a precious
legacy the party would turn into an
obstacle for the present and future
generations of revolutionaries to
push aside - even if thereactionaries
didn't tear it apart and kill asmany of
its members as they could.

However.Tit was not at all
inevitable that the only choice was
between glorious or inglorious
defeat. One thing at stakewas a point

of basic orientation: whether or not
to persist in fighting for the revolu- .
tionary interests of the masses,in line
with communist objectives, which
meant figuring out how to continue
that under new and very difficult
conditions. But this stand, however
basic, had to be grounded in some-
thing more than moral cornrnitment.
ln the end, as the actions of PCP
leaders have told us, people act on
the basis of how they understand
things, what they think is possible
and necessary.

The enorrnity of the problem
can't be denied: the leadership which
had been responsible for developing
the line and strategy for the revolu-
tion could no longer do so with a cor-
rect orientation, and instead was
apparently calling for a reversal of
the whole strategic direction and
principles they had been basing
themselves on. But the difficulty of
what was required didn't make it any
less necessary. Of course, those
remaining had to work out the
answers to burning questions step by
step and asrequired over time. To do
that, it really wasn't possible to say,
"OK, our chairman has Ieft our side, :to
so Iet's re-examine everything we ;e
ever believed before we.do anything O
else." Maybe this is what-the revolu- i!!
tionaries thought they were avoiding t:J
with the "hoax" tine. They had to Õ
persist, and figuring out how to do ~::s
that was as necessary as breathing. 2:
But even if Chairrnan Gonzalo had I\)

turned out not to be behind the call to 8
end the people's war, it would not ~

~have been true that, as the Persist
forces claimed, the thinking and tine
developed under his Ieadership to
that point was sufficient to lead the
people's war to victory. Further, over
time it would become impossible to
persist in the people's war without a
review of the party's line and prac-
tice - and theory and experience
internationally - to find the roots of
the ROL and forrnulate new analyses
and strategic concepts. ln other
words, without making the break-
throughs in theory and practice
ceaselessly required for the advance
of this and any revolution.

This would have been very hard
for anyone, and perhaps the remain-
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ing party leaders did not feel up to
the task - especialIysince they were
probably up against their party's
chairrnan. But what else could they
do but use their headsand their grasp
of Maoism and play a realleadership
role as best they could? Communist
leaders are not bom. Leadership
involves talents acquired in many
different ways and takes time to
develop. But it is fundamentalIy a
matter of ideological and political
line (orientation and method). It
means wielding Maoism to lead the
party in seeking to understand the
world and change it. lronicalIy, the
only way to refute the thesis that the
remaining party leaders were inca-
pable of continuing without Chair-
man Gonzalo was for them and new
leaders who carne forward to rise to
the occasion, raising their level as
party leaders on all fronts, including
tackling and beginning to resolve the
line questions involved. It should
also be pointed out that the ROL's
charge that the remaining leaders
were "incompetent" was particularly
cruel when it was the ROL itself that
was the biggest obstacle placed in the

~ path of the revolution and those try-
~ ing to lead it forward.ª The "hoax" conception was tight-
.'" ly linked to and in fact became a
3!: vehicle for a particular conception of
~ political struggle in a communist
E party. The CC adopted an attitude of
Q trying to persevere through practice
CÉ alone ("smash the ROL through peo-
~ ple's war") and ignore the specific
~ content of the ROL beyond generally
~ denouncing it as "black vomit".

Although the February 1994 PCP CC
statement said "pay attention to the
two-line struggle", it argued that the
stand of the ROL had put its mem-
bers "outside the party by their own
free will", as if there were no ROL
inside the party itse1f and jio real
need to wage two-line struggle
against it. To take up and attempt to
refute the ROL's arguments, some
maintained, would mean falling for
the enemy's trap and giving credence
to thehoax, Two-line struggle, it was
said, should be waged among revolu-
tionaries, The ROL and its "black
heads" only needed to be "crushed"
physicalIy. PCP supporters abroad
spreadthe attitude that the most seri-

ous problem was not the peace
accords line but those who refused to
accept the "hoax" theory.

One of the most vociferous propo-
nents of this approach was the
Peruvian journalist Luis Arce Borja.
At the time RIM was adopting its
position "Rally to the Defense of Our
Red Flag Flying in Peru" and calling
for a vigorous two-line struggle
against the proposal for seeking a
peace accord, Arce Borja launched a
frantie attack on RIM and its
Committee which, for a while, con-
fused some of the friends and sup-
porters of the PCP. Arce criticized
RIM's understanding of the two-line
struggle in the PCP. He wrote, "To
hold that the 'peaceagreement' is part
of a processof internal conflict with-
in the PCP portrays it as an organisa-
tion corroded by ascandalous divi-
sion, an organisation divided and
underrnined and on the very verge of
destruction. This point of view is sim-
ilar to that of the die-hard enerniesof
the revolution,,14. In reply, an article
in A \\brld to Win magazine pointed
out that two-line struggle is a perrna-
nent featureof all communist parties,
even though it has "high tides and
low tides" in different periods, as a
reflection of the existence of the con-
tending classes in society and the
resulting clash between ideas.What's
more, such two-line struggle "is
absolutely necessary to educate and
transforrn the outlook of party mem-
bers and the masses."15Arce reacted
to this polemic by even more rabidly
casting RIM and any others who
refused to accept the "hoax" thesis
into the camp of Fujimori and the
imperialists.

Arce is on record upholding this
position regarding the "hoax"
through June 2004. Suddenly, during
the trial in November of that year, the
great defender of the faith against all
"doubt" was assailed by doubts. A
year later, Arce explodes. Chairrnan
Gonzalo is a "traitor" and has been
since October 1993! He wrote the
peace letters after alI. But this jour-
nalist lets slip not a word of explana-
tion or even mention of his previous
position. The fault, Arce squeals, lies
with RIM for not having denounced
Guzman back then and for calIing for
his defence from the Peruvian state

ever since!l6
Unwilling to confront the task of

waging the necessarytwo-line strug-
gle, the Persist forces were only dig-
ging themselves deeper and deeper
into a pit. EspecialIy if Chairrnan
Gonzalo was the head of the ROL,
but even if he were not, it was not the
case that this line represented delib-
erate betrayal and conscious treason
of the kind committed by someone
who, for example, informs on com-
rades to save their own life. It could
represent a horrible mistake, meant
to save the revolution even while
objectively leading to its death, a
wrong understanding and a wrong
line - which would not negate what
was correct in the line associated
with Gonzalo previously, nor the
disastrously harmful nature of the
ROL. The main question in deter-
rnining whether a political line is
right or wrong is not one of subjec-
tive intent - whether or not its propo-
nents want revolution. Political lines
needto be examined in terms of what
they call for and carry out, and where
that would lead, no matter what some
people inight want. At any rate, no
matter who put it forward and why,
the ROL had to be taken on as a line
and refuted as such.

A major two-line struggle against
the ROL's political line and the ori-
entation and method behind it and the
beginning of a clear-eyed summation
of the experience of the past period
and the situation faced by the party
and the revolution could lead to at
least an initial idea of how to move
forward. This would mean trying to
work out how persevering in the peo-
ple's war could be linked to and serve
the building up of revolutionary
strength and both hastening and
awaiting a change in-the internation-
al and national situation, asMao said
during a difficult period in the
Chinese people's war, when country-
wide political power could be seized
as a base area for }he world proletar-
ian revolution.

There is no guarantee that if the
Central Committee had taken this
approach, the people's war would
have been able to advance or even
hold out. First, there was no getting
around the terrible fact that the bulk
of the party's leadership had taken a



wrong road. Second, this was taking
place on the stage of difficult objec-
tive conditions as well. But it is par-
ticularly tragic that despite the wrong
assessmentof the CC, there was a
sharp two-line struggle - waged by
only one side, the ROL. By acting as
if nothing had happened - as if the
ROL were not real, as if its emer-
gence did not reflect real questions,
and as if Chairrnan Gonzalo could
not possibly have anything to do with
it, the "hoax" line and the associated
conception of two-line struggle led
those who wanted to persist to act on
the basis of an analysis and plan
increasingly out of accord with reali-
ty. No matter what other problems
they faced, the "hoax" line made a
bad situation even harder to resolve
in a positive direction.

The experience of the people's
war in Peru and the issues and lines
involved need to be thoroughly stud-
ied. The great achievement in
launching and carrying forward the
People's War and the subsequentset-
back constitute a very important
experience of the Maoist movement
in the period since the\overthrow of
socialism in China. This experience,
in both its grandeur and its pain, are
part of the common heritage of the
whole international communist
movement and especially RIM. A
materialist exarnination of the whole
complex affair, including the roles of
alI who took part in it, is necessary
not only for the re-orientation and
rebuilding of the PCPby the genuine
Maoist forces in Peru but concerns
all those who take seriously their
responsibility to lead revolution in
other countries and on a world scale.
It is necessary to continue to defend
the imprisoned Chairrnan Gonzalo
and others who initiated and led for-
ward this great uprising of the
oppressedeven if it is not possible to
uphold their current political posi-
tions. Ideological and political assis-
tance must be extended to those in
Peru who seek to overcome the set-
back of the revolution. Nothing is
more despicable than those who, see-

"ing the value of their "capital" dimin-
ish, seek to cut their losses and look
for new investments.

There are many aspectsof politi-
cal and ideological line that emerged
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in the course of the People's War a~d
the two-line struggle in the PCP that
need to be studied, understood and
debated more thoroughly. New
advances in Peru will come in con-
junction with and aspart of the trans-
formations and advances that are
required of the international commu-
nist movement as a whole.
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~ On Empire: Revolutionary Communism or
~"Cornrrunism" without Revolution?
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Empire
By Michael Hardt and
Antonio Negri
Harvard University Press,
Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 2000

Multitude
By Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri
Penguin Press,
New York, 2004

Debating Empire
Edited by
Gopal Balakrishnan
Verso, '
London,2003 ByK.J.A.

Rarely has the basic thesis of a
book been so quickly and profound-
ly refuted by the developments of
life itself as has been the case with
Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt's
book Empire. After all, Negri and
Hardt paint a description of a world
in which imperialism has been sur-
passed by a new global system,
which they refer to as "Empire". But
no sooner had Negri and Hardt bap-
tised this new "imperial" order when
the common features of imperialism,
and US imperialism in particular,
reasserted themselves so insistently
and so brutally. War on terrorism,
war on Iraq, war on the world, not
from a stateless"imperial" entity but
very much in the interests of, and
under the direction of, US imperial-
ism. After the Iraq war exploded so
many of Empire's premises, Negri
and Hardt published a sequel,
Multitude, which attempted to
address some questions of the post-
11 September world, but without
really re-examining their central
theses.

Why then the attraction of these
books?! Negri and Hardt claim to
have discovered a fundamental
transformation in society, and they
draw on a wide range of examples of
different aspects of social life and
human society to make their case.
This new stage, which they call
"Empire", is, they say, a society in
transition away from the imperialist
system. In particular, the authors
examine the different aspectsof what
has come to be called "globalisa-
tion", which they consider evidence
of how the world is advancing to
communism - toward the disappear-

ance of nation-states, when humani-
ty will be self-organising and self-
administrating.

The authors give voice to the
feelings of millions that cónditions
exist for humanity to go forward to
somewhere different, where society
need not be organised on the capital-
ist principles of greed and piracy.
This is captured in the conclusion to
Multitude: "We can already recog-
nise that today time is split between
a present that is already dead and a
future that is already living - and the
yawning abyss between them is
becoming enormous." The possibili-
ty of organising human society on a
wholly different basis reassertsitself
constantly, and this possibility is
expressed not only in political aspi-
rations and struggles but also in
every sphere of social life (art and
culture, methods of scientific
inquiry, philosophy, and so forth).
The striving for communism is real,
although it can be more or less con-
scious. Lenin referred to this as com-
munism springing from a thousand

pores. It is no wonder that, because
Negri and Hardt try to give expres-
sion to this tendency, their work will
find a certain echo.

The problem with this picture is
that society cannot just spontaneous-
ly transform from the class society of
today to the communist society of
tomorrow. Those who are currently
on top of human society will do and
do do everything in their power,
including unleashing massive blood- _
shed, to maintain the existing capi-
talist system.

Empire fails to put centre stage
the need for that which they say is
"already dead" -imperialism, reac-
tion and its ideological manifesta-
tions - to be definitively destroyed
and buried. The authors end up far
too often justifying and extolling the
world, not as it can be, but as it is
"already living" - which in reality is
still shackled and scarred by private
ownership, class divisions, the cleav-
age into oppressor and oppressed
countries and all of the other horrors
and injustices of the contemporary
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social order. ln short, they want com-
munism without the difficulties, sac-
rifices and uncertainties of revolu-
tion. We will seelater that Negri and
Hardt's vision of communism does-
n't really go beyond the limits of the
present system, which is perhaps
why they are ready to cry victory
when the battle has yet to be waged.

We will see that, in every sphere,
the outlook of Negri andHardt is the
worship of spontaneity, the beliefthat

social processes will by themselves
lead to favourable results, thus down-
playing the role of people as the con-
scious factor in reorienting social
development. Indeed, the construc-
tion of Negri and Hardt's theory is
itself a lesson in spontaneity: it repre-
sentsthe tailing after intellectual CUf-

rents of the last several decades. In
particular, the authors embrace the
writings of various postmodemists
and borrow heavily from their con-
cepts and vocabulary. Negri and
Hardt continually refer to the contem-
porary world as "postmodem", but
they do not want to consider them-
selves "postmodemists". The authors
write that, "However confusedly or
unconsciously, they [the postmod-
emists] indicate the passage toward
the constitution of Empire."· Negri
and Hardt take what they consider to
be the confused or unconscious work
of the postmodemists as the building
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blocks of their ideological system.
Marxism of the twenty-first cen-

tury must be attentive to all of the dis-
coveries and debatesof contemporary
society (just asMarx and Engelswere
in developing the ideology of the pro-
letariat in the nineteenth). Marxism
must engage,dissect, criticise what is
wrang and absorb all aspectsof what
is correct from the most varied of
sources.But what Negri and Hardt do
is something quite different. They are
making the "confusion" of postmod-
emism more conscious and systemat-
ic and they argue that this new ideol-
ogy corresponds to the material
changes in the way society isorgan-
ised - to which they give the name
"Empire".

I. Imperialism or "Empire"?

In this review we will not try to
comment on all the vast array of sub-
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:E jects touched on in Empire or fol1ow
~ the authors' numerous and often
i= thought-provoking detours.Rather we
ã: will try to focus on the essentialtheses
O of Empire. We.willleave it to othersto
~ address the many philosophicaland
z cultural arguments of Empire, and
~ here we will deal with theselonly to
c:( the degreethat they areunavoidable in
w3: discussing Negri and Hardt's under-

standing of the contemporary world's
socio-econornic system.

The main thesis of Empire is that
capitalism has entered a new epoch,
beyond imperialism, in which the
basic analysis that Lenin made ofthe
imperialist epoch no longer applies.
In particular, the role of the nation-
state has declined tremendously in
importance. "Empire" is the world
after imperialism has, in the authors'
view, completely imposed capitalist
relations throughout the world, leav-
ing no region or areauntouched. The
processesof production and commu-
nication have linked together the
whole world in a way unimaginable
previously. New forms of labour are
emerging, .which result in new class
transformations, The countryside of
the world has undergone dramatic
changes.

Much of the above is, of course,
true. The world has undergone
tremendous transformation in the
half century since the end of the
Second World War and the three
decades since the death of Mao
Tsetung. Since the colIapse of the
USSR (which we should never forget
had become an imperialist country no
less subject to the laws of imperial-
ism than 3011others), intra-capitalist
rivalry, the push toward war, has
given way to the tendency of the
imperialists to form an "operating
fraternity of thieves" (to borrow
Marx's description in Capital) in
which their particular and contradic-
tory interests are at the present time
mainly subordinated to their com-
mon need to preserve and protect the
conditions of this thievery.

The authors argue that "what
used to be conflict or competition
among several imperialist powers
has, in important respects, been
replaced by the idea of a single
power that over-deterrnines them a11,

The slums 01 New York city.

structures them in a unitary way, and
treats them under one common
notion of right that is decidedly post-
colonial and post-imperialist. This .is
really the point of departure for our
study of Empire: a new notioº-- of
right, or rather, a new inscriptiori of
authority and a new design of pro-
duction of norms and new instru-
ments of coercion that guaranteecon-
tracts and resolve conflicts",2 and
"Empire is not a weak echo of mod-
em imperialism but a fundamentally
new form of rule."3

The present imperialist system
has no centre or centres, the authors
argue. It is a system that is now
engulfmg the whole world "seam-
lessly" and obliterating all the dis-
tinctions in its way. In general,
Empire is considered not only a high-
er form of capitalism beyond imperi-
alism, but also a historical advance
over the earlier imperialist epoch:
"we judged Empire less bad or better
than the previous paradigm from the
standpoint of the multitude".4

The authors maintain that sover-
eignty has been "deterritorialised".
By this they mean that the system of
govemment and control is no longer
linked to a specific national forma-
tion or state system. Here, as else-
where, they take real phenomena,
such as the increased rnigration of

people, the fluidity of capital, the
development of intemational institu-
tions such asthe United Nations, etc.,
but don't recognise that these fea-
tures are growing up within a world
structure dorninated by imperialist
nation-states. "It rnight appear as if
the United States were the new
Rome ... [but] Any such territorial
conception of imperial space,howev-
er, is continually destabilised by the
fundamental flexibility, mobility and
deterritorialisation at the core of" the
imperial apparatus."5 However,
what "appears" is also, in this caseat
least, what exists. To quote one
reviewer, "The actually existing
United States constant1ythreatens to
emerge from the pages of Empire
like the face in the nightmare, and
has to be perpetualIy repressed."6

Whilé the authors do not try to
make the absurd argument that the
US hasbeen totalIy free from imperi-
alism, they do argue that imperialism
was an essentialIy European phe-
nomenon, as opposed to Lenin's
view that it emerged mainly out of
the process of the growth and con-
centration of capital into monopoly.?
Lenin, of course, always considered
the US an imperialist country and
never fell into the error of arguing
that because the US possessed far
fewer colonies it-was any less "impe-
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rialist" than Britain or France, for
exarnple. Since the Second World
War, the formerly colonial countries
were granted formal independence
but remained enslaved to the world
imperialist system in the form of
neo-colonialism. Millions of people
around the world know very well that
US imperialism is all too real.

The driving force behind the
United States' evolution is, in Negri
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and Hardt's eyes, not the logic of
capitalism, with its incessant com-
pulsion to expand and reproduce on
an ever-intensifying scale. Instead,
they believe that its dynarnics are
explained by particular features of
the US, linked to its history as it
expanded westward across the North
American continent from its origins
on the Atlantic coast.They argue that
this "democratic expansive tendency
implicit in the notion of network
power must be distinguished from
other, purely expansionist and impe-
rialist forms of expansion't.ê

The authors go on to heap praise
on Woodrow Wilson's "internation-
alist ideology of peace as an expan-
sion of the constitutional conception
of network power" and specifically
contrast him with the "imperialist"
tendencies represented by Theodore
Roosevelt.? How much importance
should we give to the particular coat
of paint with which Wilson tried to
beautify US imperialist interests in
entering the First World War? In fact
Negri and Hardt do a lot of fawning
over the United States and attach
great importance to what the US
rulers say about themselves. It is per-
haps worthwhile to rernind Negri and
Hardt that imperialist demagogic jus-
tification for their crimes is as old as
imperialism itself. The Belgians tried

to justify their brutal acquisition of :::e
the Congo in the late nineteenth cen- ~
tury as a fight against Arab slavery! "ti

Japan sought to liberate Asia from ~
the rule of Europeans under the ban- O
ner of Asia for Asians, etc., etc. This ."
rerninds us of Marx's statement that g
while "every shopkeeper is very well 3
able to distinguish between what ~
somebody professes to be and what 3:
he really is, our historians have not
yet won even this trivial insight.
They .take every epoch at its word
and believe that everything it imag-
ines about itself is true."lO

To Negriand Hardt, the US's
long march to world hegemony is not
something that is inherent in the cap-
italist system itself, and not essential-
ly the same as what drove Britain,
France, Germany or the USSR, as
each of these states also strove to
establish its own imperialist empire.
The authors treat us to a never-never
land in which US imperialism no
longer exists, indeed never fully
existed, where the Vietnarn War was
not the defining event of a whole
period of world relations in the
1960s, but rather an aberration, a
"last gasp" of European-style imperi-
alism, in which somehow the US had
become entangled "when it had
strayed the farthest from its original
constitutional project't.U

The conclusion is that "the com-
ing Empire is not American and the
United States is not its centre. The
fundamental principle of Empire as
we have described it throughout this
book is that its power has no actual
and localisable terrain or centre".12

At the time of this review, in 2006,
when the US has been on an acceler-
ated world-wide rampage since 11
September 2001, such a description
seems almost ridiculous. The world
system indeed does have a centre, or
actually several centres, but among
which the US is overwhelmingly
dorninant. Certainly new internation-
al institutions have emerged that, to a
certain extent, can provide a kind of
"governance" to the world in which
the various imperialist powers co-
operate and to some degree "medi-
ate" the conflicts between the imperi-
alist statesand the local ruling class-
es.of the countries they feed upon
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:E and dominate. But first we should
~ point out that these institutions in no
i= way represent a passageto a stateless
ã: world, rather they serve to preserve
O and give order to the existing world
LLa system of states with all of the
z inequality and relations of domi-
a nance that we see around usoa.
« Furthermore, events have under-w3: scored the limitations of any of these

institutions to transcend the sover-
eignty of the US itself.

The United Nations is given great
attention by Negri and Hardt. lndeed
they begin their argument with an
analysis of the UN "not as an end in
itself but rather as a real historical
lever that pushed forward the transi-
tion to a properly global system".13

Certainly it can be said that the world
needs institutions thatcan take into
account the needs of humanity as a
whole. This can be seen in the need
for a sensible management and pro-
-tection of natural resources, such as
fisheries, and of bio-diversity or the
even more glaring need for the allo-
cation of human resources on the
basis of needs,such as in responseto
epidemics or the overcoming of the

I gross inequalities between different
regions of the world. But we can see
from countless examples that the
world has become more lopsided and

, unequal, not less, and that the com-
mon resources of mankind are
increasingly endangered, such as by
the very real threat of global warm-
ing. And the UN's self-proclaimed
central mission of preventing armed
conflicts between states has not
slowed down imperialist aggression
and war. lnstead of representing
"transitions to a properly global sys-
tem" of the future, the UN and simi-
lar institutions are important pillars in
maintaining the world as it is, and, in
that sense,are not at all transitions to
the future but rather obstac1es to
reaching it.

When we look at the concrete
reality of the United Nations we see
that it is not an institution sitting
above the actually existing relations
of power between states.When Negri
and Hardt discuss the UN as an insti-
tution they leave out its bedrock ele-
ment, that five countries have a veto
in the Security Council, the only UN

body able to authorise (or legitimise
after lhe fact) the recourse to force
and war. Further, we have seen that
even among the fi ve permanent
members of the UN Security
Council, alI vetoes are not equal.
Even though three of these countries
opposed the US war against Iraq, and
even though the Secretary General of
the UN Kofi Annan was to declare
(albeit two years later) that the war
against Iraq was "illegal" from the
point of view of the UN Charter,
France, China and the USSR could
not, and did not, prevent the US and
Britain from going to war essentially
alone and against the will of the great
majority of world states(not to men-
tion the overwhelming opposition of
the masses in Britain and a huge
opposition movement in the US
itself). The UN is both a vehicle for
facilitating the "operating fraternity
of thieves"as wel! as an arena for
dispute among the thieves them-
selves. But, as the Iraq war proved, it
can only reflect and cannot in any
fundamental way over-rule or super-
sede the actual geo-political realities
in the contemporary world.

Empire was written in the period
between the first Gulf War (1991,
when Bush senior was president of
the US) and the Kosovo war that
began in 1998, in other words, during
the "Clinton" era. While the main
trends of US imperialism, which
would later form the basis of the
Bush n programme, were already
beginning to take form during the
Clinton period, they had not yet
made the "leap" that took place after
11 September 2001. Stil!, even in the
rosy years of the 1990s there exists
plenty of evidence (ex-Yugoslavia,
Congo, etc.) to refute Negri and
Hardt's contention that, "the idea of
peace is at the basis of the develop-
ment and expansion of Empire."14 Of
course, these authors cannot be
expected to predict the future, but
any theory that claims to be scientif-
ic, which c1aims to actually reflect
the world as it is and to understand
the laws determining its motion, is
obligated to interrogate itself based
on how well the actual unfolding of
events validate or cal! into question
its underlying assumptions. So Negri

and Hardt were obligated in their
later work, Multitude, to revisit the
thesis of Empire.

True, in Multitude, "a general
global civil war"15 has replaced the
authors' earlier claim of peace as the
basis of Empire. Unfortunately,
Negri and Hardt avoid any real self-
interrogation, especially on the
founding principle of their theory, the
surpassing of the imperialist epoch
by something higher.

ln Multitude the authors argue:
"One could say at least since the
early 1990s, US foreign policy and
military engagement have straddled
imperialist and imperial logics ....
The United States acts as a national
power along the lines of the modem
European imperialist states. On the ..
other hand, each US military engage-
ment and the orientation of its for-
eign policy in general also carry
simultaneously an imperial logic,
which is cast in reference not to any

. limited national interest but to all the
interests of hurnanity as a whole ...
We should not simply regard, in other
words, the humanitarian and univer-
salisticrhetoric of US diplomacy and
military actions as facades designed
to mask the fundamental logic of
national interests. lnstead we should
also recognise them both as equally
real: two competing logics that run
through one single military political
apparatus. ln some conflicts, such as
Kosovo, the imperial humanitarian
logic may be dominant, and in others
such as Afghanistan, the national,
imperialist logic appears primary,
while in still others, such as lraq, the
two are mixed almost indistinguish-
ably. Both logics, in any case,in dif-
ferent doses and guises, run through
all of these conflicts."16

"We should not get caught up in
the tired debates about globalisation
and nation-states as if the two were
necessarily incompatible. Our argu-
ment instead is that national ideolo-
gies, functionaries, and administra-
tors increasingly find that in order to
pursue their strategic objectives they
cannot act and think strictly in
national terms without consideration
of the rest of the globe. The adminis-
tration of Empire doesnot require the
negation of national administrators.



On the other hand, today imperial
administration is conducted largely
by the structures and personnel of the
dorninant nation-states."17

Thus, we see Negri and Hardt's
concession to reality: the post-Ll
September war on the world by the
US is at least partially powered by an
"imperialist logic" even if other con-
flicts, such as Kosovo, are mainly a
reflection of "imperial humanitarian
logic". "Imperial" administration
will be conducted by "structures and
personnel of the dorninant nation-
states". And again we see the
authors' undue concern with the US
ruling class' explanation of their
actións rather than reaUy analysing
the driving force behind them.

Negri and Hardt's discovery of
the common interests of the imperial-
ist powers is really nothing new at
ali. Nor has it ever been true that any
major imperialist power could act
"without consideration of the rest of
the globe". They can and do consider
the situation of the whole globe now
and in the past, but they continue to
do so through the prism of their own
national (imperialist) interests and
not from the abstract leveI of
"Empire" that Negri and Hardt are
postulating. To the extent that the
imperialists do act in concert, for
example the European imperialists
through the vehicle of the European
Union, they reflect not some global
interest standing above states and
classes but rather their common
interests both in their competition
with the US and lesserrivaIs (such as
Japan)and asoppressornations dom-
inating much of the rest of the world
(the ''Tllird World").

11.What is Capitalism?
What Pushes Imperialism Forward?

In order to understand why Negri
and Hardt can arrive at such a funda-
mentally wrong picture of today's
geo-politics, it is necessary to look
more deeply at how they understand
capitalism itself. While Negri and
Hardt offer some useful observations
concerning features of contemporary
society, they fail to understand the
actual material underpinnings of cap-
italism and are, thus, at a loss to
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explain how capitalism is developing
and what is pushing it forward.

First of all, it needs to be reaf-
fmned that despite the still important
differences that exist between differ-
ent countries and regions, there is an
imperialist world system, which is
indeed capitalist and as such is still
governed by the basic laws that Marx
and Engels discovered. Certainly the
world has undergone great changes
since Marx laid out the workings of
capitalism so systematically in
Capital. Lenin, in particular, showed
how capitalism had entereda new era
of monopoly capitalism, or imperial-
ism, and since Lenin's jime further
great changeshave occurred and will
continue to occur. But Lenin's
achievement was to analyse the era
of capitalism on the basis of the laws
discovered by Marx. This was not
out of some dogmatic loyalty to
Marx's teachings but rather because
these laws, in a fundamental sense,
continued to govern how capitalist
society moves and develops.

It is an adrnirable undertaking to
seek to comprehend the contempo-
rary econornic system and if, in the
course of these efforts, previous
understandings even by giants like
Marx and Engels are proven to be
incomplete or even wrong, those
who are fighting to change the world
should unhesitatingly recognise the
truth. But we are not convinced that
"the Marx and Engels of the internet
age" (as Negri and Hardt are referred
to on the back cover of Empire) have
really succeeded in discovering a
more correct explanation for capital-
ist society and its development. On
the contrary, their departure from the
fundamental framework established
by Marx and Engels has led them
into a morass of confusion.

Forces and Relations of Production

Hidden away in Empire is an
observation that, were it true, would
shake to its very foundation the
Marxist understanding of political
economy and, with it, our under-
standing of the revolutionary process
through which one social system is
replaced by another. Negri and Hardt
write, "Postrnodernisation and the

passageto Empire involve a real con-
vergenceof the realms that used to be
designated by base and superstruc-
ture.. .. In this context the distinc-
tions that define the central cate-
gories of political economy tend to
blur. Production becomes indistin-
guishable from reproduction; the
productive forces merge with the
relations ofproduction .... "18

To understand this we should
briefly review what Marxists mean
by the terms forces of production and
relations of production. Forces of
production include land, machinery,
technology and, most important1y,
the productive classes themselves
and their ingenuity and creativity.
The way in which human beings are
organised to use these forces of pro-
duction and distribute their product is
referred to asthe relations of produc-
tion. Here we are speaking of the sys-
tem of ownership of the means of
production, the division of labour in
society, and the way in which the
products of society are distributed to
its various members. In general, the
relations of production correspond to
the leveI of the forces of production
and together constitute the economic
base of society. For example, in
medieval Europe the feudal system
based on landlordism and serfdom
corresponded more or less with the
capacity to produce - the knowledge,
techniques and instruments of pro-
duction - which existed at that time.
There was not yet a material basis
and a corresponding social need for
the existence of a large class of
labourers who were "free" from a
relation to the land and forced to sell
their labour power to the capitalists.

Every econornic base (that is, the
forces and relations of production)
gives rise to a "superstructure" -
institutions, culture, ideas and a state
- which corresponds to the given
econornic base and enables it to go
forward. To return to the example of
the European feudal system, we can
see how it gave rise to institutions,
such as the Catholic Church, which
corresponded to the feudal econornic
base.Generally speaking, productive
forces undergo development both
graduaUy and through spurts, which
bring them more and more sharply
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== into contradiction with the relations
~ of production. It is this basic contra-
E diction that calls forth revolution.
a: When tools need to speak, they do so
O through men, Mao Tsetung wrote.u,
O This revolution will take place neces-
Z sarily in the superstructure, and
~ notably through the seizure of politi-
< cal power, which will enable new
UJ
== relations of production to be devel-

oped and the economic base to leap
forward. In very broad strokes this is
what the bourgeois or capitalist revo-
lutions accomplished in the past and
what the communist revolution will
do in the future.l?

The brilliance of Marx and
Engels was to have shown, even at a
time when capitalism was at a con-
siderably lower level of develop-
ment, that the forces of production,
the growth of modem industry, sei-
ence and a proletariat, were being
increasingly restrained or "fettered"
by the private ownership of the
means of production and the capital-
ist commodity system in which the
ability of the labourer to produce is
itself tumed into a commodity to be
bought and sold and "consumed"
(that is, used to create commodities
through capitalist production). Marx
and Engels put it this way:

"Only then [with the communist
revolution] will the separateindividu-
als be liberated from the various
national and local barriers, be brought
into practical connections with the
material and intellectual production
of the whole world and be put in a
position to acquire the capacity to
enjoy this all-sided production of the
whole world (the creations of man).
All-round dependence, this natural
form of the world-historical co-oper-
ation of indi viduals, will be trans-
formed by the communist revolution
into the controI and conscious mas-
tery of these powers, which, bom of
the action of men on one another,
have tillnow overawed and govemed
men as powers completely alien to
them."20

Thus, we can seetwo fundamen-
tally opposed visions of how ulti-
mate1ya communist society will be
achieved. For Marx and Engels the
realisation of human potential can
only come about by revolution, by

the transformation of the existing
social conditions.

Negri and Hardt argue otherwise,
that the relations of production, far
from being a fetter on the further
development of the productive
forces, are themseIves "fusing" with
the productive forces. (This is linked
to the authors' understanding of
"immaterial labour" which we retum
to later.) Negri and Hardt argue that,
because the labour process requires
the co-operation of individuals, there
is no longer any useful distinction (or
contradiction) between production
itself and the way society is organ-
ised to carry out production. They
argue that contemporary society,
which they call "Empire", is self-
organising through networks Iarge
and smalI in particular countries and
on a world scale. But the self-organi-
sation of society can only exist under
communism when humanity really is
in a position to organise itself con-
sciously and collectively. But there
are obstacles to this today, in particu-
lar the very real capitalist relations of
production, that production takes
place within a framework of com-
modity exchange and specifically the
exploitation of the labour power of
the producers. Society is restrained,
deformed, and crippled by the exist-
ing capitalist relations. Yes, the
potential for a different kind of soei-
ety is constantly expressing itself, but
it is only potential as long as capital-
ism remains intact. While one could
applaud Negri and Hardt for
extolling the capacity of human
beings, they seemwilling to settle for
only the pale shadow of that poten-
tial. The conflict between the tremen-
dous forces of production, which we
must remember includes most impor-
tantly the revolutionary class itself,
and an antiquated system based on
expIoiting the intemational proletari-
at, has in no way disappeared.On the
contrary, it is precisely this contra-
diction that is cryingout to be
resolved through proletarian revolu-
tion on a world scale.

There has been a phenomenal
growth in productive capacities and
scientific .knowledge. Marx and
Engels' vision of being able to pro-
vide for the needs of all humanity is

clearly vindicated. Yet, at the same
time, the gap between wealth and
poverty has increased to a degree
never before seen in human history.
lf Marx and Engels were only able to
postulate an era of commonly shared
abundance, today the potential to
realise it re-emerges from every cor-
ner. A shift of only a few per cent of
the world's food resources would
effectively eliminate starvation and
maInutrition. How simple it should
be to put a stop to the deaths of fifty
thousand children daily from pre-
ventable diseases,whose main cause
is poor drinking water, or to solve the
homelessness that is rampant in the
very shadows of the skyscrapers in
New York and London as well as
Mumbai and São Paolo. The inability
to solve even such relatively simple
problems is due to the way humanity
is organised. In light of the inability
of society to organise itself to meet
even these simple needs, talking
about "society as subject" covers
over the task of making revolution.

What Propels What?

Negri and Hardt's rejection of
Marxist polítical economy goes
hand-in-hand with Empire's inability
to explain why capitalism is com-
pelled forward to always produce on
a greater and greater scale. ln partic-
ular, it is the competition of different
capitals that commands them all to
"expand or die", and this gives rise to
a spiral process through which capi-
tal increases its value, concentrates
by gobbling up or merging with its
competitors and seeks ever greater
sourcesof labour to exploit and mar-
kets to conquer. None of this occurs
smoothly, of course, and the spiral
process of accumulation takes place
through the "anarchy of production"
and leads to periodic disorder, crisis
and upheaval. Imperialism or
monopoly capitalism modifies but
does not negate these fundamental
processes.lndeed, it actually height-
ens the competition between capitals
in the form of giant multi-national
firms and imperialist powers and
transforms the whole world into their

.sphere of competition and makes
war, including world war, its ultimate



vehicle for destroying its competitors
and creating the conditions for
expanded accumulation.22

It is this constant and relentless
drive to maximise profit that drives
capitalism to exploit more and more
labour power (proletarians) more and
more thoroughly, constantly trans-
forming the whole productive process
and socialising it on a massive scale,
and it is this working of the capitalist
system that pushesthe proletarians to
resistance and creates the material
basis for revolution. This basic
processhasalways beencomplex and
multi-sided, and is even more so in
the conditions of the twenty-frrst cen-
tury. But Negri and Hardt reverse this
dynamic. It is the struggle of the pro-
letariat, in their view, that has
"pushed" the capitalists to the trans-
formation they call "Empire".

Negri and Hardt argue that,
''Theories of the passages to and
beyond imperialism that privilege the
pure critique of the dynamics of cap-
ital risk undervaluing the power of
the real efficient motor that drives
capitalist development from its deep-
est core: the movements and strug-
gles of the proletariat."23 In fact the
danger is not whether to restrictour
analysis, to a "pure critique", since
genuine Marxists have always recog-
nised the importance of studying and
understanding diverse social phe-
nomenon, and certainly the struggle
of the proletariat and the oppressed
peoples is most definitely an impor-
tant factor in influencing how the
dynamics of capital develop. But we
do insist that it is the internal dynam-
ic of capital itself that is the principal
motor pushing it both to expand into
new spheres and to intensify
exploitation where it is already pres-
ent. Negri and Hardt's inverted theo-
ry even goes so far as to argue that
the maintenance and strengthening of
US hegemony in the period since
1970 "was actual1y sustained by the
antagonistic power of the US prole-
tariat .... capital had to confront and
respond to the new production of
subjectivity of the proletariat."24

. This kind of non-materialist
understanding also reflects an inabil-
ity to .understand capitalist crisis.
"Capitalist crisis, as Marx tells us, is
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a situation that requires capital to
undergo a general devaluation and a
profound rearrangement of the rela-
tions of production as a result of the
downward pressurethat the proletari-
at puts on the rate of profit. In other
words, capitalist crisis is not simply a
function of capital's own dynamic
but is caused directly by proletarian
conflict." In other words, according
to Negri and Hardt, capitalist crisis is
mainly a result of the struggles of the
proletariat - which is not at ali what
Marx "tells us", although it must be
admitted that this is one misconcep-
tion that is widely held among self-
professed Marxists. In his great work
Anti-Dühring, Engels went to con-
siderable length to refute the "under-
consumptionist" theory of crisis,
pointing out that the under-consump-
tion of the masseswas a feature of ali
forms of class society, yet, it is only
under capitalism that crisis appears.
Engels described a "crisis of over- .
production", in that production
would expand at a faster rate than
markets. Engels put it this way:

"The enormous expansive force
of modern industry, compared with
.which that of gases is mere child's
play, appearsto us now as a necessi-
ty for expansion, both qualitative and
quantitative, that laughs at all resist-
ance. Such resistance is offered by
consumption, by sales, by the mar-
kets for the products of modern
industry. But the capacity for exten-
sion, extensive and intensive, of the
markets is primarily governed by
quite different laws that work much
less energetically. The extension of
the markets cannot keep pace with
the extension of production. The col-
lision becomes inevitable, and this
cannot produce any real solution so
long as it doesnot break in pieces the
capitalist mode of production ... "25

It is true that capitalist crisis can-
not be reduced to purely economic
factors alone, and in the era of impe-
rialism, when capitalism mainly is
centred in imperialist states, many
geo-political considerations also play
their role in the accumulation
process, including the rivalry
between imperialist powers, the
resistance struggles in the oppressed
nations and the struggle of the prole-

tariat in the imperialist citadels them- :tE
selves- all of thesefactors interact on ~
each other. But this does not negate "O

the basic materialist understanding ~
upon which Marx constructedhis the- O
ory and the laws he discovered of ."

O
capitalism, which push it toward :u
over-production, as the citation from =t
Engels so powerfully presents it.26 Õ

ü)
While the actual working out of the 3:
different tendencies is complex and
mitigated by many factors, it still
holds true today.27Instead, Negri and
Hardt are arguing in a convoluted
way that the proletariat's struggles are
both the causeof crisis, and,paradox-
ically, rescue capitalism (or at least
the present centre of the capitalist
system, the US).

Luxemburg's Theory Resuscitàted-

Negri and Hàfdt resuscitate the
thesesof Rosa Luxemburg on impe-
rialism. Luxemburg argued that since
the prôletariat could never "buy
back" the product of its own labour,
the only way the capitalist system
could prosper was through trade with
("outside") non-capitalist regions or
sectors, which alone could allow the
capitalist system to realise the value
(through sale) produced by the
exploitation of the proletariat in the
imperialist countries. She postulated
that imperialism would reach an
insurmountable crisis when capital
had transformed the whole world.

Negri and Hardt are arguing that
imperialism has indeed accom-
plished this world transformation and
the result is a whole new stage of
capitalism, beyond imperialismo
They argue that, "Capital no longer
looks outside but rather inside its
domain, and its expansion is thus
intensive rather than extensive."28
And "postmodernisation is the eco-
nomic process that emerges when
mechanical and industrial technolo-
gies have expanded to invest the
entire world, when the modernisation
process is complete, and when the
formal subsumption of the non-capi-
talist environment has reached its
limit."29 To this we say wrong, and
wrong again.

Wrong because capitalism at
every stage of its development has

\
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== expandedboth intensively and exten-
~ sively, that is to say it continues to
E develop in its home base, to exploit
lI: the proletariat more completely, to
O accumulate more and more capitalLI..
O and it continues to seek new areasof
z domination. Further, what is "out-
~ side" to one capitalist (or imperialist
« power) may well be "inside" to
W3: another, such as when the US pushes

into markets and territories in Africa
previously dominated by European
imperialist powers. Wrong again
because while capitalism has indeed
transformed more and more of the
non-capitalist world in its image, this
process is by no means complete.

Let's look a little harder at the
thesis ofNegri and Hardt. They don't
literally argue that there are no longer
any different states, but rather that
their significance is dying out and
that real sovereignty has passed to
the amorphous and "seamless"
Empire. The authors grant the US a
special role in this world system, but
they see it as if this is just the sheU
reflecting the old imperialist world
while real sovereignty (or the capaci-
ty to govem) has shifted to the amor-
phous "Empire", which is every-
where and nowhere in the whole
world at once. Here also the descrip-
tions of Negri and Hardt have some
important aspects that "ring true" to
the reader. Some functions previous-
ly the sole domain of specific states
have been delegated to intemational
organisations such as the World
Trade Organisation. There is an ever-
increasing degree of interconnection
not only in circuits of capitalist pro-
duction but also in all spheresof cul-
tural and intellectual life. Certainly
the intemational nature of the prole-
tarian revolution, while always fun-
damental, now screamsout more and
more loudly and demands that the
revolutionary process in given coun-
tries pay fuU heed to its imperatives.
In these respects the intemet world
feels light-years beyond most of the
twentieth century, to say nothing of
Marx's time. Is it possible that the
world is now, or could become, a sin-
gle feasting ground for a single, non-
territorial capital?

No, such a world will not come
about (and unlike Negri and Hardt

we have a hard time seeinghow such
a nightmare would, if it were to come
about, be "not as bad as" the present
imperialist system). The same basic
features of capital that push it to

. expand also mean that capital can
exist only in competition and conflict
with other capitals, As Marx put it,
capital can exist only as many capi-
tals. The tendency for capital to con-
centrate, to grow larger and larger
and swallow up those capitals which
"lose out" in competition does not
eliminate this competition but actual-
ly intensifies it and places it on a
higher Ievel where huge capitalist
groups compete with each other and
muster whole states in their service.
It is this never-ending war of capitals
among themselves that makes capi-
talism unable to rest content with its
current profits and drives it to exploit
ever more proletarians more and
more thoroughly. Even if by some
quirk of history such a single world-
wide capital could, for a moment,
come into being, it would surely be
flung apart into disparate pieces.30

A Single Sovereignty?

Sovereignty, or the capacity of a
state to govem and rule free of exter-
nal control, has always been linked to
a specific territory and population.
Certainly the imperialist powers con-
tinually trample on the sovereignty of
'other statesand peoples. In the colo-
nial period this was by brazen annex-
ation and theft. In the more recent
period it has taken many forms of
direct and indirect aggression and
interference. Intemational institu-
tions have granted themselves the
right to dictate essential questions of
policy that are normalIy the preroga-
tive of a sovereign power. For exam-
ple, the International Monetary Fund
can teU many countries in Africa to
drastically slash already meagre
health and education services, the
World Trade Organisation can insist
that patent laws be brought into con-
forrnity with the US conception of
intelIectual property and, thus, out-
law the production of generic drugs,
and a country can be told what kind
of weapons it is allowed to develop.

As any observer can easily recog-

nise, the "disappearance of sover-
eignty" is a decidedly uneven affair,
It is certainly clear that the US has no
intention of losing even one iota of
its sovereignty, and it has consistent-
ly fought any and all measures that
would restrict it. One example is its
refusal to participate in the Hague's
Intemational War Crimes Tribunal
for fear that one day some of its own
torturers could be tried there. The US
has evenly brazenly opposed the
Kyoto treaty aimed at reducing car-
bon gas emissions, partly becauseof
US interests in remaining the world's
largest polluter but also because of
the US allergy to anything that even
smells like a restriction on its sover-
eignty. So while sovereignty of many
countries has been impeded and
eroded, this is not true for the most
"sovereign" of all, the US.

When we look at the contempo-
rary world what we actually see is
not the disappearanceof imperialism
or the emergence of a single homog-
enous world empire free of conflict
and rivalry among sovereign imperi-
alist states. Rather we see the
increased socialisation of production
on a world scale, which is indeed
knitting ever closer connections and
ties between all of the different
actors in the productive process and
in human society generally. But this
very socialisation stands in sharp
and antagonistic conflict with the
still existing capitalist relations of
ownership, distribution and organi-
sation of production, which 'is
reflected by the still central role of
states in enforcing these relations,
and most importantly, that strongest
of states,US imperialismo

111. National Liberation and the State

Negri and Hardt correctly stress
the interconnectedness of today's
world, in the productive process, in
the movement of peoples, and the
cornrnunication of ideas. They argue
against a frozen view of the world
that would deny the transformative
power of the capitalist system.While
imperialism most certainly does
retard the productive forces in the
countries it dominates, it does so as
part of constantly transforrning each



society that it touches.
World capitalism must continual-

ly expandits markets and transform
more and more human labour into
labour power - that specific form of
commodity that can be purchased
and soldoBut capitalism cannot and
does not do this evenly and certainly
not equitably. Capital can and does
make use of, incorporate and
strengthen various backward features
of pre-capitalist society, even as it
continues its march to more exten-
sively and more intensively exploit
its markets.

Negri and Hardt correctly point
outthat, "relations of production,
which were developed in the domi-
nant countries, were never realised in
the same form in the subordinated
regions of the global economy",»
but they still grossly under-estimate
and even obliterate the fundamental
divide in the world, between oppres-
sor and oppressed nations. They
write: "the c1assicaltheories of impe-
rialism and anti-imperialism lost
whatever explanatory powers they
had".32In fact, Mao Tsetung showed
very clearly in his analysis of pre-
revolutionary China that the previous
feudal system had been underrnined
and transformed by the penetration
of imperialism into China, which is
why he called the system "semi-feu-
dal". He argued, and it has been
shown to be the case, that imperial-
ism does not completely, thoroughly
and "democratically" transform the
countries it penetrates.

But what imperialism does do is,
in a certain sense,become "internal"
to the countries it dominates.33They
correctly note the tendency for the
interpenetration of the first and third
worlds where the latter "enters into
the First, established itself at the
heart as ghetto, favela, always again
produced and reproduced. ln turn,
the First World is transferred to the
Third in the form of stock exchanges
and banks, transnational corporations
and icy skyscrapers of money and
command."34This reality of an inter-
penetrating world is often ignored
and sometimes even denied by those
who see imperialism only as an
external force blocking the internal
development of the nation. In fact,
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capital has extremely contradictory
effects on the countries it penetrates
- it canand must integrate them into
the overall world circuits of produc-
tion and exchange, and by incorpo-
rating more and moreregions of the
world into its dynarnic of expand or
die, imperialism does fuel growth
and development in these countries.
But again this OCCUfS while it contin-
ues and, in fact, deeperrsthe "divide"
in the world between the oppressed
and oppressor countries:

Negri and Hardt negate this fun-
damental truth when they declare,
"Through the decentralisation of pro-
duction and the consolidation of the
world market, the international divi-
sions and flows of labour and capital
have fractured and multiplied so that
it is no longer possible to demarcate
large geographical zones as centre
and periphery, North and South....
This is not to say that the United
States and Brazil, Britain and India
are now identical territories in terms
of capitalist production and circula-
tion but that that between them are
no differences of nature, only differ-
ences of degree."35 So here the
authors' correct observations of the
interpenetration of different societies
("they clearly infuse one another")
are used to wipe out one of the most
important "differences of nature"
thatexist, precisely the difference
between oppressed and oppressor
nations and states. Anticipating
objections, the authors argue against
"any nostalgia for the powers of the
nation state or resurrect any politics
that celebraresthe nation':'36 But the
limits of nation and nationalism must
not be used to argue against the still
very real task of liberating nations
(and whose basis for exploding in
struggle can be seen to be intensify-
ing, not dirninishing, in the contem-
porary world).37

Imperialism and Pre-capitalist
Modes 01 Production

Negri and Hardt argue that it is
impossible for the oppressednations
to "re-creare the conditions of the
past and develop as the dominant
capitalist countries once did. Even
the dominant countries are now

dependent on the global system; and :e
the interactions of the world market m)ao

have resulted in a generalised disar- "U

ticulation of all economies. ~
lncreasingly, any attempt at isolation O
or separation will mean only a more 'TI

brutal kind of domination by the ~
global system, a reduction to power- :3
lessnessand poverty."38 (')u;

Here again Negri and Hardt make s::
some correct observations but then
take them to some incorrect and
decidedly non-revolutionary conclu-
sions. Yes, it is a dangerous delusion
(and a not very revolutionary mie at
that) to wish to "recreate" the condi-
tions under which capitalism first
developed in the West.39 However,
this does not change the fact that a
qualitative difference remains
between the developed capitalist
states and the countries of the neo-
colonial world, not only in terms of
their relative level of developmentw
but also specifically in the existence
of a national market, linkages .
between industry and agriculture áÍJ.d
various branches of what goes into ai
national economy. Overcoming tlVs
giant and growing gulf in the w}irld
between the small number of wjÍalffiy
statesand the bulk of the world pop-
ulation remains a tremendous task
béfore human society as-a whole.

In a world dominated by imperial-
ism, any country or group of coun-
tries that make revolution must of
necessitytake-úpthe difficult struggle
to "de-link" the country from the
world imperialist system.This is nec-
essaryfor several reasons:in the case
of the oppressed countries, their
development has been stunted, per-
verted and channelled to the particu-
lar (subordinate) role that each has in
the world imperialist system.The lib-
eration of the people requires that this
form of national bondagebe decisive-
ly dug up. In this sense,national lib-
eration does correspond to the inter-
estsof the great majority of the mass-
es in the oppressed countries.
Furthermore, the requirements of aid-
ing the world revolution cannot be
fulfilled if a country is at the mercy of
the imperialist powers or their supra-
national institutions, such as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
or the World Bank. It is sufficient to
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:E look at how the imperialists have bul-
~ lied or overthrown even reactionary
j::: regimes that, for various reasons,
ã: have not gone along completely with
O the dominant imperialist programmeu..
O to see what is in store for a genuine
z revolutionary regime. ln the case of
~ the imperialist countries as well, a
ct genuine socialist revolution requires a
W3: "de-linking" if these countries are to

withstand the sabotageand attack of
remaining imperialist states and also
since it is inconceivable that a gen-
uine socialist society could be built
on an edifice of exploitation and
oppression of other nations.

Here Negri and Hardt arepointing
to a real problem: it will be difficult,
very difficult, for any country, espe-
cially one that has been dominated
and oppressed by imperialism, to
avoid being reduced to "powerless-
ness and poverty" if it embarks on a
revolutionary path. Indeed, overcom-
ing "powerlessnessand poverty" will
be one of the great tasks and chal-
lenges of the revolution. But what
conc1usion can we draw from
Empire? Only that the current situa-
tion is inevitable, that it is betternot to
even attempt national liberation, and
that if there is any future liberation to
be had it can only come when the
whole world capitalist systemis trans-
formed (the choice ofthe word "trans-
formed" is deliberate sincethe authors
don't believe it can be or needsto be
"overthrown"). Despite Negri and
Hardt's insistence that Empire can be
attacked from "any point" on the
globe, their whole thesis leads right
back to a euro-centric conception in
which any real social changecan only
take place fust and decisively in the
advanced countries, which, despite
the authors' objections, we will con-
tinue to call imperialist.

The struggle in the imperialist
countries will play a very important
role in the world-wide struggle to
move from one epoch of human soei-
ety to another. It is neither possible
nor liberating to postulate a world
revolutionary process in which revo-
lution is limited to the Third World
and the proletariat and the oppressed
massesof the imperialist citadels are
at best relatively passive supporters
of a revolutionary process essentially

alien to themselves.O But the impor-
tance of stressing the truly interna-
tional dimension of the struggle for
world communism and the crucial
role that must be played in both the
oppressedandthe oppressorcountries
must never be distorted to deny the
possibility of revolutionary break-
through in one or a group of coun-
tries, which in turn will call forward
revolutionary struggle in both kinds
of countries. If we are to make revo-
lution it is very likely that that revolu-
tion will be made in one or several
countries first, And wherever the pro-
letarian revolution triumphs it will
inevitably face hostility from that part
of the world in which the old system
of exploitation is still dominant.

What Negri and Hardt are cor-
rectly pointing to are the real limits
of the process of building a parallel
economic system in a capitalist
world. The biological reality that
human beings are a single species
has, in our epoch, beenjoined by the
social reality that humanity is a
coherent whole even if, at present, it
is divided into classesand nations. It
is impossible that production, science
and culture can in any fundamental
sense be divided into different
camps.42If it is true that in our his-
torical epoch the existence of social-
ist statessurrounded by an imperial-
ist world is likely to remain a feature,
this can only be understood as one
phase and one form of the struggle
between the world proletariat and
world imperialismo Peaceful coexis-
tence has definite limits: it can never
be a fundamental strategy, and one
system will ultimately triumph over
the other.43 This is not only because
of the aggressive nature of the impe-
rialists (and certainly not because of
the will of the socialist countries),
rather it is a reflection of this very
indivisibility of humanity. If, in addi-
tion, this has always been true in a
fundamental sense- and recognised
by Marx and Engels with their call
for workers of all countries to unite
and fight for a whole new world -
today this "commonness" of human-
ity is felt much more palpably by
broader sections of the masses the
world over. Modem communica-
tions, production methods and migra-

tory flux do, as Empire argues,mean
that, even in the most remote comers
of the earth, people are far more
interconnected in a thousand ways.
And it is also true that the existence
of modem means of production has
created new needs - people in the
remote areasalso want accessto the
products of modem life, their share
in the common product of humanity,
and full accessto the world commu-
nity of men and women. Poverty, as
Marx pointed out, is relative to the
existence of socially and historic~
determined wants and needs.A re~~~
lutionary movement that is only able
to feed the bel1y of the hungry will

, ultimately fail if it is not able to, step-
by-step, help fill the desire of people
to leam, communicate, and struggle
to transform alI aspectsof sociallife.
It is true that the poor peasantry and
others, those most inclined to a revo-
lutionary urge, are often also the sec-
tion of the masses most excluded
from this global processo But this
exc1usion cannot be made a princi-
ple, and still less can ignorance and
exclusion be usedas a building block
of a new society. First, such an
approach would immediately narrow
the base of the supporters of the rev-
olution and drive the middle classes
and the intelligentsia, whose co-oper-
ation is needed,into the enemy campo
Furthermore, such an approach
would make a moekery of the goal of
fitting the proletariat to rule the earth
and training the massesof people to
inereasingly master the affairs of
state. Pol Pot's Cambodia ean serve
as a frightening reminder of where
this kind of nationalism leads.44

So there must be a determined
fight to "de-Iink" the oppressed
eountries from the world imperialist
system (through new-demoeratic
revolution and socialism), and histo-
ry has shown that it is possible for the
result of this to be other than "power-
lessnessand poverty", at least in the
situation of a large socialist eountry
(or a smaller eountry in relation to a
larger socialist country ar bloc). A tri-
umphant socialist revolution in an
advanced country will also face just
as daunting problems in buildingan
economic system without the
exploitation of the oppressed coun-



tries and peoples and without the
economic entanglements with its pre-
vious imperialist trading partners.45
However, the authors are pointing to
the reallimits of building a "parallel
economy" in a world still dominated
by capitalismo Socialist states must
be, in all senses,real "base areas" of
the world proletarian revolution,
where the masses are already trans-
forming society and working to build
a communist future. But they must
never lose sight of the fact that the
communist future can exist only on a
world scale and that the socialist
states are locked in a fierce and pro-
tracted fight with world imperialism
exactly over the future of humanity
and the world. Like any base area in
the course of a war, the survival and
flourishing of socialist states is ulti-
mately both dependent on, and sub-
ordinate to, the overall progress of
the world-wide struggle against capi-
tal.46

The barrier of imperialist rela-
tions to progress and development
has to be seen in relation to the
potential ofthe productive forces that
capitalism has brought into being -
productive forces that grew up, it
must be stressed,in connection with
the plunder of the oppressed coun-
tries. The apologists for imperialism
often argue that the people of the
oppressedcountries should be thank-
fuI to the West for its civilising and
modernising mission. Some reac-
tionary US political figures have
even tried to justify slavery in the US
by this standard! This is to be partly
answered, of course, by pointing out
how the development of capitalism
in the West, from its earliest
moments right down to today, has
always had as a pillar the looting it
could obtain from the less developed
countries and regions of the world.
But this is only half the answer, and
the less important half at that. This
same process of accumulation and
development to which the oppressed
countries have contributed so dearly,
has also created the science, produc-
tion techniques, and, increasingly,
the proletarian c1ass itself, which
makes a different organisation of
society possible and necessaryon the
whole planet. It is against this psssi-
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bility, which is straining to come into
being, that the barriers of capitalism
must be exarnined.

National Liberation -
Still a Task of the Proletariat

In one of the most insightful pas-
sagesof Empire, perhaps in anticipa-
tion of the attacks that the negation
of "nation" will surely solicit, the
authors argue: "the nation isprogres-
sive strictly as a fortified tine of
defenceagainst morepowerful exter-
nal forces. As much as these walls
may appear progressive in their pro-
tective function against external
domination, they can easily play an
inverse role with respect to the interi-
or they protect."47

Their discussion of black nation-
alism in the US points to the positive
role this struggle has played, while
also correctly pointing out that "the
progressive elements are accornpa-
nied inevitably by their reactionary
shadows... (eclipsing c1ass differ-
ences,for example) or when it desig-
nates one segment of the community
(such as Afro-American men) as de
facto representatives of the
whole ... ".48

"With national 'Iiberation' and
the construction of the nation-state,
all of the oppressive functions of
modern sovereignty inevitably blos-
som in full force." "The -revolution
(in the colonial countries) is thus
offered up, hand and feet bound to
the new bourgeoisie. It is a February
revolution,49 one might say, that
should be followed by an October.
But the calendar has gone crazy:
October never comes, the revolution-
aries get bogged down in 'realism',
and modernisation endsup lost in the
hierarchies of the world market. ..the
liberated countries find themselves
subordinated in the international eco-
nomic order." Or, as they put it later,
"the state is the poisoned gift of
national liberation" .50

The above passageis accurate as
a summation of the course that the
great majority of "national libera-
tion" struggles have travelÍed, espe-
cially if one is to (mis)understand
"national liberation" to consist prin-
cipally of the struggle for formal

independence. In Africa, for exam-
ple, the whole period of de-colonial-
isation beginning in the 1950s and
really only ending with the replace-
ment of the apartheid regime in
South Africa in 1994, was accompa-
nied by the ideology of nationalism.
In many of these struggles a more
radical current attempted to cast lhe
struggle in Marxist-Leninist (ánd
even sonietimes Maoist) terms,
sometimes presenting this kind of
"national liberation" struggle as a
prologue to a further socialist stage.
In these countries what became COI1-

solidated was a bourgeois regime,
oppressing the massesof people and
bound hand-to-foot to the world
imperialist system. Indeed, "October
never comes".

But here again we see the differ-
encebetween what people mayimag-
ine themselves to be, whatever ban-
ner they raise to justify theiraction,
and what class relations people actu-
ally representoIndeed, a great prob-
lem with many of the variants of rev-
olutionary nationalism is that they
confound Marxism and nationalism
and inevitably obscure the central
question in every revolutionary
process, specifically the question of
which c1assis leading and what kind
of society will be brought into being.
The Maoist understanding of new-
democratic revolution is of a bour-
geois-democratic revolution of a new
type, led by the proletariat and aiming
not at the creation of a capitalist soei-
ety led by the bourgeoisie but open-
ing the way forward to a socialist
society led by the proletariat. For no
struggle for proletarian revolution
-can succeed without fighting against
every aspect of inequality and domi-
nation. The proletariat takes up the
task of freeing the nation, yet never
sees its goal in such a limited light.
Ironically, history has shown that
those whose goal has been limited to
the liberation of the nation andwhose
ideology hasbeen nationalist are fun-
damentally unequal to fulfilling the
real tasks of national liberation. For
example, be it Cuba's dependency
first on sugar cane and now on
tourism or Mozambique's dependen-
cy on exporting migrant labour to.
South Africa, we see that the,task of
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:E freeing these societies from the grip
~ of world imperialism is far from
E accomplished. This is because any
a: attempt to preside over a functioning
O capitalist economy must inevitablyu..
O reach an accommodation (the "real-
z ism" Negri and Hardt refer to) with
~ the world imperialist system. This
~ economic dynarnic will createa bour-
3: geoisie even where one does not yet

exist, aswe have seenin country afier
country.

It is only when the task of the lib-
eration of the nation and the subse-
quent reconstruction of the nation is
clearly and decisively subordinated
to the transformation ofthe whole
world that the resolve and strength to
travel a different path can be found.
But this different path also requires a
state, the leadership of society and
the material strength to overcome
external and internar opposition to
this path. In fact, the liberation of
nations, shattering the grip of imperi-
alism, is just as necessarytoday as it
was forty years ago. And this strug-
gle will play a very important role, if
and to the extent that it is subordin-
ated to the ideology and programme
of the proletariat \md the latter' s
world historic.emancipatory task.

It is noteworthy that in this sec-
tion of Empire the authors do not
even mention the outstanding case
where nationalliberation struggle did
indeed lead to "October", that is to
the socialist revolution, and here we
are speaking of the Chinese
Revolution where Mao Tsetung con-
ducted the long struggle against feu-
dalism, imperialism and bureaucrat
capitalism not as an end in itself but
as a necessaryprologue to the social-
ist revolution. The danger that the
necessary task of national liberation
will blind the revolutionaries to the
goal of communism (assuming that
such a goal was there in the first
placeãt), that "October will never
come", is real indeed. But real danger
cannot be used as an excuse for fail-
ing to undertake a necessary if per-
ilous journey. The proletariat must
dare to take up the task of leading
national liberation, of uniting the
great majority of the population,

• including the national bourgeois ele-
ments (open and disguised) whose

programme is really only to set up an
independent bourgeois system while
refusing to relinquish the leadership
of the revolution to such forces and
taking the necessary measures to
assure that the massesof people are
more and more involved in carrying
out a revolutionary process that does
lead in the direction of socialism and
ultimately communism.

Mao did take up the challenge of
"de-linking" China from the hostile
imperialist world and actual1ybuilt a
socialist society that was very much
an "autonomous economic structure"
not dependent on the imperialist sys-
tem or the world market. Elsewhere
Empire's authors refer to Mao's
China as essentially a "modernisa-
tion" project.52 lo reality, the com-
munist revolutionaries in China were
indeed building a whole different
kind of society, quite the opposite of
the capitalist system that had
emerged in Europe and elsewhere.
True, the Chinese revolution gave an
important emphasis to uprooting the
pre-capitalist remnants in the coun-
tryside and to building up an indus-
trial base and other features of mod-
em Iife. But Mao never lost sight of
the goal of classless society and the
dynamic role of people in the strug-
gle to reach this society, unlike the
revisionists, such as Deng Xiao-
peng, in the Communist Party of
China who did in fact seemodernisa-
tion as an end in itself and who
seized power from the revolutionar-
ies following Mao's death under the
banner of accomplishing the "four
modernisations".53

The Continuing Importance
of the Peasantry and

the Agrarian Question

In Multitude Negri and Hardt take
up the question of the transformation
that capitalism has wrought in agri-
culture in the Third World. Their sub-
title, "Twilight of the Peasant
World", reveals their basic thesis -
the disappearance of the peasantry,
which they define "as those who
labour on their own land, produce
primarily for their own consumption,
are partially integrated and subordi-
nated within a larger economic sys-

tem and either own or have accessto
the necessaryland and equipment".54
Of course, with thepeasantry defined
in this narrow way, their conclusion
is inescapable.

The authors correctly refer to the
important analysis Mao made based
on the differentiation of the peasantry,
specifically into poor, middle and rich
peasants.In the course of the polari-
sation of the peasantry between the
poor and landless on one side and the
rich peasantswho employ others on
the other, the middle peasants, who
alone really meet Negri and Hardt's
definition of the peasantryasself-suf-
ficient producers, "all but vanish in
the process".55The authors point out
that "Mao's political focusturned
toward the peasantry- not toward the
peasantsas they were but toward the
peasantsas they could be."56

Mao had indeed analysed that the
workings of imperialism had forever
changed the Chinese countryside
and, in particular, the class differenti-
ation among the peasantry. But he
also understood that this process was
taking place within a context in
which foreign imperialism was ham-
pering China from emerging as a
full-scale capitalist society,hence the
need for China to undergo a bour-
geois-democratic revolution, but of a
new type, led by the proletariat and
opening the pathway to socialismo
Mao was certainly not a "peasant
revolutionary", as the modern Soviet
revisionists or Enver Hoxha por-
trayed him. As Negri and Hardt cor-
rectly point out, "the final victory of
the peasant revolution is the end of
the peasantry".57Mao did, of course,
embark on a process of collectivisa-
tion of agriculture in China with the
long-term perspective of reducing
step-by-step the differences between
worker and peasant and town and
countryside aspart of the overall pro-
gression of the socialist revolution.
But the authors lose sight of the
extremely important - and revolu-
tionary - step that was taken in China
with the redistribution of the land.
Yes, the goal was the socialist trans-
formation of China's countryside, but
this would not be developed in a
straight path out of the differentiation
(or the partial proletarianisation) of



large sections of the peasantry in the
old society. To go forward to the
socialist future, it was first necessary
to resolve the "old" land problem in
a revoIutionary way by giving land
title to the peasantry. ln this way the
enthusiasm of the peasantry was
unleashed to tear up the reactionary
system, which had been enslaving
them for centuries, and so the old
feudal relations in the countryside
were decisively shattered. But this
revolutionary measure was a dou-
bled-edged sword, for it also opened
the door for capitalism and the
processof differentiation of the peas-
antry, into rich and poor, with the
inevitable result of land becorning
concentrated in the hands of a rich
peasantry or capitalist farmers and
the majority being reduced to land-
lessness. (And indeed in the first
years after land reform it was possi-
ble to see such a capitalist or rich
peasant economy rapidly developing
in China.)

For Mao, giving "land to the
tiller" was not an end in itself, rather
it was the necessarystepto lead to the
voluntary co-operation of the peas-
antry. Only in this way could the
enthusiasm of the massesfor collec-
tivisation be fully unleashed and
could its voluntary nature be assured.
This differed greatly, for example,
from the revisionist model of Cuba in
which the old sugarestateswere sim-
ply transformed into new revisionist
statecapitalist farms where, while the
conditions of the agricultural workers
certainly improved, there was ulti-
mately no fundamental change in
their relations of wage slavery.

Negri and Hardt are correct when
they say that the traditional peasantry
is being transformed, but they are
wrong when they write as if the need
for agrarian revolution has disap-
peared in a great number of countries
in Asia, Africa and Latin America. It
is certainly true that, in the period
since Mao's analysis of the Chinese
countryside, the penetration of impe-
rialism has. continued to transform
the rural class relations in many

-Third World countries.S8 But it
should be understood that this does
not happen in a one-dimensional
way: while capitalism is dissolving
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some aspects of pre-capitalist rela-
tions it can also incorporate and rein-
force other aspects.

ln India, for example, in some
aspectsthe caste system is as strong
in Punjab, one of the most capitalisti-
cally developed agricultural areas in
the country, as in much more back-
ward areas.And, in factomodern cap-
italist agriculture can and does profit
from medieval practices such as
caste. The fact that capitalism tends
toward the dissolution of the peas-
antry is not the same thing as saying
that it has elirninated the peasantry or
the striving of the poor and landless
peasants(the "semi-proletarians") for
a bourgeois solution, that is, becom-
ing small landholders. There are
many tendencies of capitalism that
are held in check by other, counter-
vailing tendencies and geo-political
realities. For example, capital also
has a tendency to support and rely on
existing reactionary authority, as we
see in imperialism's support for feu-
dal sheikhs in the Gulf as long as oil
flows freely, and this runs contrary to
capitalism's other tendencies to
remake the world in its image.
Generally speaking, in the Third
World it is only on the basisof abour-
geois-democratic solution to the land
question ("land to the tiller") that it is
possible to advance toward the truly
proletarian-socialist future, which
will, indeed, mean the gradual elimi-
nation of the peasantry asa class.But
to act as if capitalism has already
elirninated the peasantry and peasant
aspirations would be to try to build a
new society on a foundation of sand.

In Brazil, today, as few as 20 per
cent of the people make their liveli-
hood through agriculture. But it can
also be seenthat the movement of the
landless is the most important strug-
~le in that .coun1:ry!againstthe r~ac-
tionary regime and'has drawn wide-
spread support from the masses in
the urban areas as well. Negri and
Hardt explain this support by saying
that the particularities of the peas-
antry have been dissolved into the
general mass or "multitude" of the
Brazilian producers. But there is
another, more correct explanation:
the agrarian question in Brazil still
concentrates and typifies to a large

degree the "new-democratic revolu- ::e
tion" against imperialism and feudal- ~
ism, which is still to be accomplished cg
in that country, involving the vast Z
majority of the population as well as O
the landless. . ""
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IV. Law of Value and
"Immaterial Labour"

Central to the thesis of Empire,
and a subject that is returned to in
more length in Multitude, is the argu-
ment that "immaterial Iabour" is now
the determining form of labour on
the earth. The authors see this as a
question of quality, not quantity, pro-
posing a parallel to the role of indus-
triallabour in the nineteenth century,
which, although dwarfed quantita-
tively by agriculturallabour, came to
characterise the whole epoch and
transform the way other forms of
labour, such as agriculture and arti-
san labour, took place. They argue
that today immateriallabour, in other
words, labour that is not producing
material objects, is dominating and
colouring other forms of labour that
continue to exist (industrial and agri-
cultural).

Here again, there is a reason why
the observations and arguments of
Negri and Hardt "ring true" to many
people. It is indeed a fact that an
important, and rapidly increasing,
sphere of production comprises vari-
ous forms of "immaterial labour",
such as creating computer software.
Not only is this sphere itself very
important to contemporary capital-
ism (and we know that a number of
the largest and most dynarnic corpo-
rations today are in this sphere,
Microsoft being the archetypical
example), but the advance of com-
puterisation does affect the quality of
work in many spheresand the way in
which people interact in the produc-
tive processoThis also has an effect
on class relations. For example, jour-
nalists generally turn in their stories
on computer files, thus elirninating
the need for traditional typesetters of
a previous generation. The authors
also argue that computerisation and
the advance in communications
(internet, etc.) have led to production .
being carried out in "networks" - rel-
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::t atively flexible and loose linkages
~ between people that do not require a
i= rigid hierarchical control.
ã: The problem is that Negri and
O Hardt try to use their understanding
LI.
O of "immaterial labour" to argue that
z the very concept of "exchange value"
~ no longer has any meaning. Marx
<C and Engels formulated the "labour
w3: theory of value" to explain how dif-

ferent commodities are exchanged -
why an ounce of gold is worth more
than a litre of milk, forexample. In
brief, they demonstrated that, on the
whole, the price for any given com-
modity will tend to revolve around its
exchangevalue, which representsthe
"socially necessary labour time" that
went into producing that commodity.
Negri and Hardt argue that immateri-
al labour has elirninated the concept
of exchange value as representing
congealed labour time. Indeed, their
understanding of immaterial labour
leads them to cast out other pillars of
Marxist political economy as well,
which are vital to an understanding
of capitalism~oday. .

Negri and Hardt argue that many
spheres of immaterial production
can only tak:eplace as part of a col-
lective process that cannot be
reduced to simply the activity of
exploiting labour power. Negri and
Hardt argue that Marx's conception
of variable capital is outmoded,
because the labour process does not
require capital to "orchestrate pro-
duction": "Today productivity,
wealth, and the creation of social
surplus tak:ethe form of co-operative
interactivity through linguistic, com-
municational, and affective net-
works. ln the expression of its own
creative energies, immaterial labour
thus seems to provide the potential
for a kind of spontaneous and ele-
mentary communism."60 They go on
to say, "The foundation of the classic
modem conception of private prop-
erty is thus to a certain extent dis-
solved in the postrnodern mode of
production."61 Or as they state in
Multitude, "Our innovative and cre-
ative capacities are always greater
than our producti ve labour - produc-
tive, that is, of capital. At this point
we can recognise that this bio-politi-
cal production is on the one hand

immeasurable, because it cannot be
quantified in fixed units of time; and,
on, the other hand, always excessive
with respect to the value that capital
can extract from it because capital
can never capture all of life. This is
why we have to revise Marx's notion
of the relation between labour and
value in capitalist prodúction."62

Let's look again at the question of
language to shed light on what Negri
and Hardt are arguing, lt is true that
the development of languageinvolves
ali of society and that this cannot be
reduced to a product that is a direct
application of labour power purchased
and organised by the capitalist class.
For Negri and Hardt, "immaterial pro-
duction", such as the creation of lan-
guage, is exploited by the capitalist
class,not through the buying and sell-
ing of commodities and labour power,
but by "the expropriatioti of the com-
mon" .63Language itself is not a com-
modity, it has no "value" in a Marxist
sense, or more precisely, it has no
"exchange value". Of course, lan-
guage is one of the most important
and constantly developing assets of
society but, as these writers correctly
recognise, it does not develop mainly
through commodity relations, through
the purchaseand saleof commodities,
including labour power itself.
Language has existed as long as
human beings have existed, and long
after commodity production and
exchangevalue areburied people will
continue to develop language and lit-
erature.But when the development of
language tak:esplace within capitalist
society, this central feature of human
society cannot escapefrom the whole
social environment of commodity pro-
duction that permeatesali of society.
When language is transformed into a
commodity - for example, when the
ability to speak: English raises the
level of the exchange value of a per-
son's labour power (that is to say,their
salary), when English medium
schools thrive both as a source of
profit and a meansof class differenti-
ation in many counties, when diction-
aries or works of culture and art that
codify the developments of language
that the masses have produced· are
exchangedon the market place, these
social products do indeed become

commodities that are privately appro-
priated, that are bought and sold, and
that are subject to the law of value.
The mechanism through which capi-
talism exploits is none other than the
systemof commodity production; out-
side of this framework of buying and
selling, to speak:of capitalist exploita-
tion hasno real scientific meaning.

The great concem of the imperial-
ists for "intellectual property rights"
shows that the "shell" of bourgeois
relations has to be shattered by the
conscious and forceful act of the pro-
letariat and that these relations will
not just spontaneously dissolve into
cyberspace. The absurdity of private
ownership stands out ali the more
sharply in so far as the productive
process itself, even restrained and
channelled by capitalism, does
require an ever increasing interaction
of people and ideas in a given society
and throughout the world, as Empire
forcefully argues.This is why it is so
important for the capitalists to appro-
priate, regulate, channel and "com-
modify" the understanding and devel-
opment that does come forward from
among the masses.

In software production it is true,
as the authors point out, that the
direct and indirect interaction of
countless actors are the building
blocks on which products are creat-
ed. This is particularly evident in the
"open source" movement, which
refers to the efforts of computer engi-
neers and others to fight so that all
source code for software lies in the
public domain and is not subject to
copyright. Even, or perhaps especial-
ly, the wealth of experience of soft-
ware users, their complaints, the
solutions they find to bugs, and so
forth, ali become part of the collec-
tive process that goes into software
production. Negri and Hardt consider
this "spontaneous communism", but
what it mainly shows is that the shell
of capitalism throttles the capacity of
the people to produce, and that what-
ever spontaneous and creative chan-
nels and networks people create to
carry out production and scientific
experiment and investigation will
generally be brought under the wing
of the capitalists, or risk being suffo-
cated altogether.



In the world today it is only the
capitalist who is in a position to
transform the products of people's
labour and initiative into a saleable
product, and as long as capitalism
does exist products that cannot be
profitably sold will not be produced.
For example, one of the great crimes
of capitalism is how little of the
world's resourcesaredirected toward
the prevention and cure of malaria, a
diseasethat kills millions every year,
while billions of dollars have been
spent researching and marketing
Viagra, an expensive medication to
increase sexual performance in men.
As long as the profit system contin-
ues 'to dominate society these kinds
of misallocations of human resources
are 1llevitable, and ,promising
avenues to fulfil real social needs
will not be pursued.

Capitalism is certainly theft, but
itis a particular kind of theft, a par-
ticular mode of production. This
mode of production does mean, yes,
-hiring odifferent kinds of people
("vmiable capital") and organising
their efforts and expropriating the
product of the collective efforts. The
"exchange value" of these commodi-
ties around which their actual sale
price gravitates is indeed essentially
determined by the law of value, by
the amount of "socially necessary
labour time" that goes into their pro-
duction, or if we want to rephrase
this, to take into account Negri and
Hardt's reasonable argument that
much of what ends in the capitalist
product is not a direct result of capi-
tal's investment, we can say that the
exchange value also includes that
amount of socially necessary labour
time that goes into appropriating, pri-
vatising, systematising, packaging
and marketing the product that may
well have been produced or exist out-
side of the capitalist relationship,
construed in the strictest sense.

To give an example, drinking
water in a mountain community is not
a commodity, it is not bought and
sold, it is just there to be consumed,it
has no exchange value but only use
value. If a capitalist enterprise setsup
a factory to bottle this pure water and
sell it tocity dwellers, the exchange
value of the water will be determined

only by the costs involved in setting
up the factory, the labour power
employed in the bottling process,
shipping and transportation and addi- '
tional costs, such as administration
and advertising. So pure drinking
water with no exchangevalue is trans-
formed into a commodity in accor-
dancewith the law of value. And why
cannot city dwellers simply organise
themselves and their mountain-
dwelling sistersand brothers to deliv-
er the pure water to thosethat needit?
The simple answer is capitalism - the
capitalists own and control the trans-
portation and distribution facilities,
they alone have the capital necessary
to build the bottling plant, and they
alone can mobilize and control the
labour power necessary to carry out
the whole processoSo, even if every-
one had an "equal right" to the moun-
tain water, we can seethat it is only
the capitalist class that can avail itself
of this right. And to carry this a step
further, li some men and women of
good will were to band together to
form a kind of co-operative water
supply, they could only succeedin this
venture to the extent that they them-
selves became capitalists, and any
efforts they made to ignore or violate
the law of value, for example, by giv-
ing it away to the poor and needy,
would be smashed by the infamous
"invisible hand" of the capitalist mar-
ket. lndeed, repeated co-operative
efforts in country after country have
shown that the only choice is to join
the band or be crushed.

Let us look further at Negri and
Hardt's software producers and their
argument that "value" is being pro-
duced and expropriated even though
exchange value has been eliminated,
since it is this alleged disappearance
of exchange value that is at the heart
of their re-definition of capitalist
exploitation. But source code used in
computer programming, however
brilliant and however useful, can
only make a profit for the capitalist if
and when it is transformed into a
marketable commodity, that is,
something that will be exchanged for
money, either by an enterprising ven-
ture capitalist or a software giant.
And indeed this is something that
happensevery day. It is worth noting

that even if Microsoft and someother ~
software giants have ferociously ~~
opposed the "open source" move-
ment (making the source code freely
available to the public), other huge ~
capitalist groups, such as Sun (")
Computers, have found ways to 21
make massive profits precisely
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through "appropriating" the creative
work of others. These products can- ;
not escapefrom the workings of cap-
italism and its market; generally
speaking, if no firm finds a way to
directly or indirectly profit from a
product, even the most useful of
applications is likely to be sidelined
and forgotten. '

Certainly Negri and Hardtare
correct in calling attention to the fact
that an increasingly important sec-
tion of the world economy is selling
services and not goods., But the
important thing to stressis that serv-
ices, also, do not escapefrom the law
ofvalue: they are exchanged (sold) at
a price that reflects that amount of
socially necessary labour timee+that
has gone into producing them.
Without the expertise and knowledge
to use it (which isoverwhelmingly I
monopolised and organised and sold
by the capitalist class) source code is
meaningless gibberish and is no
more equally available to the masses
than the "equal right" of alI to spend
their holidays on the French Riviera.

It is true that much creative col-
laboration takes place through infor-
mal "networks" (for example, dis-
cussion groups on the Internet), but it
is not true that these networks some-
how escapefrom the social reality of
private ownership and private appro-
priation, or the division of labour in
capitalist society. Negri and Hardt
are unable to see the hand of capital I

orchestrating the symphony even if
some of the musiciansbelieve that
they are only following their sponta-
neousinclinations. The "centre" does
indeed exist, and the autonomy of the
actors is hemmed in and ultimately
directed by a capitalist system and a
capitalist class that very much func-
tions according to the "Iaw of value"
that these writers would like to
define out of existence.

The authors explicitly reject any
continued distinction between use

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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:e value65and exchange value, but it is
~ the law of value that still inexorably
E govems capitalist society, deterrnin-
a: ing prices, wages, profits and invest-
(.) ments, etc., through a complex mech-
~ anism that Marx devoted his three
Z volumes of Capital to illuminating.
~ In fact, this contradiction, which
ct Marx discovered at the leveI of the
w3: commodity and which he then traces

throughout his study of the capitalist
economy, is very much at the heart of
Marx's whole world-view and
approach, his materialismo One
would have hoped that "discoveries"
of such immense importance - the
withering away of the distinction
between use value and exchange
value and between the forces and
relations of production - would have
been methodically presented and
argued for and not just asserted.
Negri and Hardt fail to offer an
explanation of how the capitalist sys-
tem functions without the regulation
of the law of value and what gives
the system its coherence and deter-
mines its motion.

In fact, while important features
have arisen, the basic laws of capital-
ism that grow out of commodity pro-
duction and the conversion of the
labourer him or herself into a com-
modity have not been superseded.It
is certainly not always the case that
technical innovation is the direct
result of the capitalist organisation of
work and researeh.But it is the case
that as long ascapitalism is master
over society, human creativity will be
channelled and subordinated tothe
needs of capital and, to a great
degree, suppressedwhen those needs
are not served. Again, what we are
seeing is consistent with and a further
development of the basic situation
that Lenin analysed in Imperialism
the Highest Stage of Capitalism: the
material conditions for socialism and
communism are being further created
by the workings of eapitalism itself,
including and even especially as it
grows into the stage of monopoly
capitalism, imperialism, but the pro-
ductive potential of society is coming
ever more sharply into conflict with
the way capitalism organises society,
the relations of produetion, whieh act
asa "fetter", a brake, on the ability of

mankind to produce and transform
the world. For every ounee of "cre-
ative energy" revealed by contempo-
rary capitalism, which Negri & Hardt
would like to call Empire, far more
such energy is stifled. The problem is
not, as the authors argue, "to revise
Marx's notion ofthe relation between
labour and value in capitalist produc-
tion". The task is for society to go
beyond the era in which eommodity
production stiU dominates, in whieh
the capacity of humanity to produce
is itself redueed to a eommodity
(labour power).

A Muddled Class Analysis

At one point in Multitude Negri
and Hardt spell out in a bit more
detail who exact1y they are talking
about in the sphere of "immaterial
production": among others, "food
servers, salespersons,computer engi-
neers,teachersandhealth workers".66
Two points come to mind here. First,
the obvious, that they blur the distinc-
tion between the proletariat and the
middle classes(McDonalds hamburg-
er chain employees who work for
minimum wage are put in the same
category as computer engineers, who
are a privileged strata in all coun-
tries). This kind of class analysis is
not new. Factors such as income leveI
and the role in the social division of
labour are obliterated. For example,
nothing is more stratified than a rnod-
em Westem hospital. Noi only are
income levels vast1y, unimaginably,
different between cleaners and brain

"surgeons, the distinctions between
mental and manual labour, between
thosewho decide and thosewho carry
out orders, areextremely pronounced.
From the point of view of classanaly-

, sis, there is little value to lumping a11
hospital employees together into the
single category of "health workers",
If we are to have a clear idea who the
motive forces of revolution are like1y
to be and what policies should be
adopted to assurethe support or neu-
trality of others, and to identify where
we ean expect stubbom resistance
and opposition and what transforma-
tions are required in order to elimi-
nate classes and reach a classless
society, it is necessary to have an

accurateclass analysis.
Any class analysis must continue

to give great importanee to the divi-
sion Lenin analysed between the
mass of the proletariat and the labour
aristocracy. (The labour aristocracy
is that seetion of the proletariat which
is "bribed" with the super-profits the
imperialists are able to extract from
the proletariat and the massesin the
oppressed countries.) Negri and
Hardt claim that in the period "of the

, decline of imperialisms" that they
date from 1970, "the imperialist
advantages of any national working
class had begun to wither away".67
Even a rudimentary study of contem-
porary imperialist society shows that
such advantagesdo indeed exist, that
this bribery affects whole sections of
the population and not a mere hand-
ful, and that, taken as a whole, these
strata serve as a social basefor impe-
rialism and reaction. As for teachers
and doctors, their eonditions of work
and life (their role in the division of
labour and their share in distribution)
make them more a part of a diverse
middle class or classesregardless of
how many trade unions they may
have. Negri and Hardt are correct to
speak to a kind of "convergence"
between the struggle of the proletari-
at in the West and those in the
oppressed countries, which took
place in the upsurges of the 1960s
and 1970s, and to criticise "Third
Worldist" theories, which said "the
primary eontradiction and antago-
nism of the ínrernational capitalist
system is between the capital of the
First world and the labour of the
Third. The potential for revolution
thus resides squarely and exclusively
in the Third World."68 But building
the real intemational unity of the pro-
letariat cannot be done by ignoring
the great gap in the world between
the oppressor and oppressed coun-
triés or refusing to seethat this reali-
ty has influenced the class structure
of the imperialist countries.

Rather than the "dematerialisa-
tion" of the proletariat - its conver-
sion into the non-class "multitude" -
it should be eonsidered whether the
actual phenomenon the authors are
describing of the rise of immaterial
labour reflects the proletarianisation



or partial proletarianisation of the
service industries and even some of
the more privileged occupations. For
example, the US restaurant chain
McDonalds became a vast network
of small factories producing ham-
burgers on an industrial scale with
the most modern techniques, and in
many Western countries the massive
consumption of fast food is central to
the survival of the work force or, to
put it in economic terms, the repro-
duction of labour power (what the
authors would prefer to call "bio-pro-
duction").69 Those people working in
McDonalds have little in common
with an accountant and far more in
conimon with workers on a factory
assembly line, including the tyranny
of the foreman and the time clock.

The authors write, "The univer-
sality of human creativity, the syn-
thesis of freedom, desire, and living
labour, is that it takes place in the
non-place of the postmodern rela-
tions of production. Empire is the
non-place of world production where
labour is exploited."70 The "post-
modern relations of production" thus
take place everywhere and nowhere.
To buttress their argument, they call
attention to such labour practices as
flexible hours and to the fact that
many of those involved in "immate-
rial labour" take their work home
with them, so to speak. For example,
an advertising consultant might be
thinking of a new slogan at any time
of the day or night. Or consider how
the growth of the internet has made it
possible for much secretarial work to
be outsourced to people working at
home or even on the other side of the
world.

The role of the individual in the
division of labçur of society and their
share of the distribution of the social
product (that is to say, their income)
will have a great effect on the actual
relations these kinds of situations
really represent and how the person
perceives these. There can be little
doubt that a typist working hours a
day inputting repetitive material into
a computer will quite easily sensethe
difference between the time spent
working for the capitalist and his or
her hours of leisure, and will not
share Negri and Hardt's conclusion
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that "the temporal unity of labour as
the basic measure of value today
makes no sense."71To not sensethe
difference between the time of
exploitation and life itself, unfortu-
nately, is the privilege of a tiny stra-
tum whose role in the social division

. of labour gives them the responsibil-
ity for creativity, working with ideas,
developing culture and so forth. It is
true that the material conditions have
been created where Marx's metaphor
of the future communist person who
will divide the day between produc-
tive labour, reading and fishing for
pleasure may seem right at hand.
However, this possibility, so alluring-
ly dangled, can never be realised for
the masses of people under capital-
ism, but only by digging up and
destroying the laws of capitalism that
Negri and Hardt have declared dys-
functional a bit too prematurely.

A Guaranteed Social Wage

The confusion of the authors and
their ultimately non-revolutionary
vision is shown in their discussion of
the fight for a "social wage". It is
also true that large numbers of peo-
ple in society contribute to the pro-
duction of value without having a
direct wage relationship with the
capitalist. Progressive feminist theo-
reticians have long stressedthat, for
example, the rearing of children
plays a central role in the reproduc-
tion of the labouring classes and is
thus a form of unpaid labour.
Sirnilarly, in a number of countries
small-scale, non-capitalist produc-
tion provides the sustenancefor the
family (and hence the reproduction)
of the labourer, making it possible
for the capitalist employer to pay less
than the actual value of the labour
power he is purchasing.72This very
true reality does not negate the basic
functioning of capitalismo Rather it
shows that when capitalism domi-
nates a society, other relations are
subsumedand shapedby it. The solu-
tion to this can be none other than the
abolition of capitalism itself.

Negri and Hardt polemicise with
those who would reduce the prole-
tariat to the industrial workers and
who especia11ydismiss the poor and

the unemployed. They argue that all
of the masses are included in the
process of production of value,
whether or not they work ("the social
division between the employed and
the unemployed is becoming ever
more blurred"73). There is a great
deal of truth in the authors' observa-
tions and their criticism of trade
unionists (and the latters' attitude
toward the poor and also toward
massesin the "global south").

An interesting passagein Empire
denounceswhat Negri and Hardt call
"the dominant stream of the Marxist
tradition, which has always hated the
poor, precisely for their being 'free as
birds', for being immune to the disci-
pline of the factory and the discipline
necessary for the construction of
socialism."74It is in fact true that the
revisionist and social-democratic cur-
rents in the "Marxist tradition" have
had such deviations. William Z
Foster, a leader of the Communist
Party, USA for much of its early his-
tory, denounced the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) for
being basedon an "unstable" section
of the workers.t> Although we do not
shareNegri and Hardt's near worship
of the IWW's anarcho-syndicalism, it
is a fact that the IWW played an
important role in building up a revo-
lutionary section of the proletariat in
the US during the period around the
First World War, and the organisation
it built among garment workers,
migrant farm workers and lumber-
jacks played a more revolutionary
role than the narrow-minded trade
unions that appealed so much to
Foster. But the vision of the proletari-
at as having a stake in the stability of
the capitalist system cannot be laid at
the doorstep of Marx and Engels
themselves, who described a prole-
tariat uprooted from one industry or
country and hurled into the capitalist
profit machine for only as long as it
was beneficial to the capitalist class.
Marx and Engels stressed that the
working class "had nothing to lose
but its chains". And Engel's descrip-
tion of the working class in England
has nothing in common with the
labour aristocrat viewpoint that dom-
inates the "labour movement" here.

Negri and Hardt's political econ-
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~ omy leads them to the programmaticl5 demand that they find so revolution-
E ary of a "guaranteed income for all",
a:: Some feminists with logic similar to
(.) that of Negri and Hardt have raised
~ demands for the remuneration of
z housework by the capitalist class.
~ Actually, these kinds of demands are
CC at once both profoundly utopian and
W
;:: reformist. Utopian becauseas long as

the law of value is still in cornrnand
of society, which is the case,howev-
er much Negri and Hardt deny it, it is
impossible to guarantee a'decent liv-
ing wage outside the conditions of
commodity production. Reformist
because such demands do not chal-
lenge the capitalist system. In many
European countries such a guaran-
teed income exists (albeit in poverty-
stricken conditions) and everyone,
with the important exception of "ille-
gal" immigrants, is eligible.
Capitalism can continue to function
with the "guaranteed income", and
when the capitalists are faced with
demographic decline they are even
willing at times to provide significant
financial incentives for women to
retum to their traditional role as
"breeders",76

Our authors fail to recognise that
as long capitalism exists, as long as
labour power itself is a cornmodity
and these commodities are
exchanged through the medium of
money, that is, they are bought and
sold, labour power itself will be
determined by the law of value. This
is why social democratic reformers,
once at the helm of the capitalist sys-
tem, can do little else other than
"manage" the smooth functioning of
capitalismo The dynarnic of capital-
ism itself will punish any who devi-
ates from its dictates, and its laws
will reassert themselves independent
of anyone's will.?? The masses can
never be free as long as capitalism
exists. Rather than focus the energy
of the people on the utopian and
reformist goal of a "universal wage",
we must resurrect and hold high
Marx's stirring call for "the abolition
of the wage system" itself instead of
the reformist slogan of "a fair day's
wage for a fair day's work",78 Marx
was calling for society to go beyond

the whole capitalist era in which
human beings can only interact
through the buying and selling of
cornrnodities and in which the capac-
ity of the massesto produce is itself
reduced to a cornrnodity to be pur-
chased and used by the capitalists.
Negri and Hardt are not alone - far
too many "Marxists" themselves
have often lost sight of what a revo-
lutionary vision this really is andhow
radical a ropture it represents from
the world we live in.

V. Democracy, Anarchy
and Communism

Negri and Hardt declare that,
"The task is to discover a way in
cornrnon, involving men, women,
workers, migrants, the poor, and all
the elements of the multitude, to
administer the legacy of humanity
and direct the future production of
food, material goods, knowledge,
information, and all other forms of
wealth."79 True, and well put. We
suspect, however, that many readers
may find Negri and Hardt's sweeping
vision incongroous with the rather
petty scale of the political solutions
they propose. First and foremost,
they eliminate the central vehicle for
solving the problems of society,
namely revolution. In our epoch, this
can only mean revolution in the inter-
ests of the great majority, led by the
proletariat, to seize the helm of soei-
ety, establish its own state, and use it
to step-by-step create the material
and ideological conditions in which
humanity as a whole will be able to
"administer the legacy of humanity
and direct the future production".

The central political question in
distinguishing revolutionary commu-
nism from different political pro-
grammes has always been the ques-
tion of the state. It is not surprising
that it is in the understanding of the
state that the fundamentalIy non-rev-
olutionary programme of Negri and
Hardt stands out. The US "constitu-
tional project" earns lyrical praise in
both Empire andMultitude. And their
suggestions for an intemational order
are reflected in admiring the
Intemational Criminal Court "which

more than any other institution indi-
cates the possibility of a global sys-
tem of justice that serves to protect
the rights of all equally" or in the ode
to the European Union, which is
specifically considered a model for a
"new global constitution". 80

Perhaps our readers will need lit-
tle convincing of the non-revolution-
ary nature ofNegri and Hardt's polit-
ical proposals. But in order to better
understand why these authors seem
unable to go beyond timid sugges-
tions for readjusting existing intema-
tional institutions it is necessary to
look more closely at what their vision
of "cornrnunism" really is.

Democracy and Class Rule

We saw in Empire 's treatment of
"irnrnaterial labour" that an inter-
locking existence of "networks" of
individuals stretching all over the
globe and touching all of the impor-
tant domains of human activity
reveals a "spontaneous tendency
toward communism". In other pas-
sagesthey refer to networks in which
there are countless nodesbut no cen-
tre,81Their vision of the future com-
munist society is that, somehow, the
masseswill be self-goveming, with-
out the intermediary of any central
institutions. This is linked very much
to their political conception devel-
oped in Empire and even more in
Multitude that the goal is "democra-
cy", whose definition of "the role of
everyone by everyone" the authors
bOlTOWfrom eighteenth-century rev-
olutionaries.

It is beyond the scopeof this arti-
ele to go into depth on the basic
Marxist understanding of democracy
and the state, which holds that any
state is based on the role (dictator-
ship) of one class over another and
that, therefore, "the role of everyone
by everyone" is a deception that cov-
ers over the real class nature of the
bourgeois-democratic state.82

In the passageof Multitude with
the revealing subtitle "Back to the
Eighteenth Century" (meaning the
era of the original ideologues of the
political system of democracy), the
authors acknowledge that in the



democracy promoted by Thomas
Jefferson and James Madison (key
leaders of the American Revolution
and founders of the US political sys-
tem) "everyone" was restricted to
white, male property owners. But
Negri and Hardt seeall "modem rev-
olutions" as simp1y an extension of
"everyone" to encompass broader
and broader sections of the popula-
tion. While it is true that bourgeois
democracy has evo1vedso that today
women and propertyless men have
also been granted universal suffrage,
the class reality of the bourgeois
state remains essentially the same.
Negri and Hardt confound the bour-
geois and socialist revolution when
they write, "One can read the history
of modem revolutions as a halting
and uneven but nonetheless real pro-
gression toward the realisation of the
absolute concept of democracy."83

There is a fundamental difference
between the revolutions led bythe
bourgeoisie, such as the French and
US revolutions, and those led by the
proletariat - the Paris Commune, the
Russian Revolution and the Chinese
Revolution. In refusing to recognise
this distinction Negri and Hardt are
falling into the same error made by
social-democrats and revisionists for
150 years. Marx stressed that alI
"previous revolutions" (meaning the
-bourgeoisor "modem revolutions" to
use Negri and Hardt's terms) on1y
perfected the state,whi1e the necessi-
ty is to smash it. Enge1sspecifically
calls on his readers to 100k at the
Paris Commune if they want to see
the "dictatorship of the proletariat" in
action. But revisionists and social-
democrats have insisted on the conti-
nuity of the bourgeois and socialist
revolution, oblíterating their class
content. The goal of the proletarian
revo1ution is not the "extension" of
democracy but rather the surpassing
of democracy, that is, the withering
away of the state itself.84

This "absolute concept of democ-
racy" is linked to Negri and Hardt's
worship of the "spontaneous commu-
nism" in the networks of immaterial
labour. "The vast majority of our
polítical, economic, affective, lin-
guistic; and productive interactions
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are always basedon democratic rela-
tions ... the civil processes of demo-
cratic exchange, communication and
co-operation that we develop and
transform each day."85This is really
a muddle, but it does help reveal the
underlying basis of their thinking.
First, the "democratic exchange"
referred to above, especially when
we are taIking about economic and
"productive interactions", really
means nothing other than the free
exchange of commodities. In other
words, under capitalism goods and
services are constant1y and sponta-
neously bought and sold on the
sacred "free market". Negri and
Hardt are unable to see beyond a
society basedon the principIe of free
exchange and instead idealise this
"democratic exchange" as the high-
estsocial goal. This is undoubtedly
why they approvingly cite Spinoza
holding that "other forms of govern-
ment are distortions or limitations of
human society whereas democracy is
its natural fulfilment."86

In reality, Negri and Hardt's polit-
ical philosophy is better defined as
anarchist or anarcho-communist, It
does not really rupture with the idea
of bourgeois economists and philoso-
phers that if every individual pursues
his or her own individual interests,
through these competing and con-:
flicting interests the collective inter-
ests of society will ultimately tri-
umph. No doubt Negri and Hardt
would strenuously object to any sug-
gestion that the networks they
describe are, in fact, being orchestrat-
ed by the "invisible hand" of the mar-
ket, yet, as we have already seen,this
is very much the case.

Negri and Hardt propose that
human society should take hold of its
own legacy and direct future produc-
tion, but they are completely lost as
to how this might be accomplished
and on what basis such regulation
could take place. To believe that
society will organise itself sponta-
neously is to negate the tremendous
transformation that is required if
society is to go beyond the purchase

- and sale of commodities (and the
central fact that under capitalism
labour power itself becomes a com-

modity to be bought and sold). This
is becausethe idealised "spontaneous
communism" of Negri and Hardt
really is just the theoretical projec-
tion of the c1assposition of the small
commodity producer(including the
producers of "immaterial" commodi-
ties who are so central to Negri and
Hardt's analysis). In other words, it
appears to the small producer, or
petite bourgeoisie, that the problems
of the world can be solved "if on1y"
the restrictions and impediments to
the "equal exchange of equal values"
(such as monopoly or special privi-
leges) are eliminated. The polítical
expression of this is Negri and
Hardt's "absolute concept of democ-
racy" referred to earlier. They have
ruled exchange value to be an obso-
lete category, but the reality is that
there is no other basis, no other regu-
latory mechanism, that can govem
the exchanges between individuals,
ecoriomic sectors, "networks"; and
whole countries except exchange
value as long as commodity produc-
tion prevails. Ultimately their refusal
to recognise the continuing regulato-
ry role of the law of value in contem-
porary society means to bow down
before it and to abandon the world
historic task of transcending the law
of value, which will come about, not
through the spontaneousevolution of
capitalism, but through the struggle
to overthrow it.

Certain1y a revolutionary trans-
formation of the socio-economic sys-
tem will require dethroning the law of
value from its commanding heights
and step-by-step transforming the
material and social conditions that
prevent it from being eliminated alto-
gether. For example, in revolutionary
China under Mao, use value and not
exchange value fundamentally decid-
ed where stateinvestments were to be
allocated. Whether a factory would
produce pharmaceuticals or cosmet-
ics was not deteITninedon the basisof
return on investment as it is in capi-
talist society (and as in China today,
for that matter). Even in those areas,
such as the distribution of income,
where the law óf value dominated,
important steps were made to limit
this, for instance;' keeping housing
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:e priced very cheaply, well below its
~ actual exchange value. But the ability
i= to restrain the law of value carnepre-
ã: cisely from the fact that aproletarian
O state existed that could and did con-u..
O sciously plan the economy, necessari-
z ly taking into account the law of
~ value, but not allowing the law of
~ value to dictate and reign supreme.
;: Without such conscious control over

the productive apparatus,if things are
allowed to take their spontaneous
course, then the "invisible hand" of
the law of value will orchestrate the
"networks" of producers and all the
horrible. features of capitalism would
retum - along with a bourgeois state
to enforce thesehorrors.

It is undoubtedly true that state
control alone does not by any means
assure that a society will truly be
transformed in a socialist direction.
The state can itself become the
enforcer and organiser of the law of
value, as we saw in the earlier exarn-
ple of the Cuban state's role in main-
taining sugarproduction asthe centre
of the national economy. Revisionist
state capitalism in the USSR and
other countries of the former East
bloc proved in living colour that
mere stateownership is not a guaran-
tee of anything revolutionary. Nor
can we agree with the social-demo-
cratic critics of Negri and Hardt, who
berate them for failíng to seethe state
as a necessary instrument of
"reform", by which these critics
mean the existing, bourgeois state.e?

Withering Away of the
State ... Under Capitalism!

Marxists have long held that the
future communist society would
come from the "withering away of
the state" when the conditions that
require the existence of such a state,
that is class society, have been over-
come. Negri and Hardt's peculiar
contribution is to suggest that the
withering away of the state can take
place.... under capitalism! There is
no longer any need or basis for the
proletariat to wield state power.

In their discussion of the
oppressedcountries Negri and Hardt
argue that the masses can, at best,
hope for a modest reform in their

conditions thanks to an alliance
between progressive forces in the
advanced countries and reform gov-
emments like Lula da Silva's govem-
ment in Brazil. Even when Negri and
Hardt speak of revolutionary forces,
their constant point of reference is
the EZLN, better known as the
"Zapatistas" of Mexico. The authors
correctly sense the difference
between the EZLN and the revolu-
tionary projects led by Marxist-
Leninist-Maoists now and in the past.
They approvingly recall that for the
Zapatistas, the "goal has never been
to defeat the state and claim sover-
eign authority but rather to change
the world without taking power."88 It
is interesting to note that while some
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist forces have
difficulty seeing the reforrnist nature
of the EZLN and forces like them,
Negri and Hardt are quick to draw
the links between Lula and
Subcommandante Marcos, recognis-
ing that whether the struggle is vio-
lent or non-violent, the essential
point is that no seizure of polítical
power should be attempted and that
instead the world should be changed
gradually and step-by-step.

Maoists have raised the slogan
that "without state power, ali is illu-
sion". Negri and Hardt's idealism
leads them to inverse this reality.
Essentially they argue that no petty
reform, no utopian pipe drearn and
no demagogy from the govemors
should be dismissed, everything
should be taken at its face value. In
their upside-down world-view, noth-
ing is illusion, except the statepower
of the ruling classes, which will
somehow magically dissolve as the
multitude fights for "real democra-
cy". As for the statepower of the pro-
letariat, for Negri and Hardt it is best
not even attempted. In this article we
will not enter into the vital discussion
of the experience of proletarian polit-
ical revolution of the twentieth centu-
ry, but we will reaffrrm that despite
the rnistakes and shortcornings of this
experience, some of which were seri-
ous or even tragic, these were rnis-
takes and shortcomings in the
process of tremendous and heroic
efforts to bring into being a world
without exploitation and oppression.

The rnistakes of the proletariat in
exercising polítical power pale in
comparison to the much greater rnis-
take that would result from following
Negri and Hardt, which is to negate
the fight for polítical power.

Yes, human soeiety is full of
prornise. The ability of the massesto
produce, to create, to consciously
master society is constantly reassert-
ing itself in a thousand domains. But
the conflict between the capacity of
humanity and its current form of
organisation, which is based upon
capitalist exploitation, is growing
sharper. The contradictions and
developments of contemporary socie-
ty push it in the direction of a com-
munist future. But this transformation
is neither inevitable nor automatic
and will never take place without rev-
olution. The guardians of the old and
outmoded, the beneficiaries of human
exploitation, control very real institu-
tions - govemments, armies and pris-
ons among many others - which pro-
tect and enforce capitalist exploita-
tion. To call for "communism" while
arguing against a deterrnined struggle
to smash these existing reactionary
institutions is worse than an illusion,
it is a deception.

Communism is possible, neces-
sary and indeed achieving it through
world proletarian revolution is the
pressing task of human society. The
future is bright, but only if we seizeit.

Footnotes
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Cuba and the Philippines in 1898 and is
associated generally with US "gunboat
diplomacy" in Latin America.
10. Marx and Engels, The German
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Wishart, 1970, p. 67.
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One point that we will only note in pass-
ing here is that Negri and Hardt also
reject what they call the "dialectic",
which they usually attribute to Hegel.
Butmaterialist dialectics are the founda-
tion of the Marxist understanding as well,
and the contradictions disrnissed with the
wave of a pen between the base and
superstructure and the forces and rela-
tions of production are central to this
understanding.
19. We will see later in this artic1e that
Negri and Hardt forthrightly oppose the
"seizure of power" by the masses. In
denying the contradiction between the
forces and relations of production they
are developing their theoretical justifica-
tion for this non-revolutionary conc1u-
sion.
20. The German ldeology, p. 55.
2l. We will show later. that Negri and
Hardt's vision of cornrnunist society is
not at all the same as that of Marx and
Engels and is really an anarchist version
of bourgeois democracy.
22. See Raymond Lotta's America in
Decline, Banner Press, Chicago, 1984.
Lotta provides a lucid exposition of how
the laws of capitalism continue to operate
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